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SUBMISSION OF MATERIAL:
PLEASE SUBMIT TO THE EDITOR
The bulletin depends almost entirely on
members’ voluntary contributions; as a
rule, editorial modifications will only be
applied to spelling, grammar and syntax.
Ideally work should be typed on MS
Word and sent as an email attachment,
but typed copy or neat hand-written work
can be used.
Good quality pictures are always
welcome – one picture for every 500
words is about right, unless it is a
picture-feature. Please provide captions.
Email attachments are fine for
sending a few images – but don’t paste
the pictures into the body of an email.
Equally, please don’t embed pictures into
Word documents. We can use good
quality prints too. These will be returned
on request.
To send larger or multiple files we
recommend WeTransfer (wetransfer.
com), a really easy and free way to
ensure multiple images are sent with no
compression. Unfortunately, platforms
like Messenger or Whatsapp are not
suitable. Thank you
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Editorial // Phil Jackson

Editorial
W

ell, we got there in the
end. This has without
doubt been the hardest
bulletin to fill I have
ever experienced, when my online
requests for material were met with
a deafening silence. There was
some, to use some Peacock jargon,
“low-hanging fruit” in the shape of a
few pieces in train from last time
– Pat Dower, Delboy Brown and
Steve Horrocks, (my autocorrect
wrote Hottocks there – is there
something you are not telling me
Steve?) but mostly I had to “shake
the tree”. I must thank, as ever,
tireless contributors like Dai, Kevin,
Malcolm, Paul and Dingle and
everyone else who came forward of
their own volition. Your
contributions are greatly
appreciated. I am delighted, and
somewhat surprised, that we have
ended up with a 68-page edition,
once again. We have a great cover
too. Robert Wooler, who lays out the
magazine and who is a hard man to
please, said “wow!” when he saw
the shot. Well done to everyone.
PHOTOGRAPHS
This brings us nicely to the subject of
photographs. They have always been
problematic because of captioning
omissions, quality issues and
downloading problems. Some people
send too many pictures and you have
to try to select the better ones, so
please be selective and provide
captions.
But the major problem today is that
pictures can look fine on your phone,
but are not good enough to print.
Personally, I still prefer a camera,
because I understand my camera
reasonably well and I like having a
decent memory card and I have little
spare memory on my phone. However,
I recognise you can take absolutely
superb pictures with your phone. I
spoke to Ian Peacock and bulletin
producer Rob about the issue and this
summarises their thoughts on the
matter:
Taking Pictures
Make sure the lens is clean.
Go to your phone/camera settings and
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select the largest resolution ‘Rear
picture size’ (this term may vary but it’s
the lens facing away from the phone
screen). This is best applied to both
front and rear lenses while you are at
it and worth noting that often the
manufacturers default is not the
maximum. ‘Full screen’ images are not
always the best for printing, so try a
4:3 or 16:9 ratio. 4:3 is a good aspect
ratio as it is the same as A4 paper and
if you take a picture in portrait you may
have a cover shot!
Do check the available memory
from your phone settings. If memory is
an issue clear out old images and
especially memory-hungry videos.
These can be deleted, stored
elsewhere e.g. the cloud, a separate
storage device or using the phone
backup utility. Some phones have the
facility to use an additional memory
card, typically micro USB. This is ideal
as memory is cheap and extends the
phone’s overall capability without the
need to regularly managed the
storage. Typically, iPhones do not
have this option. Often people,
wrongly, think that capacity is best
improved by reducing image size. Yes,
you will get more images but the
quality is compromised and often
useless for Bulletin printing.
Sending pictures
Please remember that all the social
media options like WhatsApp,
Messenger, and Instagram compress
photo files for easy transmission and
the images are then rendered
unsuitable for Bulletin printing. The
same goes for a lot of cropping on
phones and even PC/laptop
applications. If in doubt look the size of
file size you are sending. A rule of
thumb is that images of 1MB and
under are NOT ideal for printing. If
they are less than 500 kb and you may
be in trouble. You may wonder why
printed pictures are sometimes very
small - inadequate file size is usually
the reason.
Email attachments are fine for
sending a few images – but don’t
paste the pictures into the body of an
email. To send larger/multiple files we
recommend WeTransfer (wetransfer.
com), a really easy and free way to

ensure multiple images are sent with
no compression.
And, always back your phone up
…. Easily said, but how many do?
Cloud options are available but losing
those valuable memories is surely
worth a little time and money.
Two further points: Images lifted
from websites and Facebook are
normally very low quality and are
usually unusable (and there may be
copyright issues). Also, your editor’s
new giant desktop computer doesn’t
have a CD reader, so please don’t
send these any more.
Sorry about all that and it may
seem a lot of faff, but it may make our
life a bit easier!
BOOKS
It was only a few years ago that there
was a steady stream of high-quality
books coming onto the market and it
became difficult to keep up. In recent
times the flow has slowed, as I suspect
sales were tailing off. So, we went from
feast to relative famine and online
formats have tended to dominate the
fishing media. However, in 2020 I
found three remarkable books.
It seems a long time since the last
pike book was released but “Esox
lucius”(Harper, £35) was compiled by
member Mick Cutler and published by
Harper Fine Angling Books last
September. It has an impressive list of
26 contributors, who explore the
diversity of pike fishing and provide
plenty of monsters from all types of
venues in the UK and Ireland. There
are plenty of cutting-edge techniques
(including lure, fly and boat fishing),
thoughts on managing pike fisheries
and important areas of the past, such
as British records, a history of pike
tackle, taxidermy and Fred Buller’s
Esox Odyssey, and then it is also bang
up-to-date with what the future holds
for pike fishing.
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Designed and produced to Stephen
Harper’s usual supreme standard, you
can see the superb cover work by
David Miller. Stunning.
The Avon Roach project cannot
have escaped the knowledge of serious
anglers. The book of the same name
(The Avon Roach Project, £25)
chronicles fully the efforts of Trevor
Harrop and Budgie Price to re-establish
roach within the Hampshire Avon
system. The extraordinary dedication of
these two heroes is frankly breathtaking and the way they sacrificed
almost all of normal life in their

endeavour. The angling world – no the
nation, if they did but know it - owes
them an incalculable debt of gratitude
What stands out for me is their
incredible spirit of determination and
their willingness to learn absolutely
everything about the natural history of
the roach, taking nothing for granted. In
contrast, we see the indifference shown
by some wildlife groups to what they
were setting out to achieve. Shame on
them. The angling opportunity may
have been the wellspring of their
endeavours but the real payoff is that
they put back a vital building block of

the river’s eco-system.
The book itself is brilliant – full of
energy and humour. This is one of
the greatest stories from the angling
world ever written.
Finally, Stuart Allum – one of
those admirable old-style, all-round
anglers - has produced the wonderful
“A Fish for Every Season – A Chub
Angler Reflects” (Water’s Edge
Publishing, £29.95) which amounts to
an absolute
Odyssey of chub
fishing. The story,
from the very
beginning in 1958,
is recorded in
careful detail and
the evolution of
Stuart’s chubbing
is picked out
against the
context of the
development of
angling and the Chub Study Group
in particular. Stuart writes with a
warmth and honesty that makes him
a friend straight away.
Ultimately this is the kind of
fishing book many aspire to, and you
learn as much about the man and his
passion, as you do about chub
fishing – and you learn a hell of a lot
about that!

Chairman’s Address // Ian Peacock

Chairman’s Address Spring 2021

With an end of January deadline for Bulletin articles, I am
generally taking a brief look back over the end of Autumn and
Christmas period but with a more focussed and optimistic
view of the forthcoming year. Highlights for me were our first
ever virtual AGM and the online Xmas raffle. Both events
were well supported, thank you, and for us to adapt and
flourish under difficult conditions shows we are well placed as
a group moving forward in years to come. The SGM on
Saturday 27th March, will be along the same lines but less
formal than the AGM. This will feature a question-and-answer
session with a three-man panel: guides Kenny Parsons and
Dai Gribble and angling coach, Kevin Durman.
I wrote my first draft of this report in early January but
scrapped it as further lockdown torment came down on us,
that is until the Angling Trust once again pulled a rabbit from
the hat to satisfy the few who want to fish in deep winter. As
an aside, I quite enjoyed reading all the social media initial
outcry (not just Tenchfishers) over the ban on fishing, then the
euphoria when it was allowed under certain guidelines, which
of course, are subjected to individual interpretation. I suspect
that most of the noise comes from those not even fishing,

such is the world of social media.
While on the subject of the Angling Trust I wrote about
their ‘coming of age’ in my last Newsletter editorial. They
have certainly worked hard for anglers across the country.
Just a pity that so few support them by joining but are happy
to both condemn and praise from the outside. I am pleased
that we support them both as a group and individually.
You should have had eNewsletter number 3 land in your
inbox in early January, via our email distribution. It has been
well received and enables us to communicate in a more
regular way than just meetings or social media. If there are
any topics you would like airing, please let us know.
Now for the optimistic bit …… I anticipate that come
spring, we should be out fishing on a more normal basis than
now, however, it would be foolish of me to try and define
normal in a world of Covid chaos, so I hope we can chase our
dreams in our own ways. Once again, we have some
fantastic fish-ins and individually organised events, along with
amazing Spring Ticket deals at Medway Valley Fisheries and
the Carp Society Horseshoe Lake. I hope to see you at one of
them.
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Treasurer’s Chest // Derek Brown

TREASURER’S
CHEST

W

MARCH 2021

hen we look back on 2020 it will not be with the fondest of
memories. The Covid-19 pandemic and its effect get enough
publicity, so I am not going to dwell on it here apart from saying I
hope you are all keeping well and looking forward to a return to
some kind of normality in the not too distance future.
From my own perspective 2020 can be only be described as a nightmare due to
health problems, which resulted in my being hospitalised for some 8 weeks and the
situation being further exacerbated by contracting Covid-19 whilst in hospital. During
this period, members of the committee stepped in to cover my Treasurer’s duties to
keep things rolling, for which I am very grateful, so a big thank you from me.
As you are all aware the AGM was cancelled and a” Virtual AGM” took place on
the Zoom platform, which we also now use to hold our committee meetings, thereby
saving an awful lot of time and money for committee members. This was arranged by
our forward-looking chairman Ian, ably assisted by members of the committee. I was
not able to be part of this historic first but Ian presented the slides I had prepared for
him, detailing our financial situation and showing our income and expenditure over
the last financial year. Despite the pandemic doing its best to shut down the country, I
understand many of you were able to go fishing as a result of the lobbying done by
The Angling Trust, further justifying both the group’s Associate Membership and our
annual donation.
Surprisingly, despite the lack of an AGM or SGM, we were still able to end the
year with a small surplus of £438, mainly due to some peripheral income which tends
to get ignored when compared to the raffle incomes, for example. This peripheral
income comprised commission from The PrintBiz on the sale of personalised clothing,
proceeds from the sale of “Tinca Tinca” as an e-book, a small profit from the hugely
successful Christmas 2019 raffle and some bank interest on the money we have
deposited in the Tench Heritage Alliance (THA) Account. In addition, membership
subscriptions were up £125 on the previous year.
During the current financial year and seeing as our not considerable funds were
not being spent, the committee decided to make a contribution to Les Webber MBE's
Angling Projects (www.angling-projects.org.uk) which is being run to introduce young
people to angling, in the hope that it would turn them away from drugs and knife
crime. The news of this donation has been widely welcomed by members who have
posted their support on our social media pages.
We have been informed by Wiser Hostings, who host Tenchtalk, that they are
closing their business down and have recommended that we migrate our forum to a
hosting company called Krystal. Having looked at what Krystal has to offer, we are
seriously considering migrating our website to them as well, which would probably
mean the saving of at least £100 per annum on IT costs.
Postage costs will probably increase this year as we still intend to award trophies,
even if we are unable to once again hold a physical SGM.
As members now receive discount from our main sponsors at the point of sale, we
have little return from The Tackle Shop, apart from expenditure to provide prizes for
our very successful online-raffle.
We paid from THA funds, for a further stocking of fish at Sywell, as has been
previously documented, so we now await developments to see if our efforts have
been worthwhile.
As I write this piece, we are awaiting the results of the drain-down of our stock
pond at Medway Valley, to see if the 300 young fish we initially stocked there have
grown to a size which can be considered suitable for stocking at an acceptable
venue.
Well, that’s about all from me except to hope that a new normality returns as soon
as possible during the coming year and that you are all able to get out in pursuit of
our favourite fish.
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Sponsorship Update // Steve Rabson

Sponsor
I

t would be quite easy to produce
something at this moment in time
that was all doom and gloom, as
Covid prevents us being able to
get together, either in a meeting
room or on the bank. But that is not
what this piece is about. Indeed, it is
a huge virtual congratulatory and
self-congratulatory slap on the back.
A very decent percentage of you
have just made our Xmas raffle the
largest ever held by the group.
Here’s the story.
As you will remember we were not
able to hold a 2020 Spring General
Meeting due to the first lockdown.
Neither did we hold a raffle around that
time. We had, of course, held a 2019
Xmas raffle, inspired by an idea by Kev
Durman who then went on to sell all of
the tickets and sort out the prizes.
Time marched on and it became
clear that we would not be able to hold
our 2020 AGM. We kicked around some
ideas and decided that we would hold a
virtual AGM which a number of you
joined. So well done if you were one of
those. It went really well for those who
couldn’t Zoom in.
We also decided to hold another
Xmas raffle but to do so in a grander
fashion. As a committee we decided to
underwrite the raffle with £2K on top of
the prizes donated by our fine
sponsors. This, we decided, would
make it a real eye-catching event. In
addition to the £2K we were also very
kindly offered a leather-bound copy of
Dai’s book and a tench print from Steve
Lovegrove so hearty back-slaps should
go in their directions!
We decided that we would keep the
pricing simple at £10 per ticket. This is
different to the meetings where we
incentivise the bigger spenders by
offering additional tickets if you spend
more. This has the advantage of raising
more cash but it also disadvantages
those who may only wish to, or be able
to afford to, buy a single ticket. We think
sticking to just the one prize worked
really well as I believe the figures below
show.
Once again Kev volunteered to
manage the ticket sales so a massive
slap on the back to him too. Well done
Kev.
To say that ticket sales exceeded
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on

orship Update
expectations is to understate things. We
really couldn’t keep up. Kev was
constantly updating us saying that x
number had now been sold which was
prompting discussions about how much
more we should donate in prizes. The
first thing we did was to ask Kev, Dai
and Kenny to put themselves up for a
day each on the bank with whichever of
you was drawn from the hat. They were
all genuinely pleased to do so. Once
more showing what a fine bunch of
guys we have among us. More back
slapping please.
We then added tackle vouchers,
followed by more vouchers and on and
on. Where this took us to was 536
tickets sold to 143 different members.
The numerate among you will see that
works out to close to a third of our
membership. There were 38 different
prizes with an eventual 29 different
winners. The total value of the prizes
was in excess of £6k. That’s the sort of
figure you almost need to say twice.

The draw itself was held by the
Captain confined in splendid isolation.
He was going to drive to Kent to meet
up with Kev but Covid got in the way of
that idea. Then a plan was hatched for
him to drive to me in Sussex (which I
am sure most of you are aware is a far
nicer county!) But Covid got in the way
of that as well. So there he was, in
Peacock Towers, attempting to emulate
some has-been footballer reduced to
drawing balls from a hat in the FA cup!
From a fairly small group I think
what we achieved was little short of
incredible. So once again many, many,
thanks to all participants. Many thanks
also to our fantastic sponsors without
whom this sort of event would be a
non-starter, many thanks to Steve L and
Dai G as well as to Kenny P, Kev D and
again to Dai. But mostly well done to
the 143 people who bought the tickets.
Without you we would have got
nowhere at all. Here’s looking forward
to the next time…

The 2020
Xmas Raﬄe

The Tenchfishers would like to
thank the following (in
alphabetical order) who provided
prizes:
CHRIS BROWN PRODUCTS
DAI GRIBBLE
HARRISON ADVANCED RODS
KEVIN DURMAN
MEDWAY VALLEY FISHERIES
THE HOOKBAIT COMPANY
INVICTA ANGLING
STEVE LOVEGROVE
THE TACKLE BOX
KENNY PARSONS
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STAY IN TOUCH

If you are an Android user and want effortless instant
access to TenchTalk at one touch then carry out the
following on your phone or tablet...
1. Firstly access Tenchtalk using your normal access
(usually via Chrome)
2. In the top right hand corner there are 3 vertical dots.

Chris Brown
Products

3. Tap on this area and you will be presented with a list
of actions beginning with “New tab”. Look down this
list and tap on “Add to Home screen”

Beautifully engineered
Designed & manufactured in the UK
Lifetime guarantee

5. Then tap on “Add” this will put an icon on your home
screen

Tel: (01622)872401
www.cbproducts.co.uk
32” & 36” tench

TENCHTALK:
Instant Access on
Android Devices

4. This will open a small window headed “Add to Home
screen” with a square grey box with a “T” in it and
the address of: “tenchtalk.net - index page” This
text can be edited to your own description e.g.
TenchTalk

6. Future instant access to TenchTalk can be achieved
by tapping on the icon.

Remember do not log off from TenchTalk but simply
close the window to ensure that on future visits you
will go directly to the forums screen
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Fishing at range // Pat Dower

An imposter eating all
my tench bait

Fishing at range
M

aybe it’s the fascination with things that seem
to be just out of reach but I will admit to a
slight obsession with fishing at range. As a
young teenager, whilst my mates continued to
fish the local canal, I felt myself drawn by an invisible
force to some larger lakes, just to gaze towards the
horizon.
A decade later, in my match fishing days, I was part of a
Starlets team which competed in the Birmingham Parks winter
leagues. One of the venues, Edgbaston Reservoir, was big
and windswept but a decent and fair water for a team match.
Once the bloodworm restriction was lifted, the dreaded dry net
became avoidable on nearly all pegs and there were bites to
be had on pole, waggler and feeder. However, there were a
few draws on shallow points that you really didn’t want and I
got one of those on a cold and breezy January day. Plumbing
up revealed no more than 3ft of water for as far as I could cast
a big waggler, compared to the 6ft of water that the anglers
either side of me had. The first half of the match flashed past
in a haze of frustration and increasing anxiety, as everyone in
my section caught, except me.

8

When the wind got up, Edgbaston would usually develop a
strong pull and indeed, my waggler was trotting through at
river speed! If there were any fish out there, they certainly
weren’t impressed with my presentation. My cage feeder,
fished further out, was also totally fruitless and to add insult to
injury, most of the other anglers, after a run of fish close in, had
now switched to the feeder and were continuing to pick up the
odd fish. Desperate action was needed. I rummaged through
my box and found the heaviest mini feeder I had, filled it with
bloodworm and ground bait and blasted it as far as I could.
More by luck than judgement, the combination of my 12ft
Shakespeare President quiver rod, Mitchell Match and 2½lb
Maxima worked well. I found I was fishing into what I guessed
was 5-6ft of water and well beyond all the other anglers who
were now starting to struggle. Did I see the tip move or was it
the wind? I reeled in my smashed hook bait and went again.
That was definitely a bite and it resulted in a small roach. I got
my head down and just kept little bits of bait going in with
five-minute recasts. I was picking up a few 2-4oz roach and
really hoped for a skimmer or two, which unfortunately never
materialised. I put just over 3lb on the scales which amazingly
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put me fourth in my ten-peg section. Not a performance that
raised many eyebrows but I felt I had got out of jail and it stuck
with me.
Fast forwards rather a large number of years; I am a
different angler now and whilst still low down on a new learning
curve, enjoying the challenge and potential benefits of fishing at
range. Going through the process of finding improvements has
been both fun and frustrating but it has also surprised me in a
variety of ways, not least because of some of the basics that I
had either neglected or forgotten. I ask for forgiveness. Another
surprise came from the minimal improvements that were
derived from making changes to my approach, compared to
what I had hoped for.
I was highly amused by the video of Dean Macey casting
200yds but I have to accept that I am no Olympic athlete…
https://www.facebook.com/TrakkerProducts/
videos/1630904203741533.
However, I did find some of the instructional casting videos
useful for improving my technique and I picked out three things
which made an immediate difference for me:
• arm position/action;
• length of the drop from rod tip to feeder;
• pointing the rod at the direction of flight of the line as it
leaves the tip ring.

are important. My rods are fairly tolerant of variation in casting
weight and I find that so long as it is between 60g and 110g the
difference in achievable distance is small. I did try adding
weight to the Drennan Feeder Bomb as it is easy melt extra
lead into the cap. Big feeders can hold a lot of bait so it is the
loaded weight that is the crucial figure. To give you an idea: a
large Korum multi feeder holds 36g (over 1oz) of maggots; a
large Drennan oval feeder holds 20g; a large Drennan feeder
bomb holds 18g and a Browning window feeder just 10g.
FEEDER/LEAD DISTANCE COMPARISONS (TABLE 1)
Lead/Feeder/ loaded weight

Reference: Fox Camotex Swivel
Distance lead 3oz

Loaded
weight

%
Distance

3oz/85g

100%

Browning window feeder

70g

98%

Large 75g Preston Absolute Solid
Window Feeder

90g

96%

Large 45g Drennan Feederbomb
with added weight @ 82g

82g

92%

Small solid PVA bag with lead and
rig inside

87g

92%

I found the following videos particularly helpful:
Terry Edmonds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX5Yiftc-1w
Mark Hutchinson https://youtu.be/lt4m6HPo_KI

Large 45g Drennan Feederbomb

67g

88%

Large Kamasan 50g Black cap

65g

88%

I don’t see this article being about ‘maxing out’ distance, it is
more about efficiency and accuracy. A very important aspect, as
few will need reminding, is to fish at a range well within one’s
capability. For example – my current maximum is about 120 yds
but I’ll limit myself to 100 yds or maybe 80 yds when conditions
are challenging. In addition, thinking ahead is worthwhile and I
know a lot of tench anglers pay close attention to the wind
direction in the days before and during a session. On my list of
blunders is: setting up early morning in light wind and then by
lunchtime finding the real wind for the day has set in and my
accuracy has turned to worms because I have picked spots too
close to my limit.
So, thinking that I wanted to be able to fish accurately and
comfortably at a range that had previously been at my ‘untidy
limit’, l made numerous visits to a local reservoir to test out
theories about what should work and to practise my casting.
The tables below show some of my findings but they should
only be taken as rough guidance. I have expressed the
distances achieved as a percentage of a ‘reference value’ – in
this case, the distance cast with a 3oz lead on that day, so that
different days can be compared. I did make repeated casts and
calculated means values but I can’t claim the repeatability is
particularly high. I think the number of variables involved, in
particular wind gusts and the sweetness of each cast, makes
this inevitable. When there was a sudden gust or I’d clearly
cocked up a cast, I disregarded the results.
To what extend my findings would reproducible by another
angler is also open to question. For example, your solid PVA
bag might be more aerodynamic than mine, so the difference
you get compared to a straight lead can’t be compared to mine.
I think there is value in you doing your own tests to challenge
my conclusions and find out what is best for you.

Large Drennan in-line maggot
feeder @100g

100g

81%

Bullet cage feeder

90g

76%

Zipla Feeder

70g

69%

Korum 2oz multi feeder

93g

64%

Feeders and Leads
The design of a feeder is an area where there are big gains to
be made as I find that both the weight and shape of the feeder

My two main choices of feeder over the last two seasons
have been dictated by the bait carrying capacity and the
casting ability. The best casting feeder, the Browning window
feeder, delivers too little bait for my liking and the biggest bait
carrier, the Korum multi feeder, is a relatively poor caster.
Therefore, I settled on:
• Large Preston Innovations Absolute Solid window
feeders - ideal for chopped worm, particles and groundbait. I have just got hold of some XL versions, which I have
yet to try.
• Large Drennan Feederbombs (45g) – for maggots. For
me they need two modifications. They need a bit of added
weight and the internal powergum needs replacing with
something less stretchy. The modifications are discussed in
more detail in a thread on the Tenchfishers Facebook
page, started on 26th August. I was rather surprised that a
Large Kamasan 50g Black cap, which has the weight on
the side, cast just as far as the more “technical” Drennan
Feederbomb with no added weight. The extra capacity of
the Drennan is in its favour though and like the Preston
window feeder, cut through crosswinds well.
The smallish capacity of these feeders, mean that I often feel
the need to get bait in with the Spomb as well as the feeder.
One final comment on feeders/leads relates to real world
fishing rather than trials. When there is significant wind, it pays
to err on the side of heavier feeders or leads, for example, my
rods will cast 2½oz just as far as 3 or 3½ oz in ideal
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Fishing at range // Pat Dower
circumstances. However, once you add in
side-to-side, on the bank comparisons of a
I dread to think how
the extra drag of slightly thicker line, a cross
wider range of rods but I have only
much I have spent
or head wind and terminal tackle, the extra
managed a limited selection. Some
on feeders!
momentum of a slightly heavier feeder will
decisions were easy. My 12’ Drennan
pay off. Not only can I cast it further, but the
Series 7 1.75lb rods are lovely for a variety
flight is less affected by cross wind, so I am
of applications, including feeder fishing for
more accurate.
tench, but do not cut it for long range work.
It took me while to realise quite a few
The 3.25lb rod outcast everything else by a
things. I used to use no.3 pole elastic tied
healthy margin, but for me it was too much
onto the line as a distance marker which
for tench. My eventual choice was 2.5lb TC
was fairly effective but at times it did catch
light carp rods as they have a reasonably
during the cast. I swapped to ESP marker
soft action for good sized tench but plenty
gum which if anything was worse, being
of steel through the middle/butt for
quite a hard material. It wasn’t until I
launching a feeder.
switched to Avid marker elastic, which is a
Finding the optimum casting weight for
soft, fine elastic, that I felt I wasn’t affecting
your rod of choice also makes quite a
distance. The Fox marker elastic is even
difference. One rule of thumb I have heard
finer and may be worth a try. I should add,
is to add ½oz to the test curve of your rod,
that every marker elastic I have tried has
for example, a 2.5lb TC rod should be
moved from time to time, so during a session it is worth
capable of casting a 3oz feeder and a 2lb TC rod should cast a
wrapping round the distance sticks every now and again, just
2½ oz feeder. Whilst that is a reasonable starting point in my
to check. The best knot I have come across so far is a
opinion, rods of supposedly identical test curve can have very
four-turn sliding stop-knot; it’s a bit like trying a grinner.
different casting abilities and optimum loadings. From this, I
realised that in the past I had certainly overloaded my rods
Rods and reels.
when casting big method or ground-bait feeders.
I don’t think the perfect rod exists because we are asking it to
Quick drag reels are the best choice by far, I think. They
carry out mutually opposing functions of both casting and fishcan be locked solid for casting and then slackened off by
playing. In addition, the stated test curve of a rod is a very
one-half to a whole turn ready for a bite. I was wary at first; I
crude guide, for example, my 2.75lb barbel rods are
had got used to baitrunner reels where the drag is set ready
magnificent on the tidal Trent but have too much of a throughfor fish-playing, but after one session with a quick drag reel I
action for long range casting – frankly they are horrible for
was a total convert. The problem with baitrunners is that the
that! A rod with a super-fast taper casts much better but is
drag setting for fish-playing may well not be enough to prevent
much less forgiving when dealing with the lunges of big fish
the spool slipping when you launch a big cast.
under the rod tip. Then there is the issue of pleasure.
I am currently using Shimano 5500 mini big pit reels for my
Catching a 1lb roach on my distance tench set-up is an
long-range work. They would seem to have all the right
experience of limited joy but the same fish on a float rod or
attributes:
light feeder rod is wonderful. Trying rods in a tackle shop,
• a large diameter long spool;
giving them a waggle and threading some line to feel the
• a quick drag;
curve can only tell me so much and there seems to be no
• a slow oscillation with good line-lay;
doubt that we have to accept a bit of a compromise. It has
• a fast retrieve yet decent cranking power.
been quite a journey to work out where the sweet spot is but,
in my opinion, a ball park description of a good long range
I also have Daiwa TDR 4030 reels which are quite a bit
tench rod would be:
smaller, which I use for my “normal” range fishing. They don’t
• A reasonably fast action, but a progressive bend through
match the speed of retrieve and cranking power for winding in
the middle when loaded up;
feeders quickly but I thought it would be interesting to see how
• An optimum casting weight of about 3oz;
much distance I lost with these compared to the Shimano 5500
• A full-length handle (or one matched to your arm length);
reels. What I found gob-smacked me - so much so that I’ve
• Distance-orientated ringing with a reasonable diameter
done the trials twice more, making sure everything else was
butt ring of 30 or 40mm, and seven to nine rings.
the same - rod, line and casting weight. I had guessed that I
would lose at least 10yds off a 100yd cast, but the loss was a
I have experimented with rods with a test curve from 1.75lb to
mere 2-4 yards. It does make me wonder if we have been
3.25lb. In an ideal world I would have been able to do
taken in by the hype when it comes to reels.
The distance champs and the also-rans. Rank order from left
to right, corresponding to Table 1, with only one (nonstandard) Drennan Feeder Bomb included.

10
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Asking for
tangles - three
rods together
on a pod.

sensible minimum. I think going lighter does not give enough
strength in reserve for the punishment of regular casting and
dealing with weed, gravel bars etc. I find that I can get away
with 10lb, 0.28mm Gardner Pro line without needing a shock
leader. It is a really good line which casts well, is robust and
great value. During casting trials, when giving it everything, I
have cracked off during the power stroke of the cast once or
twice, so 0.28mm/10lb is fairly close to the limit. When there is
a lot of weed or other potential abrasion to the line, I prefer the
12lb, 0.30mm. I have also played around with premium lines
such as PB Control mono 11lb, 0.25mm diameter which has a
lovely smooth finish, however, I only got a small gain in
distance, compared to Gardner 0.28mm.
The best casting line I have tried without going below 10lb
is the Matrix Horizon X sinking mono in 0.22mm diameter. The
low diameter clearly aids casting but will give less resistance to
abrasion, so I couple it with a 12lb shock leader. I am happy to
use a leader when they are allowed. The last bit of line takes
the most punishment and it’s easy enough to change the
leader after a few sessions. Two extra provisos when using a
leader are:
• it is essential to use a safe system which allows hook link
to come off the line;
• if there is substantial weed it is better to fish straight
through as weed can collect on the knot where the shock
leader and reel line join.

Daiwa TDM 4030 and Shimano 5500. Not
as much difference as one might think.

Rigs and line.
The masterpiece, that is the heli-rig, works very well at range. I
do fish in-line feeders at times but for ultimate distance, these
feeders don’t cast as well as the alternatives. I use
fluorocarbon for hook-links mainly because the stiffness helps
to reduce tangles.
It is generally accepted that the lower the diameter of the
reel line, the better the distance that can be achieved and I
thought there might have been bigger differences than I
actually found when comparing freshly spooled line. I won’t
need to spend much time emphasising the importance of
having the reel spool filled to the lip with line that is in good
condition and free of twists. However, herein a problem lies. I
have been finding that my line takes a beating and after a
small number of sessions looks rather second-hand. The
cause appeared to be a combination of twist and loss of
surface condition, making the line less smooth. Last year I was
put in touch with Rob Wootton (England International) by
Angling Times to discuss the problem. We agreed that
excessive use of the reel’s drag and free-spool does cause
twists to build up but he also said that thicker diameter lines
are more prone to problems which really surprised me. Last
spring’s truncated tench campaign did give me a chance to
test this a bit and my subjective view is that the 12lb Gardner
Pro had suffered a bit more than the 10lb. In addition,
comparing the casting ability of fresh 12lb with the stuff that
had done the campaign was like chalk and cheese!
For targeting big tench on big waters I think 10lb line is a

There is a bit of extra hassle in making sure the knot attaching
the leader to the mainline is at the base of the spool when
casting. I have yet to do a full campaign with the 0.22mm
Matrix line, but early impressions are favourable.
Routines
Depending on the venue, I will spend quite a lot of time
findings spots to fish. One water I fish has very uniform depths
so often there are no obvious contours to fish to, but there are
variations in substrate and the odd rock, so I’ll have a couple
chucks with a 4oz lead to check the area. I’ll use my spod set
up (4.5lb TC rod, big pit reel and 50lb braid) and let the lead
sink on a tight line to feel how solid the landing is. The best
way I find to feel the area is to slowly sweep the rod sideways
to drag the lead across the bottom. There is a lot of gravel but
with odd patches of shallow silt and these would seem to be
features worth fishing. I have often found myself on unfamiliar
lakes over the last three years and the Deeper Pro has been a
huge labour saver. I use it mainly as a depth finder and am
reasonably dialled into using what is on the screen to be able
to judge how dense and tall any weed is. Connectivity to my
iPhone is not great but I can get useable information at
90+yds, which is as about as far I can cast it. Having found a
spot and clipped up, I’ll use the measuring sticks to clip the
rods at the same distance and tie on the marker elastic. My
preference is to have the marker elastic at the tip ring. I used
to tie the elastic level with the butt ring but found that
occasionally the elastic could end up the wrong side of the bite
alarm and potentially snag up.

LINE COMPARISONS (TABLE 2)

Line

Reference: 12lb,
0.30mm Gardner Pro

10lb, 0.28mm Gardner
Pro

11lb 0.25mm PB
Products Control Mono

10lb 0.22mm Matrix
Horizon X sinking
mono with 12lb
Gardner pro leader

% Distance

100%

104%

104.5%

108.5%
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Fishing at range // Pat Dower
Watching Rob Hughes’s underwater filming was interesting
and convinced me that the spod should be clipped up slightly
shorter than the other rods. This compensates for the little bit
of stretch in the mono reel line and for the feeder swinging
through an arc from surface to lake bed. He recommends that
when fishing at 50yds, clipping up 1ft shorter for every 4ft of
depth is about right. Rob Hughes; Underwater Answers part 2
https://www.foxint.com/home/articles/underwater-answers-pt2/
The medium-sized Spomb is a good choice as it casts at
least as well as, if not better, than other sizes/makes and
delivers a reasonable helping of bait. I would rather put in six
medium Spombs than three large ones. I think it achieves a
better carpet of bait. Another thing that Rob Hughes’s video
emphasises is the importance of hitting the clip consistently
with the Spomb a bit above the water’s surface. I always wear
a finger stall when baiting up.
Having cast out, I let the feeder sink on a tight line and
unclip once it hits the bottom. Keeping the line tight helps to
confirm that I haven’t cast into deep weed and also speeds up
getting the line sunk so that the rod can be put in the rests the
bobbin set. I put the rod tip deep and keep as tight a line as I
can without moving the feeder and with practice, one can feel
when all the line is sunk and it is tight to the feeder. Once
everything is tight, it is interesting to see how close the marker
elastic is to tip ring. I find +/- 3ft is achievable with practice,
even in strong cross winds. With the rod sitting on the alarm
and butt rest, I set the bobbin and slacken off the drag enough
so that there is no danger of the rod being dragged in but with
enough friction to stop wind and flow pulling line from the
spool. When it is time to recast, I realign the marker elastic
with the tip ring before reeling in. In strong cross winds it is
hard to avoid a bow forming during the cast, thereby causing
the feeder to land a bit short. This soon becomes obvious after
a couple of casts, so I might clip up with the elastic 1-3ft past
the rod end so that once everything is tightened and the bow in
the line removed, I am confident that the feeder is in the right
place.
A route I have not gone down is staying clipped up in the
way the match boys and girls do. They hold the rod whist
waiting for a bite and also may have a couple of turns wound
back onto the reel, giving them a bit to play with. They are
skilled enough to quickly unclip if they hook something that
charges off. The way we often fish for tench; long sessions
with the rods sat on the rests, it would be asking for trouble.
However, this season I have been playing around with reclipping whilst playing a fish, so that I can recast with the
minimum of fuss and still be accurate. The way that tench can
come in bursts, it makes sense to me to try not to miss out on
bites when the fish have (finally) arrived in the swim. After the
initial couple of runs and with the fish is coming towards me, I
feel confident to do this, unless it feels huge. I wouldn’t dream
of this when fishing close but there is a lot of stretch in 90yds
of mono, plus some give in the rod and I can always unclip
again if needed. I think I am taking a bit of a risk, which so far, I
have not been punished for and I like being able to get the rod
out quickly without having to wrap round the sticks again. The
alternative is to not clip up for the cast and wait for the rattle of
the marker elastic through the rod rings before stopping the
line. However, my accuracy suffers a bit more than I am happy
with for most days.
Large, exposed bodies of water can develop very
significant tow and a range of bobbin weights and alarms with
adjustable sensitivity are very useful. I use Delkims because of
their incredible versatility, coupled with SlimLite indicators. As
standard they come with 3, 5, and 10g weights and I almost
12

Lines. Gardner Pro – a good all-round line.
PB Products – a small increase in distance.
Matrix Horizon – for going the extra “mile”
invariably use the 10g. I made some 15g and 20g weights
which I occasionally resort to if I find the bobbins are
continually creeping up. The heavy bobbin gives a decent
drop-back plus the lightly-set quick drag and sensitivity of the
Delkims allow a strong indication of a run.
Fishing with three rods. With large bodies of water often
being synonymous with low stock density, I like the idea of
fishing with three rods. When I am sitting there biteless for
hours, it gives me more chance to try different hook baits and
presentations. Even more appealing is the idea of fishing to
different spots. I very rarely fish three rods to one spot and
prefer to use a two and one split. If I am feeling particularly
indecisive, I might even start on three different spots with a
view to possibly moving one rod to double up on a productive
one. One water I fish has so many features and depth
variations that being able to fish to three different spots
reduces the chance of me getting it completely wrong.
I am not a fan of having three rods sat on a single pod,
especially when the spots are widely spaced and lines will be
angled across the swim. The way that tench kite and change
the direction of their runs makes getting one line over or under
another too regular an occurrence. I have been in a right pickle
on a couple of occasions. I find two rods together on a pod or
buzzer bar and the third rod on separate rests at the side of
the swim gives me enough clear water to work with. If
obstructions allow, having all three rod tips positioned deep
underwater helps to keep the lines out of the way but
something like a big marginal weed bed can make it necessary
to accept having the rods higher.
Playing fish. In my match fishing days, I wouldn’t have
dreamed of playing fish on the drag and always back-wound to
let a fish take line. My experiences as a specialist angler and
the improvement in reels made me very happy to use the drag
but with one reservation. Excessive use of the drag does
cause twists to build up, so for my tench fishing this year I
have been back winding. It works for me!
Is it worth it?
It depends on when you ask me. One session last summer I
picked up four fish to 8lb over a two-day session fishing at
80yds when the two very capable tench anglers near me, both
fishing at no more than 40yds, had one between them in 36
hours. I was feeling pretty pleased with myself but within a few
hours they had both caught me up and had a nine-pounder
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a-piece. So, as is often the case with angling – you may never
really know. I accept that some Tenchfishers will much prefer
float fishing the margins of an intimate reed-fringed pool and
won’t necessarily be reading this but fantastic tench fishing is
to be had on big expanses of water. I have also noticed the
number of tench that carp anglers seem to pick up whilst
fishing beyond our normal range. You could argue, probably
correctly, that this is where their baits are for most of the time,
so it is no surprise. However, they are catching tench on 18mm
boilies and size 6 hooks which surely have the potential to
deter tench. It does indicate that there are tench out there
ready to be caught. There seems to be little doubt that tench
feed on the bait that carp anglers put in and if I am fishing a
water where the carp anglers generally fish and feed at range,
then it follows that the tench will be out there; occasionally
getting tripped up by a crude carp rig but ready to be deceived
by the finer tackle we use. The rod(s) placed at the greatest
distance seem to perform well and there are days where I
would have returned home empty handed had I not had a rod
fished “long”.
It isn’t all about distance of course; unless you are striving
to reach a particular patrol route or magic feature at 100yds, it
is probably just as good to fish at 85yds and achieve a bit
better accuracy.
Paranoia
Sitting biteless, it is easy for dark thoughts to invade the mind.
One of the hardest things for me as I turned from a traditional
match-style angler into a specialist was the longer periods
without much action. If I am building up a weight of roach and
make a change, often the result can be seen within a few
casts, but when fishing for big fish with typically much longer
waits for a bite, moving a shot, changing depth, shortening the
hook length or changing my feeding often seem futile. When a
bite eventually comes, one is left wondering, did I have that
bite because I just made a change or would I have had it
anyway?
As I write this, I am part-way through reading Tinca Tinca,
having finally got my e-copy. The tales of finicky bites
especially outside of prime, late-spring heavy feeding does
make me wonder how many times a tench has picked up the
bait and spat it out without me ever realising – a problem that
is surely more likely at long range than close in. Other things
can play on the mind: am I accurate enough? Has the rig
tangled? Is the presentation suitable? Have I correctly judged
what the lake bed is like? There is no doubting that everything
is a bit harder a long range. The key is confidence…

braid improves. I did have a dabble with 0.16mm Fox
Submerge braid which actually cast significantly poorer than
0.28mm mono. As I cast, I could hear the braid coming off the
spool – it clearly isn’t as smooth as mono. The disadvantages
of braid reel line are its buoyant nature and its greater
tendency to tangle. The knot to join the leader to the main line
would make any heli-rig using float stops unsafe so a different
top stop that could pass freely over knots would be essential.
Rods Disregarding float fishing, most rods we use for tench
are 12’ or less. At opposite ends of the spectrum, both carp
and match anglers use longer rods for the longest-range
fishing. I think the 13’ brutes that carp anglers use are just not
suitable or pleasurable for what we do. The long distance 13’
and 14’ feeder rods in the match fishing world are much closer
to mark, with their fast tapers and forgiving actions for fishplaying, but they are quiver tip rods. I am still waiting to see if
the manufacturers will come up with and Avon topped
equivalent.
Reels As mentioned above, I was pretty surprised at how little
difference there was between the two reels I compared but I
am still wondering if there are more discoveries to be had. I am
not really drawn to the true big pit reels that carp anglers and
tournament casters use; this would be a rather unbalanced
set-up, but would we gain any distance anyway? Do the
subtleties of reel design make much difference? If we stuck
with medium sized reels, would a Daiwa outcast a Shimano? If
anyone would like to lend me a TDR Distance 25QD or a
Cast’izm Feeder 25QD for a day I’d be really interested to test
this out, or maybe someone has already done the tests.
Last thoughts
The hours of searching for break-throughs were a bit
frustrating at times but actually, when I add up the small gains,
I am now able to fish a good 20+ yards further and do it with
accuracy. Whist there is no doubt that there are lots of tench to
be caught at close quarters, it feels good to have long range
fishing as part of my armoury and it has suited the waters I
have recently been fishing. The process has been a great way
to indulge my passion for tench fishing, whether it be on the
pole, the float or casting towards the horizon.

The intended
quarry from a
rod at 80yards

Summary of key points.
• make sure your line is good condition and fills the spool to
within 1mm;
• find out the optimum casting weight for your rods;
• choose your feeders carefully;
• do lots of practice.
What next?
Line I don’t think I have fully explored braid. When leaders are
allowed, my match fishing friends routinely use fine braid, for
example, 0.10mm on the reel, in conjunction with a mono
shock leader. I have yet to be convinced of any significant
extra distance but they all cite the extra directness as
massively important for hitting bites. Maybe for the finicky
tench bites that I don’t even know I am having there is
something in it. Braid is also very durable and after a few
sessions mono is starting to suffer, whereas, many feel that
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Looking Back with
Kenny Parsons

Tenchfishers Fish-in: Horseshoe 19th-21st May 2011

L

ately, I’ve been going
through my old blogs and
diaries trying to transfer data
and generally reminiscing
about the last ten years or so of
angling adventures. In total, I have
over 500 blogs and heaven knows,
hundreds of videos on YouTube.
When you are my age then it’s better
to have written something down to
remind you because the mind does
begin to lose the information.
When I eventually downloaded the
text and photos from my blog into a
Word document, I was really surprised
to see I had 1960 pages of A4 to look
through. One thing that caught my eye
was that as the years passed the actual
text recording became less while the
video content became more prominent.
My guess is it is something to do with
laziness as recording is much easier
than writing text. It also probably
reflects the way technology is moving
forward. To be fair, I am not one wax
lyrically about my adventures and find it
very time consuming to do so. There
are some excellent writers in the
Tenchfishers with Paul Hawkins being

one of my favourites and so perhaps
you should skip this article and move on
to someone who is more articulate.
THANKS FOR CONTINUING!
The point I’m trying to make is that it’s
great to record the adventures in video
but it’s also equally important to
continue recording them in text and
photos. So, transferring my blogs onto a
Word document has helped me write
this article, the first ever for the
Tenchfishers magazine.
Anyway, let us move back ten years.
I came across this entry about the
Tenchfishers national fish-in in May
2011. This is pretty much the content of
the blog.
MAY 19TH 2011
I had been looking forward to this
session for ages. The Tenchfishers are
a group of very friendly anglers who get
on really well for a single species group.
The website is friendly with no bitching,
and open and very informative.
The annual fish-in session was
organised as per normal at the Carp
Society’s Horseshoe lake. I had been

Home for three days: swim 53
14

fishing the beautiful Horseshoe lake for
tench for a couple of years before the
2011 season. It’s one of the most scenic
lakes in the Cotswold water park in my
opinion. The tench thrive and develop
to huge weights so it’s a tench fishers
dream venue. For this occasion, the
fishery is closed for us 60 anglers to
concentrate on landing the giants that
live in there. This year was no exception
and some great fish were landed. The
average size is just stunning.
The draw is simple you take a boilie
out of the bucket and it has a number
1-60. This allows number one to have
the first choice of swims and then
number 2 the second and so forth. I
drew number 34 which meant that most
of the popular swims were taken. Since,
I had always fished summer bay I
decided to fish somewhere else. I
managed to get swim 53 a double swim
(2 bivvies) which is normally taken by
carp guys so you don’t get a look in.
I let the other guys take their cars to
the car parks then I made my way to
the swim on the trout bank. Dave
Rogerson kindly told me the direction to
fish in the swim. A quick feel with the
lead revealed a gravel area 54yds out
with some slight silk weed. I didn’t want
to cast much further as the wind was
expected to increase in force the next
day and I wanted to be accurate. Three
pints of hemp and one pint of dead
maggots was deposited into the swim
before putting the tackle together. I had
thought about using a method feeder rig
but since it was clearish gravel I
decided to use an inline rig Drennan
feeder with three plastic maggots on a
hair.
I’m not going to go into much detail
because I could write what happened in
the three days as a book.
I cast out at 12.15pm .
The day was glorious with light
cloud, a breeze from the southwest and
warm enough to work up a sweat
setting up camp but pleasant enough to
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take in the beautiful scenery as I sat
there waiting for the action to start. It
was at 1.15pm that I had my first run
which resulted in a lovely male tench of
6lbs 3oz. A quick trip to Dave’s swim
next door had him taking a photo for
me. Not the largest tench but the first of
the session.
Then at 2.15pm I had another tench
which led me a merry dance. I was
using 12lb line and my Drennan 2lb t/c
distant Tench/Bream rods. The bait was
3 plastic red maggots critically balanced
and a size 10 hook.
It felt like a really big tench, so I
played it gingerly. Finally, I caught a
glimpse of it at it entered the shallow
water. It was deep bodied but very
short. When in the landing net I could
see it was a huge male tench. On the
scales Dave and I took 7lbs 13oz as the
weight. A new pb male tench for me.
I had one more fish at 2.40pm that
day and turned out to be a female of
5lbs 9oz, then they moved on and no
others were caught.
At 10pm I had a beer with Dave and
Colin McMahon and a good natter - it
was great. Our main social was set for
the next night so it was off to bed at
10.30pm as I needed to be up at 4am.
20TH AND 21ST MAY
I was probably the first Tenchfisher up
at 4am and I Spombed out about a pint
of hemp and a half-pint of dead red
maggots at 54 yards. I say the first up,
though at 2am or some daft time, Andy
McKenzie caught a splendid 10lbs 8oz
tench. Brilliant!
The surface of the lake was still at
first light. Straightaway the diving birds,
bless them, were on the feed as no
other anglers were feeding their swims.

A new pb male tench of 7lbs 13oz.
Thanks Dave for a nice photo. We
could spot this two-tone again.

They must home in on the sound of the
feed going into the water.
Nothing much happened until 7pm
when I had another good fish of 7lbs
3oz, a female. My photographer was
not present in his swim so I had to slip
the fish back. Then at 7.15am I had the
smallest tench of day 3lbs 5oz, which
was a male.
The routine was to land the fish
unhook it then keep it in the landing net
to recover while I recast. I would then
weigh it, take photos and return the fish.
The reason for recasting is that they are
shoal fish and I might just have another
opportunity to get a run from another
fish before they moved on.
At 7.30am I had another tench
which looked a good fish as she lay in
the net. She was unhooked and slipped
My first and only
bream from
Horseshoe at
6lbs 11oz

back in the net and water while I recast
and got the weighing equipment and
camera ready. As I got her out to weigh
the rod was away again and as I was
playing another fish. I called out to Paul
who was in the next swim and he
helped me land my only bream from
Horseshoe, which weighed 6lbs 11oz.
With the bream returned we decided
to photo the tench. Pete Harding the
Tenchfishers’ old Chairman was
passing and he did the honours. The
tench was 8lbs 4oz.
Paul had the unfortunate smell of
the bream in his net.
Then at 8.45pm the rod was away
again this time a very nice female tench
of 6lbs 15oz lay at the bottom of the
net.
At 9.30 I had another tench this time
Thanks
“Chairman” Pete
for the photo:
8lbs 4oz
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Looking Back with Kenny Parsons // Kenny Parsons
6lbs 15oz with the
flag iris in the
background

The largest of the
session 8lbs 10oz

the largest of the session at 8lbs 10oz.
She gave me a good fight taking line to
the left and right.
By now Dave Rogerson had got me
some bacon butties, as I dared not
leave the swim. What an Ace! But
nothing else came along and soon I
needed to use the facilities around the
other side of the lake. My need was
such that I couldn’t stop and talk to
many others. I could do this on my
return journey when the urgency was
gone!
I had said to Mick Butler to come
and fish with me as the swim was
producing and it was a double swim! He
hadn’t caught and couldn’t find a clear
patch in his swim in winter bay. Mick is
a great guy. I had met him at Bradley’s
last year in a fish-in. He originates from
Cirencester and we have a good chat
16

about the Cotswold Water Park of old. I
invited him to fish with me and
suggested we could hit alternate runs.

He was unsure, as I would have been,
but when I mentioned I had a can and a
half of beer left that did the trick.
John had taken Boat Point which
had the makings of the best catch of the
session. However, he was unlucky as
the tench were just not there.
I as I returned to the swim I talked to
so many people it took 2 hours to
return. Archie Pike from Honiton,
another Bradley fish-in session guy was
struggling but he is a good fisherman
and I guessed it wouldn’t be for long.
He has this huge fridge that he takes
with him which carries ????????? Well,
I don’t honestly know. I said that Mick
and I would come through at 4pm to
pick him up and walk to the hog roast
and social.
Mick turned up at 2pm ready to pitch
camp. The wind was really blowing hard
by now but I did feel confident. The time
drifted by as Mick and I talked and
talked.
Soon it was 4pm, and time for the
hog roast. We picked up Archie on our
way and headed for the club house.
Soon the three of us plus John were
sitting one a picnic table quaffing the
beer and red wine and enjoying gutbusting laughter. The hog roast was a
great success. Mark, another Devon
Tenchfisher joined us and listened to
the stories and jokes. Mark is an
ex-matchman, however luck so far, on
Horseshoe, had eluded him.
As we returned to our swims, Mick
told Archie and me the funniest joke
ever about a boy who couldn’t stop
swearing; too rude to be told here
though.
We said goodbye and good luck to
Archie and Mick and I walked on to
swim 53. I said to Mick he could hit the
first run. And at 8.25pm he did and a
perfect 6lbs 12oz female graced his net.
No blanking for Mick.

A perfect dawn for
tenching
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A couple of beers later and it was
10.30pm. I was knackered - no old boy’s
afternoon snooze for me.
We were up a little later at 5am and
a few Spombs of hemp and maggots
went the 54yds out. Soon Mick had
another large tench of 7lbs 7oz in his
net.
Then he had another at 6.30am. We
were supposed to be taking it in turns,
however I was happy with my lot of the
previous day and we sat there going:
“You hit it!” ”No you hit it!” “No, after
you”, while the alarm was screaming
away. It was a 6lb female again.
The early morning mist was such
that at times we couldn’t view the mark
on the far bank to cast out. Soon I had
to use the facilities again and Mick
wasted no time in getting another tench
of 4lbs 11oz at 7.20am. Then at 8.52am
I landed a nice male tench of 6lbs
9oz which led me a very merry dance.
Time was drifting by and we needed
to be off the water by 3pm. Well Mick
and I said 12.00 noon would be our last
cast, then changed it 1pm then 1.30pm.
Just as well really, because at 1.05pm
one of my rods roared off and, bloody
hell, I pushed Mick out of the way and
reached the rod and played this fish for
about 15 seconds before it snagged me
in weed. I pulled, gave slack line, and
Mick coached me all the way! Finally,
the hook hold gave and I reeled in a
swim feeder and rubber maggots. We
were just checking the terminal tackle
when one of Mick’s rods was away.
He almost upended me over the
hedge in his efforts to get to the rod, and
it turned out to be a splendid tench of
exactly 8lbs. Begrudgingly I wetted my
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net and unhooking mat again for him
to do the duty. It was a great looking
fish and was the icing on the cake for
Mick.
We then packed in for the session.
Mick had had five tench and I had ten,
which was great fishing! Oh, and Mick
drank me out of the one and a half tins
of beer.

So the details of this blog/diary have
enabled me to write this, which I
wouldn’t have been able to if it were in
video format. So, the lesson from all
this prattle is I must try to keep the text
and writing continuing in blog format as
an aid to perhaps writing more articles.
One thing is for sure, you cannot print a
video!

A nice 7lbs 7oz
tench for Mick

That’s much
better Mick,
8lbs of the jolly
green giant.
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Me, The Apprentice and the Amorous Tench // Stephen Horrocks

Me, The Apprentice and the Am

s a new member of the Tenchfishers and
following the great welcome I received on
TenchTalk from existing members, I started to
write updates on the site about my fishing trips. I
wrote about my initial trip to Old Bury Hill where I caught a
dozen beautiful tench and had something of a fishing
epiphany, deciding that tench fishing was going to be my
fishing future following ten years in a fishing wilderness
after suffering some sort of carp fishing burn out.
What also encouraged me back into coarse fishing was a
non-fishing friend of mine Mark Hook, who asked me to show
him how to fish so that he could teach his boys who were keen
to get into the sport. And so below, I pick up the story after this
initial tench trip and following on from my first trip with Mark
where I had shown him how to float fish.
I went back to Old Bury Hill lakes on Monday, the scene of
previous week’s successes. What a different kettle of fish –
pun intended. I got alternately sunburnt, blown about and then
thoroughly chilled by the northerly that was blowing as the sun
got lower in the sky. What with the air pressure also being
through the roof, it never really felt fishy but I went anyway, as
it’s still a day at the water and there is no such thing as a bad
day’s fishing, right?
Unfortunately, the whole world and his wife seemed to
have had the same idea and I had to queue at 7.00am for my
ticket. I managed to get into the same swim as last week,
which gave me an easy sixty-foot lob across into a small bay in
the bed of lily pads, which had been a definite hot spot last
time. I toughed it out for a four-and-a-half pound tench and a
few crucians around the two-pound mark but left with my wind
and rain blasted face held high, as I didn’t see anybody else
catch anything. I also unfortunately lost a couple of nice fish
too, due to the knots going on the proprietary hook links I was
using. That will teach me, but I was gutted as chances were a
little few and far between that day.
One other thing that happened that day - the tench started
spawning in the evening. I was the last one remaining on the
lake, probably because of the miserable weather and in the
dense reed beds either side of my platform swim, something
was causing the reed stems to shudder vigorously. It was as if
the hand of some watery gardener was working his way
through the reed bed, giving the stalks a good shake and
testing them for strength.
I packed up and went down to the next swim and there, in
a gap in the stems amongst the tangled rhizomes there they
were, rolling and boiling over each other like a bed of slippery
chubby green vipers. I have watched carp spawn many times
and chub too on occasions but I have never seen tench in
such a display before. It was a much gentler process than the
angry thrashing of spawning carp. They were oblivious to my
presence and I watched, mesmerized for a while, as the
massed males rolled and weaved among the females,
fluttering and caressing their large clamshell fins over them.
After a little while I became overcome with a growing feeling of
intrusiveness and so I collected my stuff together in the twilight
and a little guiltily crept away and left the lovers to it.
The following week I took my friend Mark Hook, now
officially known (with not a little tongue in cheek) as “The
Apprentice,” for his second fishing lesson to Hartleylands
Fishery. I had explained to him that his second fishing lesson,
or rather Module 2 of his apprenticeship, would be on feeder
fishing. While I Spombed some bait out to the tip of an island,
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Hooky, the Apprentice, set up a float rod to recap on Module 1.
He promptly caught three mini roach in three casts on single
maggot. “Oh, is there just little ones in here?” he asked.
“How many maggots did you have on?” I queried.
“One.”
“Well put on three.”
He did and promptly hooked and eventually landed a
four-pound carp. He was astonished.
“You knew that was going to happen!” he accused with a
little awe.
“Wellll...” I shrugged, thinking that no one was more
surprised at the outcome than I.
Now, when I booked the tickets, the lake we wanted to fish
known as The Reservoir was fully booked but the guy on the
phone said helpfully “You can fish Pear Tree Lake though.”
“Okay.” says I, “What’s in there, general coarse fish?”
“Yes.” he says. “Oh and a few carp.”
Now I don’t know what kind of life experience lead that phone
guy to the opinion that Pear Tree “holds a few carp” or what his
bench mark for quantifying carp might be. However, I think you
could draw a parallel between the phone guy’s opinion of the
number of carp and the true situation, with perhaps Michael
Fish’s comments before the Great Storm of 1987 or maybe
Neville Chamberlain getting off a plane from Munich waving a
piece of paper and bleating about “Peace in our time!”
The forecast was for 30 degrees that day and the sun was
well up and hot enough to cook bread by 9.30am. A few fish
were showing, so I started to fire out some pre-soaked mixers I
had grabbed from the freezer and within 15 minutes, the
number of carp amassed in front of us was of ‘Biblical’
proportions. They were fighting with each other to get out of
the lake and up the bank to get the mixers out of my bag.
The Apprentice was casting a feeder to the tip of the island
and getting a carp a chuck and they were leading him a right
merry dance. Three times he dumped the feeder and rig in the
margin, as you do when you take the bail arm off to cast and
each time, he immediately hooked a carp!
I abandoned the feeder fishing, changed the module to
floater fishing and we were off. It was carnage. We lost count
after Mark had caught 15 off the top…he alone must have
caught 30 by the end of the afternoon and not one of them was
over six pounds.
At the end of it, our tackle was scattered all over the bank,
we were burnt rotten and I had fish slime in places that should
never see fish slime. The Apprentice was overjoyed. “That was
brilliant!” he enthused as we packed up. “That,” I said “Was
ridiculous…That is not fishing.”
“When we going next?” he demanded.
“Next Friday on the Reservoir,” says I. “Bring your feeder
gear.”
Well the planned Module 3 had to be postponed, as Hooky
got de-furloughed. However, on the said Friday I still went
fishing, just an evening session on the local lake and my
second visit there in search of the tench, which were proving to
be very elusive indeed. Whilst I was there, an eel took one
mouthful of maggots too many but then wriggled off and went
on his slithery way. Probably just as well. A cormorant came in
to roost in the high oaks on the island opposite me just before
dusk, which I took as an ominous sign. He sat ignoring me in
scruffy hunched black, with his pale face and long hooked
beak looking for all the world like the child-catcher in Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang. His perch was stained white with droppings,
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e Amorous Tench
so it was obviously his regular spot and I mused that maybe
he’d already had all the little fishy children from the lake.
Monday I was back at Milton Lake at Old Bury Hill. A strong
south-westerly was blowing all day and it had quite a chill in it
for July. I spent the day hunched up in the chair in my coat with
the wind blowing across my right shoulder from behind. It blew
everything everywhere. Maggots, boilies, slack line, my casts,
my hat. I got in a right pickle a few times I can tell you. Every
time I stood up it blew the back of my chair over flat onto the
seat, so I had to pull it back up before I could sit back down,
which was ridiculously annoying. It was sunny one minute and
then there were dense moody clouds the next, hurtling across
the sky off to the north-east and towards the Netherlands.
“What’s your rush?” I thought. “I’ve been there and it’s not all
that good.”
I had been looking forward to getting back to Milton and
had got there before opening time to queue for my ticket, just
as keenly as I had for Saturday morning pictures as a boy. The
tench did not let me down. Twelve I had and six I lost to hook
pulls as they muscled into the pads with the largest, a five-andthree-quarter pound, green and gold beauty.
Thursday evening, I was back at the local lake, as was the
cormorant. We eyed each other competitively across the water.
Eventually I had a bite, an eel. The cormorant flew off in
disgust. At dark I raked and fed the swim and left but at
4.30am the next morning I was back and fished till ten.
Nothing. Hmmm.
Saturday, and finally it was time for Module 3. Me and
Hooky the Apprentice on the Reservoir. Now I must be honest
and say that I wasn’t too keen on being on a commercial carp
fishery but Hooky’s enthusiasm was infectious and we needed
to fish somewhere he wouldn’t struggle for too long for a bite
and so we got to it pretty quick. Well we did once he finally
turned up and came mincing down the bank with a Costa
Coffee latte in one hand and pastry in the other. A gentle
admonishment and he got set up. A feeder on one rod and a
float on the other to fish in the edge, as the odd carp could
already be seen swirling over the pellets I had put in on arrival.
He tied all his own knots and set himself up with just a
reminder here and there. He really is dead keen and it’s great
to watch a newcomer getting so excited about it all. “Look” he
said proudly, “I’ve bought a pair of green trousers and a green
tee shirt.” “Nice” I said, “I thought red haired people weren’t
supposed to wear green”. I won’t repeat his reply. It was a little
unintelligible anyway as he was trying to lick a knot at the
same time.
Anyway, he did well, plugging away with the feeder all day.
Recasting every twenty minutes or so. It was still an ungainly
side swingy sort of affair but it was landing
on the same spot every time, well,
Hooky and
‘same-ish’.
a carp
He started catching skimmer bream,
built the swim up and the bream got
bigger until he was catching three and
four pounders one after another. “I am the
Breaminator,” he announced. I have never
seen anyone so happy catching bream in
my life.
Then mid-afternoon it happened as it
was surely going to, the way he was
diligently building the swim up. He hooked
a carp and frowning in concentration with

A big, brown,
ancient male
from the
Dugout

his tongue poking out the side of his mouth, he played the fish
really well, especially on his cheap ten-foot-long rod that
wasn’t really man enough for casting the feeder let alone
playing a decent carp. The fish pulled him all over the place,
up down the swims either side of him but there it was in the net
and then fifteen pounds on the scales. A calm joyous peace
came over Hooky once the fish was released and he sat in his
chair for a while staring across the water, beaming and a bit
white-faced. I think he was actually in a little bit of shock. Still
at least it got a bit quiet and it was the first time he’d stopped
talking all day. Then blow me, about a half-hour before packing
up time, he had one off the top that went fifteen and a half
pounds on the scales - a really good-looking, nicely-shaped,
large-scaled fish.
We went for a pint after, to a pub up the road serving to the
table only in the garden. We chatted over the day having a little
debrief and he remarked how he liked my green Adidas
Gazelle trainers and also, “Don’t look now but clock that red
haired bird on the table behind us”. “Do you know what,” he
then said, more a statement than a question. “That was brilliant
today. Really brilliant… But, you know, that first time we went
when we float fished for those roach and little crucians and
tench and that….”
“Uh oh.” I thought.
“Well that was sort of just as good a day as today weren’t
it. Funny innit?”
I smiled down into my pint and thought “blimey Hooky, I
think you might actually make a proper angler yet.”
“Well there is no such thing as a bad day’s fishing Hooky” I
said glibly, draining my pint.
“And it’s Module 4 next time.”
What Module 4 was going to be I had not yet decided, but
one thing I did know…. next time we went, Hooky would be
sporting a brand-new pair of green trainers.
In between Hooky’s trips, I had
continued with my search for tench on the
local lake. I had fished a number of swims
now, working my way around the lake to no
avail. A carp angler I spoke to one morning
told me he had caught a ten-pound tench
the night before. I had crept passed his
swim at dawn and seen his wet and
disarrayed net, mat and sling, so knew he
had caught something. He was happy as
Larry with the tench as it seems that the
carp were even harder, however, this news
rekindled my enthusiasm. Even if there was
just the odd tench in here, at that size it was
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Me, The Apprentice and the Amorous Tench // Stephen Horrocks
well worth the effort, besides, I was enjoying the hunt.
I met up with Chris Babbage to collect some tackle I was
buying from him. Chris used to run the lake as part of a club he
had managed until ten years or so ago. I had been a club
member back in the day but had never fished this lake, besides,
my mind had been on carp at the time. Chris confirmed that the
lake had been stocked with over two hundred, two-pound tench,
a few years before his management of the club had ended. He
had drawn me a map of the lake with all the
patrol areas, catching spots and feeding
times, and he had even marked up the
depths showing the bars and channels for
me. I was very grateful for this intel. Chris
had no reason to share this information with
me other than a pure generosity of spirit to
help out an aspiring fellow Tenchfisher and I
thank him here for his help.
This new information was inspiring. So,
there were tench there, but where? I had
fished all the areas Chris had highlighted to
me, at all times of the day and not had a
sniff of a fish. However, it occurred to me
that these original fish would be at least
fifteen or so years old now, so would be
larger, older, wiser and definitely fewer. A
bailiff I chatted to at the lake told me that the
numbers of cormorants could be very high
and that he had counted 25 of them roosting
on the island in one day a few winters back.
So how many of these fish were left? It was
intriguing to say the least.
The lake was an old gravel pit with a soft
silty bottom and heavily weeded in areas.
The water was generally very clear but gave
the impression of blackness due to the silty
Tench attack?
bottom. It seemed completely lifeless at
times with no small fish present although
gas bubbled up spasmodically all over. The carp were there
though and if you watched any part of the lake for long enough,
eventually a carp or two would cruise through, high up in the
water table, purple backed and big shouldered. They never
seemed happy as they moved through open water, always
hurrying, fins tight to their sides and nervous.
On one Monday morning at around 9.00am I was in my
second swim that day, having arrived at dawn and fished one
spot till 8.00am before moving. I was in a projecting corner
swim that was a bit of a dug-out, with sleepers forming a
retaining wall at the back and more sleepers at the front to hold
back the ground and forming a drop of about eighteen inches to
the water. There were bushes all around, with tall oaks behind
and a large alder to my left on the corner. Past the alder was an
overgrown, long, swampy bay with fallen snag trees, whilst
opposite me were two islands at around thirty yards with an
inviting shallow bar between them upon which a family of coots
were upending and feeding. The right-hand island was the back
half of the cormorant island and stretched for a hundred yards
or so down to my right, separated from the bank by a twentyyard wide channel, again snaggy, weedy and also very clear. In
front of the left island could also be seen a sandy plateau. A
warm wind was blowing gently across the main lake pushing the
ripple right into where it funneled over the bar between the
islands and into the deep weedy bay in front of me.
I stood there, my back burdened down with gear like Sherpa
Tensing, and thought that it screamed of fish. I was just on the
point of dumping my gear down when two very large finned,
20

male tench in the five or six-pound bracket appeared from the
left and waddled happily past me about three feet out in the
water and two feet down. They swam along to the right and
stopped in front of a large bush forming the end of the swim and
marking the entrance to the back channel. Here they hovered
for a few seconds, before swimming around in a couple of tight
circles and then returning back, past me and exited stage left.
I was absolutely stunned. I had only gone and bloody found
them! I crept backwards hunkering down as
I went and crawled back onto the path
behind the swim. Shaking and grinning
foolishly, I put my rods up and tried to decide
how to fish. It seemed perhaps too obvious
to place a bait in the right-hand area where
they had circled and another to the left, in
the area from which they had appeared. I
was geared up with helicopter feeder rigs
with chopped worm and maggots for bait but
I also had pellet, sweetcorn and ground bait
with me. I decided that lightly legered
sweetcorn might better do the trick on the
right-hand rod, so as I re rigged, I kept an
eye on the swim and after a little while the
two fish appeared again and repeated the
performance exactly as before. “Now that is
odd”, I thought but also good, as they were
still around.
Painfully carefully with my rods prepared
I crept back into the swim and sat for a while
looking for inspiration as to where to cast my
baits. I climbed the alder to see the lay of
the water around the corner where the two
males had come from and then sat and
watched the water from the swim, checking
for other signs of fish before committing to
casting. This was my first opportunity in
eight visits and I didn’t want to blow it. As I
had a final look down the channel, I could see a cruising carp
making its way up the middle about 40 yards away. “I’ll wait till
he’s been through” I thought. I had watched carp coming
through many times before, either to get to the snag bay or go
over the bar to the main lake area. “I’ll let him pass”, I thought. I
don’t want to spook him and let him then scare any tench away.
As the carp got closer, I stood to watch by hiding behind the
bush on the right but as it swam leisurely into the swim, it
morphed before my eyes into an enormous female tench of a
good nine or ten pounds, with a noticeable large whitish patch
or scar on the wrist of her tail. Then the two males appeared
from the left, swam out to meet her and accompanied her
closely around to the left and into the snag bay.
If I was stunned before, then I was totally bewildered now
and not a little awestruck. Without a doubt, those two males had
been waiting for that female to turn up. I began to feel I was
getting a glimpse into something special and certainly not
behaviour I would ever have expected to see from tench.
I climbed the alder to see where the tench had gone to.
They were right underneath me and I nearly fell out the tree.
They were on a slope that led down to a half-submerged snag
tree. She was vertical, her nose down, drifting across the
bottom, looking for food it seemed whilst the two males were
also vertical, twirling and weaving around her, fluttering at her
with their big pectoral and anal fins. It was like a dance, they
curled and caressed their soft fluttering fins like ostrich feathers
around her body but after a few minutes of this, she upped and
set off across the surface towards the left island. A third male
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tench appeared up from the depths and joined them. They went
to the edge of the plateau and she upended again, drifting
across the area, with the males alternately copying her
behaviour and dancing around her again. Then they were off to
the third spot on the slope, up to the bar and again repeated the
dance whilst she searched the area for food. Then, that was it
and after a few minutes she set off back down the channel and
the males all returned to their various starting points.
I fished all day, got not a touch and I saw no more tench,
however, I did study the usual bubbling out in front of me and
re-evaluated it. Was some of it feeding tench? I also spent
much of the day thinking over what I had seen. When I
considered it, I realized that the three areas she had visited
were the three areas usually fished by the carp anglers who
fished this swim. The males had definitely been waiting for her
and she had obviously come to inspect the usual baited areas
for food and also, it seemed, to visit her little hotbed of amorous
males whose attentions she had seemed to court. Before I left, I
raked a clear patch in the thin silk weed on the slope under the
alder then raked a three-foot wide slot in the weed between me
and the bar and then another similar slot between the
cormorant island and the right-hand bush where the males had
been circling. I baited the three areas and left at dusk.
The following Friday I was back, early. I lightly baited all
three areas and gently swung my baits out into place. At around
9.00am the two males appeared from the left, bang on cue.
They sauntered along from left to right until they came to the
line of my right-hand rod, which had been cast to the far end of
the raked slot and a little way up the slope to the cormorant
island margin. I was fishing light bobbins on a semi slack line,
with the line hung from my rod tip and angled down through the
water to the bottom. One fish swam straight past my line, the
other halted abruptly as he came upon it and hovered
motionless, his nose an inch or so from the line, obviously
scrutinizing it. The other fish now on his own stopped and
turned back to his mate and then circled round and lay next to
him also scrutinising the line. I watched from a crouching
position behind the bush holding my breath. Suddenly they both
turned and bolted back to the left and around past the alder,
leaving a large vortex in the water. I collapsed into my chair with
a groan and held my face in my hands. What had I done? A
schoolboy error to not properly sink my lines may have ruined
the whole thing. I left the baits as they were and waited. At
10.00am ‘she’ came. Back up the channel, into the bay and the
two males reappeared from the left and met her in the middle of
the bay to escort her around. They avoided the cleared patch
under the alder, which I had noticed from climbing the tree on
arrival, stuck out from the surrounding dark silk weed like a torn
hole in a coat, exposing the white cotton lining. They visited the
plateau and the bar and then, excruciatingly, they visited my
baited area opposite the bush. She upended there and went
down with one of the males onto my patch of bait. The world
stood still and I think I burnt a few years off of my lifeline as I
waited, behind the bush, watching my right-hand bobbin
expectantly. But then she was back up, turned in a little circle
and then set off back down the channel and the males returned
to their various corners of the bay. My offerings of maggot and
sweetcorn obviously not to her liking. This was too much as it
was taking years off me but I was so excited, to be able to
watch their behaviour at such close quarters in the gin clear
water was fantastic and I also knew, it presented an exceptional
opportunity.
I was back again on Monday at dawn but having to stay
away all weekend had nearly killed me. I figured that as she
was visiting the carp anglers’ baited areas, she must be looking

for boilies and so boilies I had brought and boilies I was going
to fish on all three rods, with lines nailed to the deck. This time
the males never appeared but she did. At 10.30am she came
along the channel. Not in the middle as before but along the
margin on my side. I had no gear in the swim, it was all
concealed back behind me on the path, just the rods in the
swim, back from the edge with the buts up and tips following
the angle of the line to the bottom of the near margin. It had
been drizzling and so I had my oval brolly erected behind the
bush out of site. Just as I stood to look down the channel for
her I saw her through the leaves and I froze. She drifted in
from the right and then stopped level with the edge of the
bush. She was an impressive fish seen this close and I
marveled at her size and poise. As she wafted her pectorals to
hold position, her red eye was swivelling like a chameleon’s as
she looked around, then down, then up and straight into the
swim. I kid you not, she stared straight into the swim for a full
twenty seconds, her iris flicking around slightly as she took it
in. I was in absolutely no doubt that she was checking to see if
the swim was occupied, before she eventually drifted on her
way across and round the corner, past the alder to where her
boyfriends were surely waiting. I was astonished and I sat in
my chair for some time replaying in my mind’s eye what I had
just seen. What was going on? Surely these fish weren’t
communicating with each other and was she really checking
the swim out for anglers? It was a bit too much to take in and
to be honest and I started imagining all sorts of things, mind
you, I hadn’t had much sleep.
At 2.30pm the middle rod bobbin smacked into the butt
and line was tearing off the baitrunner before the Micron had a
chance to bleep and I was up and into a good fish. I played it
awkwardly, trying to keep the fish’s head up and out of the
weed bed as the fish charged around the swim, ripping off
clumps of weed as it went. Eventually it was in the net. I could
not believe it and I danced a little jig as I stared down at the
fish cradled in the mesh. Never have I been so pleased to
catch a fish. It was a brown and scarred, ancient looking, large
finned male of six and a half pounds. After a quick couple of
photos, I lowered him gently back into the water and he tore
off angrily, splashing water into my face.
Monday I was back again but had not a touch and didn’t
see a sign of any fish, so at around lunchtime I wound in and
went for a walk around the lake. There, on the far bank in the
middle of the path, I found a freshly dead large female tench,
her throat and breast ripped out and consumed. I am no
expert but it looked like the archetypal otter kill to me and it
was with a very heavy heart that I dug a shallow grave and
buried her there under the bushes. Was this my female? I
couldn’t tell as she was too covered in dirt and bits of twig to
see whether her tail had the tell-tale white scar and she was
had also started to dry out and discolour. It was no wonder
that no fish were about if an otter had been chasing them
around.
It was now September and the evenings were starting to
draw in. I fished on and did have some further close calls and
run ins with the tench but landed no more. Thankfully I did see
my female again, just once, as she came across the bay this
time in the company of two carp and they tailed up and fed on
the slope under the alder. I fluffed it however, as I lowered a
bait into the area and they scooted off but it was good to see
the old girl was still about.
So that’s it! The rivers are calling and the wildies in an
estate lake I know, plus Hooky is on my case about Module 4,
so I think this year’s tenching is probably done but I’ll be back
next year.
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Editor’s Note: I asked Dai to analyse some important aspects of his fishing. He
said: “OK ask me some questions.” So, I did. Most Tenchfishers could have
provided their own answers, of course, but you can’t argue with the form of
arguably the most successful tench angler of all time.

#1
WHAT ARE THE ATTRIBUTES OF
THE RODS, REELS, HOOKS,
FEEDERS, HOOK-LINKS AND
LINES YOU FAVOUR?
First and foremost, it has to be
reliability. The tackle you use is only as
strong as the weakest link and
invariably that will be the bit under the
water, be it hook or line. For years my
mainline of choice has been Gardner
Pro Light Blend, usually in 10lb but in
very weedy situations I step up to 12lb.
It is a really good all-round line - it
sinks well, from a human perspective it
is hard to see in water, casts well and
has good abrasion resistance. It has
never let me down even in very thick
weed. I have even landed two 40lb+
carp on it so see no reason to change.
My go-to hooks are Korum
Specimen or Gardner Wide Gape
Talon Tips, invariably in sizes 10 and
12. For years I was convinced beak
pointed hooks were superior but by
chance tried straight point hooks as
the batch of beaked points I was using
had dodgy tips that blunted very easily.
I found the straight points just as good
and because I was catching lots of fish
on them continued using them.
I use helicopter rigs a lot and find
mono hook links work far better as
they tangle much less than braid. I’ve
read about people who thread PVA
bags on to prevent tangles with braid
but that seems like a lot of effort when
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mono works fine! The hook link needs
to be supple but not too supple that it
tangles. I invariably use 8lb or 10lb
hook links tied using a knotless knot.
My supplies of Korum Xpert hook
mono are running low so recently I’ve
been experimenting with Gardner
Hyrdroflo and in initial trials it seems to
have similar qualities.
It’s no secret I really like the Xpert
1.75lb test curve rods and so I should
given that I had a big role in their
design. The reality is in most
circumstances the rod is not that
important, but I find I can cast feeders
much more accurately with a fast taper
rod. Up to about 40 yards most rods
are fine but beyond that I find through
action rods lose a lot of accuracy
which can be critical if casting to a
small feature.
I use Shimano reels, either 10000
XTEAs or Medium Long Casts. They
weigh slightly more than smaller reels
but enable a few extra yards when
casting and I think wider spools keep
line in better condition. The drag on
these reels is good but invariably when
playing tench I prefer to backwind as it
reduces line twist, though I always
slacken the drag when the fish is close
to the net as that’s when they are likely
to power off and cause a hook pull if
you aren’t careful. Line twist caused by
using the drag may not seem a big
issue but if you catch a few fish it can
accumulate so I try to minimise it.

Similarly, I set my bait runners fairly
tight as they’re there to prevent a rod
being pulled in, not to allow a fish to go
off on a screaming run.
The one item of tackle that I would
be lost without is my 9-foot landing net
handle that is light and even with a 36”
net very manoeuvrable. I’ve had it that
long I can’t even remember if it was
made by Harrison or North Western!
I’ve lost count of the conversations I’ve
had with fellow anglers who have lost
big fish just before the net when using
a standard six-foot specimen pole. The
closer a fish comes to the net the
quicker the angle of pull on the hook
hold changes, so from 50 yards to 48
yards it is negligible, but from four
yards to two yards it is significant and
I’m convinced that is why the closer a
fish comes in the more likely the hook
hold is to fail. It therefore is a nobrainer to me to try and net a fish a
little bit further out to avoid potential
disaster.

#2
HOW DO YOU SEARCH FOR
SPOTS TO FISH AND WHAT ARE
YOU LOOKING FOR?
If I am fishing a new water the first
thing that I will do is look at aerial
photographs of it to get an idea of
depths, clear areas, bars etc. On
arrival I will use a Deeper but only
really for checking depths to minimise
the use of a marker float set up which
can tell you a lot more.
Invariably most spots are well
known to anglers on a lake so talking
to them is a good way to short-cut your
exploratory work. Many waters have
become increasingly busy, so I think it
is only reasonable to minimise using a
marker float close to other anglers
though in my experience tench don’t
Long landing
net handle
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39 fish in 7 hours
gives you confidnece
in your tactics
looks like the swim has been emptied.
I remember having a discussion with
an angler who was convinced fourmillimetre pellets were just as good as
two-millimetre pellets “as they go to a
soft mush in the water”. He was
missing the point though that if a
four-millimetre pellet goes soft it
remains whole so a tench can pick it
up in one go, whereas it would need
to eat eight two-millimetre pellets to
consume the same volume of food,
which will keep the tench in the swim
longer.
I always use swim-feeders when
using chopped worm or maggots as
I’m sure tench prefer these baits to
pellets and hemp and I want to
introduce them close to my hook baits
to draw them in.

#4

seem to be bothered by it. On one
occasion on Linear for example I was
using a marker to find exactly where a
bar was as I hadn’t fished the swim for
years. On the first cast the float
popped up and a tench literally rolled
into it.
When tench fishing I am looking for
is something that tench will be drawn
to which invariably means some sort of
feature that stands out from the rest of
the water. Whilst bream seem to like
big clear areas and tend to avoid weed
where possible, tench seem to be
drawn to features and this could be a
bar or plateau, an area where a weed
bed ends or even a clear area
amongst weed. One feature common
to all pits have is the margins and
tench love patrolling them, especially
in warm conditions.
Many waters are extremely weedy
and, if necessary, I will spend as long
as it takes to rake a spot so a bait can
be presented well. At range the
Gardner castable rakes can remove a
surprisingly large amount of weed but
closer in a long-handled rake or a
throwing rake are much more efficient.
Don’t worry about disturbance as tench
are inquisitive and I have found that
stirring up the bottom is more of an
attraction to them than the disturbance
is a deterrent.

#3
WHAT DO YOU BAIT UP WITH
AND WHAT GEAR DO YOU USE
FOR THIS? HOW MUCH BAIT/
WORM WOULD YOU TAKE FOR,
SAY, A 48-HOUR SESSION IN
MAY?
I suspect I use a lot less bait than
some anglers. For a 48-hour session I
would typically take two kilograms of
Dendrobaenas, four pints of red
maggots, about four pints of hemp and
a similar quantity of mixed twomillimetre pellets. Often I will not use
anywhere near this amount;
conversely, I always carry extra bait in
my car just in case.
If a boat is allowed, I will often use
one for my initial baiting as it is both
quick and accurate. However, as I
typically start with about a couple of
pints of mixed feed, Spombing it out
only takes a few minutes. My feed is
chosen to draw fish into the swim and
get them feeding but not fill them up. It
comprises roughly equal parts of hemp
and pellets with considerably less
chopped worm and maggots. Small
items are the order of the day as these
will work their way into gravel and take
some time and effort for tench to eat.
Regardless of how hard they feed
some items, especially pellets, will
remain and draw fish back even if it

HOW DO YOU GUARANTEE
ACCURACY? WHAT IS A
MAXIMUM COMFORTABLE
RANGE FOR YOU TO FISH AT
WITHOUT A BAIT BOAT?
I take great care to explore a swim
with a marker float so that I know
exactly where the depths change. I
then use distance sticks to set my
feeders to exactly the right distance
and mark them with marker elastic at
the tip ring. When casting I either clip
up or stop the cast as the elastic goes
through the rings. It takes a bit of
practice to get it right but once you
have learned the technique it saves a
lot of time as you don’t have to clip up
every time which saves messing
about casting to the side to clip up
after a fish or when you forget to clip
up before winding in. The advantage
of having the marker elastic at the tip
ring is that you can see any variation
in the distance out the feeder is,
whereas a marker by the reel will be
wound onto the spool if it is even a
foot short.
I am comfortable fishing up to
about 65 yards in all but the strongest
wind, but prefer to fish at 55 yards or
less as that allows me to be accurate
and not too many casts end up in the
wrong place. Beyond 65 yards I would
step up to heavier rods to make
casting easier and last season I fished
a swim where the main clear area was
at 80 yards and that was the limit I
could reach with a feeder. As soon as
a head wind got up I had to put a lead
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A double caught two
hours after moving

on the reach the spot. It was worth the
effort though as I had my fiftieth
double-figure tench from it.

#5
DO YOU CAST TO DIFFERENT
SPOTS IN A SWIM OR HAVE A
STRICT FOCUS?
This very much depends on the type of
swim. My preference, if the swim
allows, is to fish two rods on a ‘main’
spot and one rod elsewhere. This
allows me to try different baiting
approaches and increasingly I bait the
main spot and fish only a feeder on the
other spot. In the past three seasons I
have been surprised how often the
single un-baited spot produces more
fish, especially if the tench are not
feeding heavily.
In other swims there will be a
feature such as a bar that runs parallel
to the bank or a clear run behind a
weed bed where you can comfortably
fish three rods spaced out. In others
there may only be a single small
feature and in such cases it is far
better to fish just two rods than try and
squeeze a third in and realise the error
of your ways when the first hooked fish
knits all three together. Admit it, you’ve
all done it!

#6
WHY DID YOU START USING THE
WORM KEBAB?
It started in 2011 on Linear. I knew
another angler, Joe Chatterton, had
caught a few tench on dendrobaenas
whilst his mates struggled so I thought
I’d take some to try. At the time I still
had huge faith in my maggot tactics
which had worked elsewhere and had
been successful on Hardwick. I had
caught well on maggots for a day
before bites dried up. I was sure there
were tench in my swim and decided,
more in hope than expectation, to try a
worm alongside a maggot rig. Initially I
tied a longer hook link on, about 12”,
as I thought a larger bait would be
more effective fished that way.
I sometimes wonder what would
have happened if I’d caught one on the
maggot, I would probably have wound
the worm rod in and put another
maggot rig out. As it was the worm rod
screamed off within five minutes. I put
it down to a one-off but recast another
worm and less than ten minutes later
had another tench whilst the maggot
rod just feet away remained
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untouched. I continued to catch on
worm and later on in 2011 caught my
first double on one. Whilst in the swim
I caught it from I collected all the litter,
as I do in any swim I fish, and found a
cap off a rod tube. It was a perfect
receptacle for chopping worms in and
pouring them into the feeder, without
getting worm goo all over my hands.
I’ve still got that lucky cap!
Though I was catching plenty of
tench with the initial rig I discovered
there was one issue with it - the worm
was free to crawl about, which lead to
problems such as the worm getting
hooked up on a swan mussel and the
worm crawling into the feeder, and
even on one occasion into the feeder
and out the other side. My solution to
this was to revert to the short hook
links like I used for maggots on a
helicopter rig. Surprisingly I found that
I still got good bites and hooked just as

Long hook
links had
drawbacks

many but another problem surfaced.
While the rig was fine at close range I
found there was a tendency for the
worm to fly off when casting 30 yards
and beyond. I suspect with a short
hook link that this was made worse as
the worm could flap against the
mainline on the cast. Whatever the
reason, I wasn’t happy with the
possibility of fishing with no bait on the
hook so started thinking of a solution
as I wanted to continue using worms
as it was clear the tench loved them. I
decided to try worms on a hair rig as I
knew match angers did so on occasion
with a single section of worm and if it
worked for them it was worth a try.
Initially, I planned to pop the worm
sections up using a disc of foam as I
thought the foam would also act as a
buffer and help keep the worm
sections on the hair. To get it to sit right
I wanted the hook link to be flexible so

First fish on worm kebab
with braid and foam
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An aborted move paid
off with first double

the anglers used boats to place baits
so the fish would not be used to
Spombs crashing into the swim above
their heads. With this in mind I baited
heavily in the early evening in the
hope there would be some bait left in
the morning even if fish visited the
swim. At first light I recast the feeders
and about an hour later had a slight
indication on the left-hand rod. On a
prolific water I may well have recast it
after five minutes with no further
indication, but I decided to leave it and
about ten minutes later had a bite.
The rest as they say is history.

#8

decided to try with a coated braid with
a short section stripped back above
the hook. Three short sections of the
largest worms in my bucket were cut
and threaded on followed by a disc of
foam and then I had the fun of trying
to get a hair stop through the loop of
braid covered in worm guts. I had
been struggling that spring as it was
cold and wet, more memorable for
mud than tench, so I was rather
surprised when I had a bite first cast.
A few experimental casts afterwards
confirmed the worms would stay on,
so my confidence in the rig rocketed.
Over time the rig evolved. Firstly, I
dropped the foam and found it made
no difference to the number of bites I
got, then I tried mono as it would be
easier to get the hair stop through,
again it worked just as well. Next, I
started using a quick stop pushed
through the worm sections which
made life so much simpler. The
following spring, I spoke to the match
angler Neil McKinnon and told him
about the rig and said the only issue
was the knot on the quick stop could
tear the worm. He solved that problem
instantly: “Tie them on with a loop”.
The simple solutions are the best! He
also showed me how to tie hook links
to a precise length with a loop tier,
thereby enabling lots of hook links to
be prepared in advance and stored in
a Preston hooklink box and then
quickly attached using the loop. By
the spring of 2013 the worm kebab
has ready to wreak havoc at Linear
and that spring I did just that as I

landed over 125 tench including a
memorable morning on Manor when I
caught 39 in about seven hours’
fishing. Catching so many tench gave
me huge confidence in the rig and
proved to me that if you want to
experiment do so on a well-stocked
water as then you can see if it is
working. Trying new things on a water
where you can expect one fish a trip is
definitely a bad idea.

#7
HOW OFTEN DO YOU RECAST IF
YOU ARE NOT GETTING BITES?
It varies! A lot depends whether I think
I should be catching or not. That might
sound a bit odd but sometimes you
know everything is right and that you
should be catching. In such
circumstances I like to work the
feeders typically about every 45
minutes. On other occasions it feels
more like a war of attrition and so as
long as I am happy that my baits are in
the right place I am happy to leave
them for at least three hours. Thinking
about it as write I think there is some
logic to this as when the conditions are
right and tench are likely to be feeding
I think they are far more tolerant of
disturbance.
One other factor I would take into
account is what will be the impact of
any disturbance be. At Linear I knew
Spombing could stimulate fish to feed
and on a number of occasions had
caught fish whilst winding the Spomb
in. On Fen Drayton I knew nearly all

HOW LONG DO YOU GIVE AN
UNPRODUCTIVE TENCH SWIM
BEFORE YOU LOOK TO MOVE?
Most of my fishing other than on Cop
Mere, where I fish short morning
sessions off a boat, are on gravel pits.
Though fish will feed at any time of
day on gravel pits I have found around
10am to be the most reliable on many
of them, though some swims are very
much evening swims. That means
that if I get to midday and haven’t
caught, or have caught less than I
would hope to catch, I start getting
itchy feet. I never let the effort
involved put me off moving - I’m there
to catch fish and I can still photograph
sunsets and enjoy the great outdoors
if I am catching!
I have a very simple way of
deciding whether to move or not. I ask
myself if I move to another swim
would I be happier there if I haven’t
caught anything in the next few hours
or will I be wishing I’d stayed put? You
have to consider as many factors as
possible in reaching such a decision
including the obvious: which other
swims are available? The weather, the
past history of the swims, the location
of other anglers and any sightings of
fish all need to be considered. As
soon as I have decided that a move is
the right idea, I get on with it. A couple
of stories spring to mind.
Back in 2006 I was in what I
thought would be the perfect swim for
the conditions but after more than 24
hours I hadn’t had so much as a bleep
on the alarms and hadn’t seen any
signs of fish. I decided a move 150
yards along the bank would make
sense so started packing down and
had the bivvy down and everything
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was loaded on the barrow and was
literally walking to the rods to wind in
when I had a bite. The resulting 7lb
tench was all I needed to change my
mind - where there’s one there will be
others. I’m glad I stayed as the
following morning I landed my first ever
double.
On my last trip to Hardwick in 2014
I had three tench in an hour including a
9lb+ fish within an hour of first light. In
the following hour the weather
changed, the sun came out and the
wind veered to the south leaving my
swim like a mill pond. I wound in and
went for a walk and spoke to a carp
angler opposite where I was fishing
who was just packing up. The wind
was creating a lovely ripple and he’d
seen a few tench roll, so within half an
hour I was setting up in the swim and
two hours later I had a double in the
net.

#9
DO YOU LIKE TO PIN DOWN OR
DO YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHEN
YOU HAVE TENCH IN YOUR
SWIM?
I have never back-leaded when tench
fishing; I really don’t think it is
necessary. Similarly, I see no need to
use fluorocarbon main line and think
the fact that it sinks so well is likely to
lead to more problems as it could
catch in bottom weed. I tend to prefer
fishing just over the far side of a bar so
the last bit of line is on the lake bed. If
I’m fishing a flat-bottomed swim I keep
the rod tips low but that’s as far as it
goes. In my last two seasons on
Stoneacres I caught more carp than
most of the carp anglers though they
still don’t know it! Most of them went to
great lengths to pin line down yet I
fished with a big feeder less than a
foot from my bait and had five carp
including three 30s and a 42lb 8oz
common.

#10
Have you known the worm
approach to “blow”?
I haven’t known it blow but there have
been times when maggots have
completely out-fished it. I think many of
anglers on Linear still opt for worm
kebab as their first line of attack as it
still works and this year it will be ten
years since I first used it there. As with
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An 11-6 on worm
when rudd were quiet

any bait I’m sure fish will become
warier but there are so many
attractants in chopped worms I think
they find it hard to resist.

#11
TO WHAT EXTENT DO OTHER
APPROACHES SUCH AS
MAGGOT OR CASTER OR BOILIE
FISHING FEATURE IN YOUR
TENCHING NOW?
I use maggots a lot and rarely go for a
session without them. On occasions
they are still the best bait going and
can be used in conjunction with
rubber maggots (where they are
permitted), especially if small fish are
taking worms.
Rudd, in particular, can be a
nightmare as they strip the worms
before the feeder hits the bottom. At
times they’re so efficient I swear they
must be related to piranhas. Three
years ago there was a profusion of
hand-sized rudd in just one swim at
Stoneacres. They weren’t always
there so at times I was able to fish
worms, at other times rubber maggots
were the only option of keeping a bait
out for more than about 30 seconds.
When the rudd weren’t present worm
worked really well and definitely
produced more bites than maggots
and one rudd-less morning I landed a
beauty of 11lb 6oz. The beauty of
angling is I’ll never know if I’d have
caught it on rubber maggots and later

in the week I had a brace of bream for
exactly 30lb on rubber maggots. so
maybe I should be a little less critical
of small rudd!
I love casters as a bait but for a
number of reasons I rarely use them
these days, though if I can get hold of
old ones from my local shop to use as
feed I never say no. The main issue is
they don’t come out of a block-end
feeder so you either need to use
groundbait in an open-ended feeder or
use PVA, both of which I find
frustrating to use. As I find I catch
plenty on worms and maggots and
casters are both more expensive and
more difficult to keep I tend not to use
them but I can envisage circumstances
where I will in the future. Oddly I’ve
found even when I haven’t fed any
casters that rubber casters often catch
more fish than rubber maggots.
There’s no doubt boilies catch
plenty of tench but in my experience
they are best fished with only boilies
as feed. As soon as you put out
pellets, hemp and live baits such as
worms, casters and maggots, they
seem to ignore boilies. I often wind in
at night to ensure a good night’s sleep
if I am catching well in the day, but
sometimes I leave baits out all night. If
eels are prolific live baits are best
avoided, so I often put boilies on.
Suffice to say I still get a good night’s
sleep, though that may be more
because the tench are not feeding at
night!
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www.medwayvalley.com
info@medwayvalley.com
Fishery Manager:
Tony 07875 649402

Membership Manager:
Charlie 07985 239243

Medway Valley Fisheries was originally formed back in 2004 and is now one of the largest
coarse ﬁsheries in the South East. We have continually worked hard over the past sixteen years to
forge a reputable and highly successful ﬁshery and have built up an impressive portfolio with
twelve waters currently under our control in the North Kent area.
Run by discerning anglers who respect both the ﬁsh and the environment, we have created a
ﬁshery where quality anglers can really enjoy their surroundings and the friendly atmosphere,
whilst pursuing their passion.
All of our waters hold a good stock of double ﬁgure Tench with around 70% being female. The
Larkﬁeld Complex, which comprises of four lakes and sits within Leybourne Lake Country Park,
holds Tench up to 14lb 12oz and is a particular favourite with specimen anglers.
Membership is strictly limited to ensure that the lakes are never crowded and members will always
have a wide choice of swims available, including a number of disabled access swims.

Medway Valley ﬁsheries hope to be oﬀering members
of the Tenchﬁshers an exclusive Spring Ticket
on the Larkﬁeld Complex for 2021.

Look out for further announcements
info@medwayvalley.com
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The Reverend EC Alston’s Record Tench // Compiled by Phil Jackson

The story of the
Reverend Alston’s
record, from
Ring Mere near
Thetford, is one of
the most famous
in tench fishing.
We were pleased
to learn that this
cased specimen is
now in the hands
of a member,
Chris Wells, who
kindly supplied the
picture.
RING MERE
Many of you will know of the Breckland,
a flat, roughly triangular area of SW
Norfolk, bounded by Bury St Edmunds
to the south, Attleborough to the
northeast, Castle Acre to the north and
Lakenheath to the east. It is an area of
mostly dry heathland and pine forest,
although it is crossed by the Rivers
Wissey and Little Ouse.
Also, northeast of Thetford, the civil
parish town of the Breckland, eight
sizeable meres are to be found. Four in
West Wretham Park: West, Hill, Rush
and Mickle Meres and four others
closer to the town: Langmere,
Fowlmere, Ring Mere and the Devil’s
Punchbowl. The last two have names
derived from their circular shapes. Only
Langmere and Ring Mere lie outside of
the territory of the MOD’s Stanford
Training Area and Ring Mere, the
subject of this story, lies close to
Thetford to Hockham road.
From “Breckland” (1956) by Oliver
Cook:
“Although it is too close to the road
to be left in peace by army lorries,
Ringmere (sic) makes a vivid
impression under whatever conditions it
28

The Reverend
EC Alston’s
Record Tench
The Alston tench

is seen. It is situated high in a vast
expanse of open heath. The hedgeless
road curves slightly, commanding wide
views over endless stretches of purple
and brown glittering with strewn flints.
The mere is almost circular with steep,
ridged grassy sides, sloping so
regularly that the cavity seems at first
sight to be an ancient amphitheatre.”
All of these meres were created by
hollows that formed in glacial outwash
deposits at the end of the ice age. The
hollows lie over a chalk substrate which
holds water for long periods. It is
believed that, with rain, the chalk layer
becomes saturated and the level of
saturation determines the level of water.
As the saturation level rises so the
depth of water in the meres increases.
Conversely, as the chalk dries the level
of the water falls, until, when the
saturation level is below the level of a
given mere, it becomes absolutely dry.
So dry, in fact, that the beds of some
meres have been ploughed up to
provide good crops of swedes and
cabbages and the like.
It is worth noting that Fred Buller,
writing in “Freshwater Fishing” (1975)
declared that: “Ring Mere no longer

exists: the water table has been
lowered through water abstraction”. A
bold statement given the propensity of
the mere to dry up. Indeed, in 2008, the
naturalist and blogger “The Luminous
Owl” reported that: “These days, the
water levels in the meres are
maintained through a management plan
that controls the level of the water table
by halting extraction for agricultural
uses if there is any threat to the meres.
Of course, the meres must be allowed
to drain every few years, otherwise the
delicate balance needed to maintain the
character of the meres and their unique
biological identity would be lost.” I hope
this is true but more than this, I cannot
say (Editor).
The Rev. Alston’s Record Tench – as
relayed, in a letter, by the captor to
“BB”
As I expect you know, any water in
which the level alters usually contains
big fish. In the mere where I caught my
record tench and rudd this was the
case. The mere is at Wretham, Norfolk,
and is called Ring Mere. and this water
goes dry every 20 years or so. When I
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BB

first went to Wretham there were no fish
in the mere. I restocked it with a few
fish from Stanford Water, a few miles
away. I put in rudd and tench and a few
pike and an odd roach or two. I
suppose I put in about fifty rudd and
fifteen tench. The rudd were about ¾ to
1lb in weight, and the tench 2½ to 3lb.
After putting the fish in I did not
bother about them at all and the first
intimation I got of the success of my
experiment was when a village lad
caught a rudd of 3¼lb.
I at once went over to the mere and
I think I must have had about best catch
of rudd on record. I do not exactly
remember the number I caught, but it
was in the neighbourhood of thirty fish,
ranging from 2¼ to one of 4¼lb, which I
had mounted by Cooper.
The fishing remained good at Ring
Mere until it was ‘found out’. People
came from all quarters, some from
great distances, towing boats behind
their cars. I do not think these visitors
did much has I had had the cream of
the fishing and the fish soon became
very shy. I stocked many places round
with them and I think some people had
some fun with them. They gave great
accounts of being broken by large fish,
probably tench.
I used to see some monster tench in
Ring Mere when I was fishing for rudd,
some were very big, from 7 to 10lb. I
caught one of them, a seven-pounder,
which was also mounted for me by
Cooper, and this fish was one of the
smaller ones that I saw. I used to see
them turning over in the weeds when I
was fishing.
The following summer Ring Mere
went dry, and I went down with a
landing net to see what I could save.
The tench were there but as thin as

Breckland, Thetford Forest

rakes. I saved as many as I could. They
were very thin and gaunt and weighed
from 5¼ lb to 5½ lb. I forget how many I
rescued. There were also a lot of rudd
up to 2½ lb, and I saved all I could.
This is taken from “The Fisherman’s
Bedside Book” by BB and is
reproduced by courtesy of the BB
Society: www.bbsociety.co.uk
Footnote
The Reverend Alston was arguably one
of the most successful but least known
anglers of the 20th century. Alston
never published an article or wrote a
book, but he was greatly admired for his
angling prowess by many of the famous
anglers of the day. Most notably he was
befriended Bernard Venables and Fred

Buller, with whom he became a close
friend and spent many happy occasions
fishing the Irish loughs and rivers. At the
age of 82, Rev. Alston was to catch his
last pike, a fish of 7lbs, from his
favourite fishing venue: Lough Nafooey,
Connemara, in the company of Buller,
who ended Alston’s obituary thus: “Last
summer Edward Alston caught his last
pike on the Nafooey - a seven-pounder.
We made fishcakes with its meat and
Edward sat at my table in my little
fisherman’s cottage with five other
fishermen – we drank his health. Next
year we shall drink to the memory of a
gentle Englishman”.
(From the Flyfishing and ﬂy-tying
website: accessed 2/01/21)

Tenchfishers SGM 2021
SPRING GENERAL MEETING:
SATURDAY 27TH MARCH 2021, 10:00AM

Guest Panel
Kenny Parsons, Dai Gribble & Kevin Durman
VIRTUAL ZOOM MEETING IN
YOUR OWN HOME
Email link sent 1st March 2021
Meeting ID: 893 8237 4447 - Passcode: 137482
MORE DETAILS WWW.TENCHTALK.NET
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Sywell: Everybody Knows this is Somewhere // Ian Peacock

SYWELL:

Everybody Knows
this is Somewhere

A beautiful
seven-ponder

F

ollowing on from a previous ‘Sywell on My Mind’
feature and this time with due deference to Neil
Young, we have the latest chapter in story of
Sywell which is the most iconic water in tench

history.
Firstly it is important to recognise that since the sad
passing of Dave Watson, our attempts to revitalise Sywell have
only been made possible by the passion and determination of
John Osborne. His tireless efforts, along with those of a
number other prominent members, have seen fund raising,
fish-ins, tackle sales and other, often unseen work keep the
Sywell project alive. I hope one day that John will co-author a
bigger Sywell piece for this Bulletin but the sale of Gus’s
tackle, Brexit and this bloody virus has conspired against him
for time. Something for another day, but thank you John for
your tenacity and commitment.
As you may remember, in November 2017 we purchased
over 400 lbs of tench averaging around 1lb 8oz from Arron
Standing of Coarse Fish UK down in Sussex. Subsequently, I
had the opportunity to discuss further options with Arron and
he told me that he changed his brood stock every five years or
so and asked if we might be interested in these tench. These
were fish he had selected, raised and of course would be fully
certificated should they be purchased. They would also be of a
30

Arrival

size and in a quantity that come up too rarely, especially as
“first-hand” specimens.
The call finally came in the early part of 2020 with Arron
offering us mature fish with, in his words, an average weight of
over 5 lbs with some significantly bigger. It so happened that
we already had some authorised and as yet unspent Sywell-
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The man himself,
Arron Standing

A batch of 3
and 4lb tench

generated income from previous events, so an agreement was
struck with Arron for £5000 of his finest.
2020 also saw the passing of Gus Ferguson who
unbeknown to even his family, had a goldmine of tackle which
Ozzie offered to help dispose of to Tenchfisher members. The
outcome, after a hell of a lot of effort by John, was a very
generous donation of over £1000 to the Sywell fund from the
family. This was added to the initial sum so more tench were
destined to travel north to a water in need of resurrection.
Covid-19 has interrupted everyone’s life and the final day
of reckoning was no different. At very short notice in lockdown
November, Arron phoned to say delivery would take place in a
couple of days’ time. He was draining his tench ponds and the
fish were not to be kept in holding tanks other than overnight
before transportation to Northamptonshire. Lockdown issues
were discussed and we agreed social distancing was a must.
Apart from anything else it was important that the reputation of
both Sywell Country Park and The Tenchfishers was not
tarnished by groups of people standing together in a very busy
public park.
Reluctantly we agreed that just three Committee members
would assist and record the delivery and weighing of the tench:
Phil Jackson, John McAngus and myself.
I will let the images tell their own story. We tried to
document the biggest fish as best as possible but with over 50
fish and the trailer some distance from the bank due to
waterlogging of the ground some estimates were made,
especially of the smaller fish.
We reckon 56 fish were stocked with the largest weighed at
8lbs, eight at 7lbs and 16 at 6lbs. There was a good proportion
of males (around 20%) and no fish smaller than 3lbs. With fish

The biggest one

welfare in mind after a long journey we didn’t weigh them all.
However all the fish were in pristine condition and disappeared
into their new watery home hopefully to become part of the
Sywell renaissance.
We did look long and hard at marking fish with the objective
of maybe identifying some in future catches. I was in
discussion with a highly recommended fisheries consultancy, a
company called Fishtrack, and we had reached a cost-effective
solution subject to us providing the necessary manpower to
help Andy. Unfortunately this was scuppered, once again due
to Covid-19 and the inability to socially distance. Another time
maybe but it’s not cheap.
Footnote:
We have used Arron Standing twice now to supply us with his
tench and he has proven to be a very knowledgeable and
helpful person from the world of aquaculture. Following a very
interesting conversation on the banks of Sywell he has kindly
agreed to show us around his operation down in Sussex with a
view to helping with our NTHA work on stock ponds once
lockdowns have eased.

"Shoulders"
should grow
large

Another minter
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A Fishing Memory of Olly // Stuart Stephens

A Fishing
Memory
of Olly

Our little angling world is cosy and
trivial – which is what makes it
special. This is the cold light of reality.

32

I

am Stuart Stephens, a proud
member of the Tenchfishers
through which I have made many
friends, had some amazing days
on the bank, and learned so much. I
am also the proud father of a little
boy who was fast becoming a man.
Through a twist of fate, I am still a
proud father, but that young man has
been taken away from us in the
cruellest of ways.
Despite many challenges both as a
family and individually, as Olly had
recently been diagnosed with a type of
Autism, things were turning around for
us and fishing played a huge part in my
efforts to maintain a strong bond with
him. It is my family’s fervent hope that
support for youth charities, such as Les
Webber’s, will help save the lives of
other young people, so no one has to
endure what my family and I are going
through right now.
I already had an association with Les
Webber’s Angling Projects through my
local tackle shop owner, Steve at
Woodley Tackle. This charity gives
youngsters the chance to experience
something new and hopefully encourage
the making of similar memories to mine.
It also encourages kids to do stuff other
than hang around in gangs and cause
trouble.
Oliver (Olly he preferred) had a
happy early childhood and education,
but things changed with secondary
school. Recent investigations led to a
diagnosis of Autism with traits of
Pathological Demand Avoidance.
Knowing what we had to deal with was a
huge relief, and ironically, Olly finally
came to terms with this on the very
morning of his passing.
That fateful morning Olly left the
house with a spring in his step, laughter
in his heart, and a cheeky “love ya
mum”. He never came back. However,
rather than focusing on our loss and
pain, I would like to share a memory
made solely through fishing.
Olly and I have had a few fishing
adventures. He loved camping, cooking
outside, wildlife, star watching and had a
cracking cast on him - a natural.
However, becoming a teenager his
interests were elsewhere. As a dad it’s
hard to compete with a cool bike, an
X-box, iPhone and of course girls.
The last time Olly and I went up to
the lake was in September where we
met up with fellow Tenchfisher Chris
Netto. I chose a swim, set up camp,
pre-baited and waited for Olly to be
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delivered to me by his ever-supportive
mum, Amanda.
He arrived with a large duvet, a
pillow, a massive bag of sweets, pop
and an array of electronic goods and
proceeded to set himself up in the back
of the bivvy. He was happy. That night I
slept under the stars as he had grown
so big, we didn’t ﬁt in there together
any more. We cooked a decent steak
sandwich, watched the sun set, the
moon rise, counted the stars and
looked for bats and shooting stars.
Eventually it drizzled but I didn’t
mind, laying there, getting wet and
listening to the rain fall through the
trees. After all, I had caught a ﬁsh, Olly
was with me and he seemed the
happiest he had been for a while.
Olly stirred around 4.30am, or he
had been up all night which was the
norm at home. We watched the sun
rise, chatted about life, culture and all
manner of things. The birds started to
sing and after a torrid few months,
struggling to come to terms with the
eﬀects of his Autism and PDA, Olly was
in a good place and I was very happy
for him.
Olly’s attention turned to the club
boat. He wore me down, the way he

does, with a few cheeky quips and that
wonderful grin he has. I duly unlocked
it and armed with a duvet, pillow and
iPhone oﬀ he went. Without any
paddles he used his hands to propel it.
Head phones on and a mass of curly
hair, sporting a fresh perm he
proceeded to sing his way across the
lake, oblivious to the world but drinking
in his surroundings, blissfully happy in
his head and in his own world. This
was his way. I looked on with pride,
glee, joy and laughter. He was
becoming something special and our
hard work was paying oﬀ. I loved him

so much in that moment it’s hard to put
into words.
After ruining my baited spot, Olly
duly returned to shore and with my
data allowance exhausted, he
decamped, and Amanda collected him.
He went home, ate half the contents of
the kitchen and went to bed, happy. I
stayed another night, ﬁshing with
Chris, but spent the rest of the session
smiling and chuckling to myself, proud
of him and thankful for our time
together. He did that to people.
I am lucky, I have a locker full of
memories like this but wanted so many
more. As I said, his time with us was
too brief...
I have gained so much from
angling that I cannot imagine life
without it or the experiences it has
given me. Thank you all for your
messages of support, love and hope.
They have been truly touching and
uplifting. You’re a great bunch.
Footnote: After hearing of his mindless
stabbing, the committee dedicated a
donation of £250.00 to Les Webber’s
Angling Projects, which tries to redirect
young people through ﬁshing activities,
in memory of Olly Stephens.. (Editor)

TINCA TINCA IS NOW
AVAILABLE ON KINDLE
AND GOOGLE BOOKS

Over 50 contributors containing a wealth of
information about 'all things tench'. All subject
matters are covered ranging from science to
big ﬁsh captures, tactics and tackle.
AVAILABLE FROM AMAZON BOOKS
AND GOOGLE PLAY BOOKS

E-BOOK
VERSION
JUST

£9.99

Visit https://tenchﬁshers.com for more details.
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An Unforgettable Day at Barnes Lake // Malcolm Swinfen

An

Unforgettable Day
at Barnes Lake
y friends and I discovered ‘Barnes Lake’ in 2005, and soon realised how stuﬀed full of Oxfordshire tench it
was. Only rarely did they go much over six pounds, in fact nearly all were in the four-to-ﬁve-pound bracket,
but for sheer ﬁghting power, few tench in my experience could match them.
For two years we had - as John Barnes, the bailiﬀ-stroke-owner (we think..) used to say in his deep Oxfordshire
burr - ‘phenomenal’ catches (pronounced ‘phenarrrrrminal..). On one windy day I had 18 tench from one swim, before getting fed
up with watching my ﬂoat in the waves; I moved to the calm side and had a further 19....
Sadly, the terrible summer ﬂoods of 2007 joined this lake, and many around it, with the Thames: many of the ﬁsh were gone
and although it was never the same, still we returned, and normally caught some tench. This is an account of one extraordinary
day, late in the tench season, in September 2011, when the actual ﬁshing played a second ﬁddle.
It was late morning by the time I’d made my ﬁrst cast, having plumbed a few swims and then been further delayed by John
Barnes, who as always wanted to drive his motorised quad-bike right up to the water’s edge and then have a good long chat.
The art was to hear him coming and ‘cut him oﬀ at the pass’ - in other words meet him well away from your swim, cough up the
tenner, wish him well as quickly as possible - then stand in the way so he had to turn back! Quite the character was John - in fact
he once tried to convince us that all his ‘regulars’ really wanted the day ticket to go from £6 to £10, as £6 was far too cheap for
such good ﬁshing! Finally: ‘I’ve never seen the lake this low in all my years here’ said John before leaving, as always popping out
a ‘pre-excuse’ in case we didn’t do well! The steady ripple eased as the breeze turned, turned again and dropped; the warm air
became muggy as the lake ﬂattened out, yet low, calm and unexpectant as it may be, today I’ve got it all to myself. What a treat.
Uneventful time drifted by. Some splendid cloud formations bubbled up on the far side of the lake, swirling slowly upwards
into white-tipped giants, almost ﬁlling the sky - when the sun breaks through, the brightness is intense, the heat builds, and I’m
sweating. Brieﬂy there’s a touch of breeze, but one-and-a-half peaceful hours pass with little or no unnatural noise: the distant
chain-saw (a hateful creation, the chain-saw) has long since stopped, and it’s ominously and deceptively quiet as my ﬂoat sits
calmly beneath a turbulent, threatening sky. But suddenly it moves! Half-under, then a nudge, then... nothing. I wait, recast, and
the ﬂoat submerges sideways - I hook something, but it’s gone. A line-bite I suppose, or perhaps a rudd?
The darkness deepens; suddenly I see a grey veil of raindrops spattering the far side of the lake and hurrying towards me.
There’s just enough time to get the umbrella in position before it’s all around me, heavy and noisy: dark grey clouds rolling in
front of the higher clouds and blotting them out, then lighter grey clouds sail across in front of all of them, forming a mosaic of
tumbling grey behind the rain curtain. For a short while there’s no telling where the sky ends and the lake begins, but then the
horizon re-forms, and the rain, and brieﬂy the humidity, are gone - but so have the ﬁsh.
Two o’clock, and the sun’s now shining merrily on a gentle ripple, so it’s time to give the swim a good raking. Yet when I
recast my ﬂoat, I curse myself for being an idiot and not raking before I began: the swim’s now a good foot deeper - all this time
I’ve had my bait resting on weed. It’s so easy to think the bait’s on the bottom when it isn’t, and I resolve in future to always rake
ﬁrst and ask questions later! It’s tench ﬁshing - that’s what you do in a weedy lake!! Stupid Swinfen.
It’s time for some exercise - a brisk walk with my sandwiches will do, and when I recast into a new stillness half-an-hour later,
as is often the case after ‘resting’ a swim, it’s inhabited. Slowly the ﬂoat goes under! I strike - nothing. Damn. And just as I really
need to concentrate, it’s raining again. I swear with a bit more colour, put up the brolly - and immediately it stops. Typical! I’ve
always preferred to sit under the sky, so trying to resist any more grumbling, I take it down again, and as I transfer my gaze back
to the black tip of the ﬂoat, it dips, hesitates, and is gone. Strike.. I’ve got one!! The glorious resistance of a powerful tench
instantly becomes a mad dash out into the weed, yet try as I might with a fully bent ‘Drennan Tench Float’ rod, and my thumb
tightly clenched on the rim of the centrepin, I can’t stop it. There’s the grind of weedy interference as I heave it to a standstill, and
it’s stuck...

M
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My plan A for weeded tench is pure Arbery lore - brilliant advice that’s worked so often - slacken off, keep the rod high but
slightly bent, just in contact, and wait for the fish to move. Patience, Swinfen! There - the line’s moving - I tighten up fast, give it
my shoulder - and - it’s worked again! The tench is out and tearing back to my right, with the bent rod deliciously silhouetted
beneath a tumultuous cloud bank. This time, despite another dive into weed, it’s coming my way, and at last I net a superb,
perfect tench of exactly six pounds, which, though certainly not my biggest of the season, is undoubtedly one of the best.
Ten minutes later, another tench, half the size, a quarter of the fight, but almost on cue, lovely chap though he is, John
Barnes and his quadbike roar up to see how I’m doing at the most unwelcome time, just as I’ve got them going. He didn’t stay
long (did he sense he was not really welcome?) but the shoal was gone again, and I find myself cursing bailiffs under my
breath...
What I hadn’t realised in the midst of all my mumbling, grumbling - and celebration of course - was how the slight wind
direction had completely swung around. Above my head, there’s a sudden, shocking crash of thunder: a massive, black-as-soot
sky had crept up behind me, on the blind-side as it were, and I barely had time to re-erect the umbrella before the lake, and
everything, was just smashed by - as John would say - a ‘phenomenal’ tropical cloudburst. All other sounds were buried
beneath the deafening roar of water hitting water, a wall of rain that literally lashed the surface into foam. Impossibly, the far
bank and horizon were still in sunshine, their glimmering reflection bouncing off the shattered water; then more crashes of
thunder joined the tumult as the great storm passed directly overhead. But this one was heading south, slowly across the lake
and away, and as it finally began to ease a shaft of sunlight escaped, its beams turning the final raindrops all around me into a
spectacular shower of gleaming golden splinters, cleaving the blackness before hissing into the water. The roar and darkness of
the deluge slowly drifted away over the trees on the far bank, gradually rumbling into a dark distance.
My brolly had kept the worst off, but even so I began to lay wet things out to dry as a weak sun emerged; the lake, as often
after a storm, could not have been more still, and gradually shades of evening begin to tint the sky. Then like a searchlight came
sun from under the clouds, and it’s straight in my face, and so is its reflection - this is so difficult - until a friendly cloud
intervened and I can see my float again, which understandably hasn’t moved for some time. Not that I really want to study it, not
with this oil painting and its fantastic reflection before me. Yet I had to, as with unexpected certainty, it went under... and I
missed again. Oh no...
The sun dipped below the trees, and the bars of glowing orange and purple cloud over a crisp blue sky were reflected
perfectly in the still water: evening was arriving quickly, and gloriously. The darkness gathered - the float dipped again - another
miss! This isn’t fair after all I’ve been through - are they crayfish, or small perch... or are they tench? Suddenly, after such a
relaxed day, I’m rushing, fishing badly - my next cast is all wrong, but as I reel in to recast, a perch - it had to be a little bloody
perch - grabbed my bait, held it long enough to bend the rod down, then it let go... and my tackle catapulted out of the water,
and float, hook, line, and sinker wound themselves into a gigantic birds-nest around the rod. It’s too dark, too bloody late to
retackle - after all my efforts on such a long day, I really, really didn’t deserve that.
For a few minutes I sat glowering, but then as I gathered my thoughts again, I began to realise that today was not about fish
- not really. It would’ve been a travesty if my catch had overshadowed the extraordinary unfolding of the day. The clouds, the
storms, the sun on the raindrops, the utter calm and reflections on the water; indeed, I don’t think I’ve ever experienced such a
dramatic - and beautiful - day by the waterside. Barnes Lake had given me a tench to remember, but more than that - much,
much more than that - Planet Earth, for my sole benefit, had put on quite a show.

A good tench reluctantly
comes to the net

A beautiful tench on the ‘pin
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A Financial History of The Tenchfishers from 2001 // Derek Brown

A Financial
History of The
Tenchfishers
from 2001

I

t was one cloudy afternoon during the Covid 19
lockdown that I decided to rationalise the paper
records I held as Treasurer of the Tenchfishers and
reduce them to a minimum requirement given that we
are not a company, a charity or a “for profit” organisation
and we do not need to keep records for tax purposes. It
was decided that I would keep the last five years’ accounts
and dispose of the rest either by shredding or burning. I
began my task by sorting the accounts I had into year
order and found that the earliest set of accounts were for
2001/02 going right through to last year’s accounts
2018/19.
“Right!” I thought, I can start disposing of the records up to
2012. However, when I started to look at what was intended for
the shredder, I found it so interesting and informative that it
was too valuable as a snapshot of the group to dispose of
without further investigation and documenting (I know how
much you all like a bit of history).
I started perusing the 2001 accounts that were kept by Phil
Jackson on a pre- Excel spreadsheet package called
“MaxiPlan” on his home computer (an Amiga) and published in
the bulletin. After 2002, though, I noticed how beautifully
handwritten the accounts were by the next Treasurer, a certain
Mr Les Probert.
Having studied them a bit closer I was able to see that
Membership fees were £15 per annum with a £10 Joining fee.
From the accounts it was possible to calculate that
membership was 99. Website expenses paid to a company
called New Media Productions were £1,000.00, but this
included the one-off cost of buying “Dreamweaver” web
authoring software. Income from a raffle was £149.00 and a
modest £66.35 was spent on food at the 2001 AGM. The group
also made a subscription to the ACA (Anglers Conservation
Association). It was also noted that had it not been for a loan of
£500.00 (to cover the software purchase) being made to the
group by a member, who shall remain anonymous, the end of
year balance of £430.99 would have been a deficit amount.
The money was well-spent though. By the end of 2003,
largely as a result of our new web presence,
membership had risen by over 50% to 157 and
the group was having to hire a hall to
hold its meetings at the princely sum
of £130.00. Website expenses
had dropped to £563.59 and
we were now not only
members of the ACA we were
also paying a subscription to
the SAA (Specialist Anglers
Association). An advert in
Coarse Fishing Today
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(presumably advertising for new members) had cost £517.36.
Raffle proceeds had risen to £342.00 and a surplus of £75.00
was recorded against a Fish-In. All this meant that at the end
of the year, under the guidance of Les Probert, the bank
balance had risen to £895.29 while the member’s loan had
been repaid.
In 2004 we see a drop in membership to 145 but with
ex-Chairman Pete Harding now concentrating on fund raising,
raffle income had risen to £1,213.00. This, along with a rise in
both merchandise and badge sales, made for a much healthier
income. Up until this date the bulletin had been printed as “a
favour” by a very kind member but it was decided to put the
production on a more professional footing (financially speaking)
for the future. So, expenditure recorded under Bulletin
Production and Distribution was now £897.00 (for one edition).
SAA and ACA subscriptions were less than in previous years
and after committee expenses and various other expenses the
group finances continued on their upward trend to £1,629.00 at
the end of the year.
Late in 2004 the tenure of the treasury passed to Peter
“Rocky” Goodhew who was to remain in post for some ten
years. It is worth noting at this point that all of our accounts
were still being recorded using good old pen and paper and
Rocky studiously photo-copied all cheques sent in by
members. In 2005 membership subscriptions remained at
£15.00 per annum and during this year membership rose to
approximately 170. It was in March that TenchTalk our online
forum came into being with set up costs of £200.00. Bulletin
expenses were £1,995.00 (just for the printing) to which the
costs of postage needed to be added for those who could not
collect them at the AGM or SGM. It was about now that
sponsorship (£950.00) from various sources first came to the
fore to help offset bulletin costs. Raffle income of £1,640.00
also helped to pay for the bulletin and personalised
merchandise started to appear. By the end of the year the bank
balance had risen to £3,422.00 and due to spiralling bank
charges, a decision was made to switch from the Co-operative
bank to Alliance and Leicester. This not only gave the group
free banking it also opened up the opportunity to put money
into an associated savings account.
In 2006 it was deemed necessary to increase the annual
subscription rates to £20.00 per annum but the joining fees
remained at £10.00. Membership numbers again increased, to
around 205. Merchandise sales made using Blue Crags a
Scottish company carefully watched over by Mike “Dingle”
Tudor soared to £3,750.00 (note that purchase costs were
£3,520.00 so a small profit was made) and raffle profits were
£2,830.00 due in no small way, again, to the efforts of Pete
“Chairman Alf” Harding’s hard work in securing prizes from our
sponsors. The now annual Horseshoe Fish-In was self-funding
and invariably oversubscribed. All things considered it was a
good year financially and by the end of it the group had
£6,022.00 in the bank including £20.00 that had been earned
in interest in the new A&L savings account.
Membership in 2007 rose slightly to 225. Overall
bulletin costs had risen to £4,807.00. The group
ran two Fish-Ins, at Horseshoe and
Dorchester, that made a small loss.
Branded merchandise continued to
sell well with a small profit being made
again. It was about now that the group
was purchasing Harrison rods at a
discount for what were to become star
prizes in “Alf’s Rod Raffle”. At the end
of the year the finances recorded a
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small loss as the bank balance stood at £5,942.00.
The 2008 finances picked up with membership running at
about 260, raffle profits increased (£2,955.00) thanks to the
introduction of the rod-raffles. By now the group was selling a
variety of branded terminal tackle and bait bought at knock
down prices and sold on at competitive prices at meetings. The
group once again organised two Fish-Ins and bulletin expenses
once again increased to £5,478.00. The demand for branded
wear dropped slightly but there were still plenty of members on
the banks displaying their membership credentials by way of
hats and shirts. From making a small loss the year before the
group’s finances improved to show a healthy bank balance of
£7,975.00.
There was little change to the overall picture in 2009 with
the group finances continuing as in previous years. Group
membership was around the 310 mark. There were no major
new financial commitments and by the end of the year the
group’s finances had improved to £9,879.00.
In 2010 it was accepted that the annual subscription rates
would need to be raised to £25.00 per annum to meet the
ever-demanding costs of running the group (note that family
members could still enjoy membership at only £5.00 extra per
year). Membership stood at roughly 310. Bulletin expenses
were now £6,070.00, committee expenses were now £1,290.00
and other expenses e.g. Meetings, postage and other ancillary
costs were £2,254.00. The books closed at the end of the year
with a very slight deficit at £9,707.00.
2011 was the year that the dream of The Tenchfishers
producing a book started to become a reality. Dave Rogerson
and Ian Peacock handled all the finances for the book
production separately to the normal everyday club finances. As
many of you will already know the finance for the book was
raised by members agreeing to make loans to the group with

the promise of a return for their investment. As part of this
process, the Tenchfishers added to the book finances by
making a £1,500.00 loan to the book fund. A donation was
made in memory of Pete Elleray who was I believe a foundermember of the reconstituted group (1967) and its financial
saviour at one low point, long ago. ACA and CAA membership
had now ceased in favour of the newly established Angling
Trust. Binders first appeared during this year for members to
store what had become the jewel in the crown of the group
“The Tenchfisher” bulletins. Membership at this time reached
almost 330. With raffle income continuing to rise and
sponsorship making a contribution, at the end of the year the
group had a bank balance of £11,876.00.
Despite having to raise the annual subscription rate,
membership in 2012 remained steady at around 300. This was
a fairly quiet year financially due to the main efforts being
focussed on collecting written material and photographs for the
book. Bulletin expenses were £5,713.00 and Fish-In expenses
were the main outlays which left the group with a balance of
£15,175.00.
In 2013 membership was now at 340 and attendances at
the AGM and SGM were increasing which helped boost the
profit from the raffles. The long-awaited book “Tinca Tinca” was
launched in April of that year to much acclaim at the Worlds
End pub. A small army of volunteers followed up the launch by
dispatching pre-ordered books and dealing with orders as they
came in. Business continued as normal for the group with
Bulletin and Fish-In costs remaining fairly constant. A new
concept was tried at the AGM and SGM by way of a “Bring and
Buy” sale being introduced where members could bring along
tackle they no longer required to sell. By the end of the year
the bank balance was £16,590.
In 2014 I took over the reins of the Treasury from Rocky
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A Financial History of The Tenchfishers from 2001 // Derek Brown
and began the journey to bring the group’s finances into the
21st century by using as much technology as I could,
introducing online banking and PayPal. I also introduced more
granularity into the reporting of income and expenditure to
see where we could improve things. That first year was a real
learning curve for me under the tutelage of our then Auditor
Andy Peacock to whom I am most grateful. 2014 was also
the groups 60th Anniversary since it’s formation in 1954 so
extra expenses were incurred with memorial badges being
designed and sold to members, personalised clothing
commemorating the year and free lunch at the AGM
amongst other things. We were still paying over £500 to the
Angling Trust for Full Club Membership at this time but it, like
a lot of other things, was under review. I introduced the
payment of subscriptions by PayPal and the facility to join the
group and pay online was added to the website. Membership
was becoming harder to calculate just using the income figure
because payments received from members via PayPal had to
be varied to take into account PayPal charges to ensure the
group was not penalised in any way. At the end of my first year
as treasurer, membership stood at approximately 370. There
was an expected increase after the launch of “Tinca Tinca” and
this had helped improve the financial situation to the extent that
we now had £20,651 in the bank.
We had a busy year in 2015 making changes to how we
handled finances within the group. To start with we ditched the
rather cumbersome methodology we had for ordering and
distributing personalised clothing with Blue Crags in favour of
an online presence where members could order what they
wanted from The PrintBiz. An added bonus was that we
received a commission payment on all sales. In addition to this
change we opted to change the way we handled the
preparation and distribution of our bulletin. Once the material
for the bulletin had been gathered along with sponsor’s
adverts, it was then passed through a layout process before it
was presented to the printer for production which all incurred
their own costs. Once produced it was then distributed either
by being available at the SGM or AGM for collection, the
remainder then had to be put in envelopes, addressed and
posted out. This was a very labour-intensive, and costly
process. After discussion Predator publications agreed to what
we like to call “end to end fulfilment” which covered all of the
previous stages including posting out to our overseas
members. This has along with the PrintBiz streamlined our
workstreams and saved us money for little effort on our part
apart from the initial set-up meetings. By this time the Tench
Heritage Alliance (THA) had been launched and returns were
starting to come in on the book investment. All this had a very
positive impact on the group’s accounts and by the end of the
year the group had £32,693.00 in various accounts.
Membership was approximately 390.
In 2016 all of the work done in the previous year started to
have a very positive effect on the group’s finances. Bulletin
costs were now £6,800.00, we stopped paying the angling trust
as a full member and just paid as associate members £60.00
instead of some £436.00, postage costs had dwindled to
£13.00 thanks to making more use of email for sending out
New Member Welcome packs and our outlay for branded wear
had ceased. Membership remained constant at around 390
after allowing for leavers and new members. After taking these
savings into account the group made a surplus of £7,330.00
that boosted the end of year figures to £40,023.00.
2017 saw a small rise in membership to 420. It was also
the year that the decision was made via the THA to try and
revitalise tench stocks at Sywell Reservoir. This was prompted
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by the sad death of Dave Watson who was very
passionate about trying to return Sywell to it former glory as a
Tench fishing mecca. To this end £9,463.00 was spent by the
group purchasing stock fish for Sywell. This meant that the
surplus for this year was much less than in previous years and
the end of year figures were £40,975.00.
In 2018, membership was again approximately 420
producing an income of £11,967.00. More money was spent
securing fish for Sywell (£3000.00) and money raised at the
AGM and SGM was £5,833.00. A vote was carried at the AGM
to the effect that we in addition to our Associate Membership
we would pay £1.00 per paying member to the Angling Trust
as a goodwill donation. Tackle shop outgoings were now
starting to dwindle in favour of discounts being offered directly
by sponsors. This meant that at the end of the year the
accounts stood at a healthy £46,416.00.
2019 was the year that we sold out of books and the group
finally benefitted to the tune of £8,182.00. It was decided that
this would be ring fenced against a future project (yet to be
decided). Bulletin costs remained around £6,500.00 which was
surprising as we were having to have more printed as
membership increased. It was also decided that any Fish-Ins
organised by Regional Officers (RO’s) would be paid for in
advance by the group to ensure that no RO was ever out of
pocket should sufficient numbers of members not be
forthcoming to fill allocated places. Committee expenses were
reduced again by technology as we held virtual meetings
utilising Skype which saved on travelling expenses and
refreshments. At the end of 2019 the group had £58,608.75 in
the bank and there was little prospect of having to raise
subscriptions for the membership that stood at 442.
I hope you have enjoyed my journey Through the Group’s
Accounts from 2001 to 2019. At the time of writing the
accounts continue to thrive but will probably take a hit this year
due to the Covid-19 Lockdown and its ongoing effect. I believe
that since 2014 we have taken great strides to maximise our
income by using technology and the innovations it presents.
Payments can be made in double quick time with no need for
cheques to be sent around the country for signature before
being passed on to the payee. Incoming payments can now be
made in a number of ways hopefully to the benefit of all
concerned.
The hard work and dedication of all our committee
members is channelled towards supplying our members with
the best possible service an ensuring that “The Tenchfishers”
reputation as the best single species group is maintained. I am
proud and at the same time humbled that the group trust me to
maintain our accounts and look forward to doing so for some
time yet.
Tight Lines, Full Wallets
Derek
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It’s not just carp at Lin

LINEAR IS RENOWNED
FOR ITS CARP FISHING
BUT THE FISHING FOR
BREAM, PIKE, ROACH
AND PARTICULARLY
TENCH IS EXCELLENT!
• Eight day-ticket waters
ranging from 9 to 34 acres
• Showers and toilets on site
with car parking close to all
waters
• Open 24 hours –no limit to
stay – no silly rules

BAIT & TACKLE SHOP
For more information call
Ian Roper on 07885 327708
email Chris Blunt: chris@linear-ﬁsheries.co.uk

www.linear-ﬁsheries.co.uk
Linear Fisheries, Near Witney, Oxfordshire, OX29 7QF

2020 // Kevin Durman

2020

Miles of nothingness,
I love the drains

The drain 24

W

ith Phil being light on
content for the bulletin
and having already
written about my
tenching for the year, I asked if he’d
like a review of my angling in 2020,
he said yes please, so here it is.
I’m actually going to start in
December 2019, as it relates to
something a bit further down the line. I’d
had a piking trip early in December to
Medway Valley’s Trout Lake. I’d given it
the odd go over the years without a
great deal of success, with only a few
mid-doubles being the best. This
particular day I’d had a take and pulled
into a good fish; those that fish for pike
will know that once the water cools,
they are not the greatest fighters, but
you can still tell you’ve a good ‘un on
and this one pulled hard and was
stripping line from the clutch. With 40lb
braid I take no prisoners, so it was
clearly a good fish, however, about a
minute in, “ping”, she was off, having
shaken the hooks free. I was fairly
melancholy about it for the rest of the
session but I’m a stubborn sort, so
vowed to spend every moment of my
angling time trying to catch whatever it
was I’d lost, so on December 19th I was
back. I’d had a few jacks but the rain
was incessant to the point that I noticed
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a bit of water running into the lake from
a swim opposite. Within an hour it was
a raging torrent as the millstream that
runs alongside the lake burst its banks
and my swim soon had extra six inches
of water. I packed up and left and that
was that: the lake came up three feet
and you couldn’t get near it and so it
was closed for the foreseeable.
So, Jan 2020 arrived.
One of the clubs I’m a member of,
had just got hold of a couple of miles of
drain down on the Romney Marsh that
has a bit of history for decent pike. I’d
had a trip down there in the summer
and walked all of it with a marker rod, a
simple affair of a pike bung and lead.
Every 50 yards I’d check the depth but
after around a mile, the drain suddenly

changed, with a bit more width and
another foot of depth, going from four to
five feet. It doesn’t sound a lot but when
you’ve miles of water all the same, any
change can be the difference. This
extra depth and width lasted for about
800 yards, before it went back to how it
was in the first mile. It was in this area
that I decided to concentrate my piking
effort. I’d had a few doubles to 16lb 8oz
before Christmas and the first session
back in the New Year I managed a 15lb
12oz and a 15lb.
I was back 2 weeks later. My first
run was the 16lb fish I’d had several
weeks before, this time 16lb 12oz but
next take was something special, a 24lb
12oz beauty. I don’t imagine there’s
many more, if any, like that down there,
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so I was very pleased with that one.
Fish like that really are a rare treat. I
had a few more trips down on the drain
over the next month or so and had a
four more doubles to 16lb and no, not
the same 16lb I’d already had.
Just a few words about my method
of piking. I’ve done an awful lot of it
over the years and for me dead-baits
rule, almost exclusively legered.
Occasionally I’ll stick a float on and drift
a bait around but that’s usually after a
legered bait has failed. I would say that
it rarely makes a difference, as if they
are feeding, they’ll pick a dead-bait up
off the deck. I also rarely move, again,
when they are feeding, they’ll find your
bait. It’s about making the right swim
choice in the first place. I’ve had a 20lb
in the morning only for a pal to catch it
in the afternoon from a swim 400 yards
away. When they’re on it, they’re on it!
What I don’t want to do is reel in and
move from a swim that a big pike is just
about to swim through. That’s my logic
and it seems to serve me well on the
drains and pits I fish.
March arrived and finally on the 4th,
MVF’s Trout Lake was back open. Now
I normally stop piking at the end of
February and move on to something
else, but with the water finally dropping
enough to make a few swims fishable
for day-only angling, I thought I’d have
one last go. I’d had a couple of 8/9
pounders and then suddenly I latched
into one a bit bigger. Whether it was the
one I’d lost back in December of course
it’s impossible to know, but she turned
out to be 20lb 11oz and a cracking end
to my pike season. In amongst those
pike trips I’d had the odd go for perch
but hadn’t had anything exceptional,
with just a few twos.

Not quite a
2, just
before
lockdown

Mid-March arrived and I decided I
wanted to try for some gravel pit roach.
A couple of summers ago, I was carping
on a coastal pit and had been having a
few bream. I got down on my knees to
unhook yet another one in the water,
without netting it, when this monster
roach came up on the end of the line
with my 16mm boilie and size 6 hook in
its lip. A quick shake of its head and it
was gone. Now, whenever I want to try
for a roach, this is where I head to. I’ve
since had roach to just over 2lb but
there have been threes out and if I had
to put a weight on the one that dropped
off, I’d say it wasn’t far off that magic
mark. I wasn’t fishing for the one I lost,
so I wasn’t particularly bothered about it
as for me, it was just good to know they
are in there.
By mid-March fish are starting to
move about, so I decided on 45g mesh
open-ended feeders loaded with some
Sonubaits black roach groundbait with a
little grilled hemp added. I put red
maggots in the middle of the feeder.
Rigs are little heli rigs, like scaled down
tench rigs. I use short, three-inch hook
links of 6lb fluorocarbon, which give a
March 2020 and the one
I lost in December

bit of stiffness to prevent tangles. My
hookbait is double red on a 16. I favour
live maggots; dead reds are great for
bream but you will catch more roach on
lives and I recast every 30 to 45
minutes at this time of year. I had a
lovely day’s fishing with around 50lb,
including some nice bream, a tench and
what I’d come for, with four or five
quality roach to 1lb 14oz. I had another
trip a week later but the wind had
swung round to the north and it was
freezing. I fished the same swim but
this time I blanked. I had planned to
have a good go for them throughout
March but that was that: LOCKDOWN.
I had ten weeks where I wasn’t
allowed on site to work and I’ve never
had that kind of time off before. After a
week of getting up mega late, often
staying in bed until 8am, I decided it
was time to get stuff done. I made a list
of jobs that I’d been thinking about
doing for ten years and just cracked on.
Scaffolding was put up, then I rendered
and painted the back wall and replaced
some outside pipework. I re-fitted the
bathroom and shower, laid a new
kitchen floor, painted the hall stairs and
landing and fitted a new carpet. My son
decided that living a home had got too
much for him during lockdown, so he
moved out with his girlfriend. I gutted
his room, had the floorboards up and
rewired it, painted it and fitted a new
laminate floor. There was still time to
paint the garage and renew parts of the
fence. The credit card took a hit but for
me it isn’t so much the money, the issue
is always time as I’d rather go fishing or
play golf. I’d just about come to the end
of the list of jobs when the Angling Trust
announced that angling could resume.
When fishing did resume in mid-May
My little heli rig
for roach
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2020 // Kevin Durman
it was tench time. I’m not going to dwell
on this as I wrote about it in the last
bulletin but as a recap, it was a poor
return in numbers of tench caught but
what I did catch were a decent size,
with a couple of 9s, a 10lb 6oz and
more carp than I’ve had had before
whilst tenching, with eight to an ounce
under 30lb.
With certain Covid restrictions
easing come July, I managed to get
some coaching done. I’d had several
clients keen to use gift vouchers that
had been purchased as presents, so it
was nice to meet these guys and get
them fishing. I actually had my busiest
ever year with the coaching, with so
many people having my “Taster days”
as well as several wanting more
advanced lessons. In particular there
were lots of Dad’s n Lads sessions.
I’d been wanting a go after some
bream but was waiting for the right
conditions. A day at the end of July
looked perfect for a trip to the
Walthamstow Reservoirs as to catch

Walthemstow, a bit urban but
good bream fishing

The
winning
bream rig
bream on a day session, I needed a
nice south-westerly, overcast and low
pressure, which is exactly what we got.
I arrived at 7am for the gate opening
and made my way round, picking a spot
about two thirds of the way down the
reservioir which is just a bowl with no
particular features. I just wanted to be
down the windward end but still have
plenty of open water, as this is where
I’ve always found the bream tend to
hang out. I Spombed out over a tight
area with 3kg of mixed small pellet and
Sonubaits F1 corn. Over the top of this,
I fished an inline gripper lead with a ball
of banoffee groundbait moulded around
it, a hook length of 6 inches of 10lb
mono to a size 8 hook and a bait of a
12mm Code Red boilie and single piece
of plastic corn attached via a knotless
knot hair. I don’t like to put the hookbait
in the groundbait ball, so leave it

hanging loose.
I recast the balls hourly. I had to wait
until noon for my first bite that was so
typical of a bream, a bleep as the
bobbin tightens, then a drop back. At
12lb 10oz it was a lovely fish. I was
hopefully that a shoal had turned up but
that wasn’t the case as my next bite
came at 3pm but I’d just netted that fish
when one of the other rods signalled a
take. The first fish was another of 12lb
10oz, the second one was 9lb but that
was that for the day. It’s always nice to
head off fishing with a target in mind
and then to actually catch the said
target so I left well satisfied.
August came and my coaching
really kicked off, with lots of one to
one’s, thus not leaving me with much
time for my own angling. The only thing
of note was a trip with my brother to a
300-year-old estate lake for a swing tip
match, both armed with a Hardy swing
tip rod and Mitchell Match, we agreed to
make it traditional methods only, so
paternoster and 3ft hook lengths were
the order of the day. I was sneaking a
victory with some nice roach and a few
bream, when out of nowhere, my
brother upped his catch rate and soon
overtook me. On inspection, the sneaky
bugger had changed to a method
feeder, so obviously I instantly banned
him and announced myself the winner.
However, therein lies a story doesn’t it,
just how effective the method is
compared to what you might call a
‘traditional’ approach.
So on to September and another
bream trip to Walthamstow, this time for
a night session. Night fishing is allowed
on the 1st and 3rd Saturday of each

A Walthamstow 12
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month and whilst it was a bit busier, I
still ended up where I wanted and in the
same swim as before. The day was
different with sunshine just a slight
ripple, so I thought that it was going to
be all about the night for this session
and so it turned out. Right on cue my
first bite came at 10pm and then I had a
bream almost on every hour right
through the night ending up with eight
or nine, nearly all doubles to high 11s.
After 6am it all dried up and that was
that. There are mid doubles in the water
and it is that draws me back but for this
year, my PB remains at 13lb 2oz.
September also saw me on the front
cover of the Anglers Mail, the editor
wanted to do a piece on my angling,
coaching and Fishing for Schools
charity work, I didn’t know he was going
to use one of my pics on the front, a
really nice surprise.
October started with some trips after
perch. I’ve a few little two-to-three acre
farm reservoirs on one of my club
tickets that have perch to 4lb. Whilst I
do use prawns and worms, if I’m given
a choice, I’ll opt for a livebait every time.
In the same way a deadbait picks out a
decent pike, a livebait picks out a
decent perch. These reservoirs do not
have pike in them, so if you get a bite
on a livebait you know it’s your target
fish, although having said that, I did
have a 23lb mirror on a little roach a
few years ago and oddly, from what is
quite a tricky little carp water!
I’ve trialled several ways of fishing
livebaits and have now settled on a
sunken float paternoster and because
the reservoirs I fish are up to 15ft deep,
a surface float isn’t all that practical. I fix
a small black foam ball 3ft up the line
using a couple of rubber float stops,
then around 1ft to 18in below this I’ll
have a heli-rig kit with a 6-inch hook link
of 6lb fluoro to a size 4 All-rounder
hook. A lead of around 20g is placed at
the end of the line. I’ve experimented
with running Dyson type rigs but found I
get in all sorts of tangles, although I do
need to re-look at trying them at some
time. If the correct foam ball and lead
are used with the paternoster rig and
balanced well, I find the perch will, as a
rule, cart the whole lot off, as resistance
isn’t a mega issue when livebaiting. In
my October trips I had a nice run of 2s
but no 3s. Then, in early November, I
had a trip to one of the trickier
reservoirs. I’m not sure there are that
many perch in the water but what are
there, are often of a decent stamp. This
proved to be the case on this day as my
sunken float-paternostered roach got

I didn't have a many
tench but they were
of a decent size.

snaffled and after a good tussle, my best
perch of the winter turned up, all 3lb
14oz of it and just 1oz short of my PB.
Having had such a nice perch, I put
fishing for them on the back burner. I had
a go for the gravel pit roach again and
managed a few to 1lb 6oz and then
started piking again, back down on
Romney Marsh and the drains I’d been
fishing last winter. I had a few doubles to
17lb throughout December but on my
last trip of the year, on 30th December, I
returned to Trout Lake. I’d sat there for
nothing since dawn and decided I’d give
it until 2pm and as I stood up to start

packing away, so the left-hand rod was
away and I finished my last trip of the
year with a 15 pounder.
So, when all is said and done, I’ve
had quite a nice years fishing. I’ve only
written about trips of note but I also did
plenty of other fishing as well, as I like
to get out angling at least twice a week.
I only had one short two-hour session
on a river for barbel back in June but
with no success. I just can’t get into it
and find myself always drawn back to
the lakes and canals, so I really should
make an effort to fish the rivers more in
2021.

A 3.14 that liked
my roach livie
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Watson and Mitchell: A Reel Affair // Michael Watson

Watson and Mitchell:

A Reel Affair
E

arly on the morning of
Friday 3rd July 1962, in the
front room of “Perivale
Lodge”, 33 St Stephens
Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, a
young lad was celebrating his third
birthday. Before his Dad left for
work, he gave the boy a present, a
smallish box covered in birthday
wrapping paper. After much cajoling
and assistance, the present and box
were unwrapped, to reveal a small
round-bodied fishing reel, a Mitchell
CAP 304.
It is said that the little boy spent
much of that day and the following,
carrying the reel around with him,
proudly showing it to all he met with a
huge grin on his face, repeatedly
turning the handle and giggling with
joy. As small as the lad’s fingers and
hands were, his father realised, that
they were just about big enough to
handle this little reel.
By now, you have probably realised
that I was that little boy, and that
Mitchell CAP 304 has remained in both
my possession and used for over 58
years.
Now these scribblings are not
about how I got into fishing or became
an angler. To me that is not the least
bit surprising, as my maternal
grandfather fished, as did my father,
his mates, my uncle and my brother.
On many Sunday mornings, there was
literally a queue to get out of the house
and into the assorted cars to go
fishing. This is about the obsession
that developed for those little reels.
I would acknowledge that it was not
a state-of-the-art reel, even at that
time. You only had to look at the
shelves behind the counter, at Edgar
Thurston’s Tackle Shop, in St
Margaret’s by the Richmond Bridge,
where Dave Stuart held court, and
where I went with Dad to get all our
odds and sods. They had Intrepids,
various other Mitchells and many other
long-forgotten reels.
As time passed, I did acquire other
44

reels from my Dad, including an Intrepid
Elite but I didn’t take to them. This was
possibly due to the fact than when
dropped (which I did, on several
occasions) onto the concrete steps,
leading down to the Thames, they
tended to break or explode into pieces.
Then, the Mitchell 300 came along but
nope, that was another failure, as it was
too heavy and bulky for me and for
whatever reason, the bail arm and head
went around the wrong way; I really
couldn’t handle that.
Then someone, for the life of me I
cannot remember who, had the brilliant
idea of giving me a Mitchell 314. This
was what the early Mitchell CAP 304,
with the planomatic gearing, evolved
into, when they stopping production of
the original. They continued to produce
the basic 304 for a while, but changed
the operation of the gearing, from
planomatic, to a simple in/out action.
However, the 314 did have the benefit
of an improved anti reverse lever,
handle, spool shaft & spool, which was
not dissimilar to the 300 spools, from
which the design had come. I took to

this reel, like the proverbial duck to
water.
I am still contemplating why the
early CAP 304 & 314s were so
ingrained into my subconscious. Was it
their simplicity, which was even more
the case when one was fitted with a
Pick Up Manual (PUM)? (For those
uninitiated in the intricate history of
Mitchell reel design, the PUM was a
fixed Roller Line Guide as opposed to
the Full Bail system. Ref:
mitchellreelmusium.com – Ian Pratt, on
behalf of the Editor.)
After much consideration, I have
concluded that my passion for the reels
is down to what I would jokingly call
“piscatorial imprinting”. Let me explain.
It is rather like when a young chick/
animal, for whatever reason, imprints
another species as its mother/father,
looking to them for guidance, food,
safety etc. In my case, it was my father
giving me the reel. Let’s be honest, at
that age I probably didn’t know it was
even called a reel. I was
impressionable, accepting things
without question but holding it, playing

Perivale Lodge
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with it, using it became second
nature and it became part of me.
My mother recalls me taking it to
bed and then her removing it on
numerous occasions after I had
fallen asleep, cuddling it.
Anyhow, by the age of 13 or
14, I could completely strip,
repair, reassemble, clean, oil
and lubricate any of my 304s &
314s, even reassembling the
planomatic gearing without any
real problems.

Now entering my
dotage, I’m surrounded by
a plethora of tackle,
including many more
favourites but when I’m
asked that silly, inevitable
question, “If your house
was on fire and you had to
rush in and rescue …..?” in all honesty, after
Sheilagh, family members
and the ‘pupsters’, I would
have to say it would be that
little boxed Mitchell CAP
304….

Right: A Mitchell CAP 304
for my third birthday

Mitchell
304 PUM

Mitchell 314

Open since 2006, the shop
holds a massive selection
of the latest fishing tackle
from all leading
manufacturers, including
Fox, Drennan, Greys,
Shimano, Daiwa, Chub,
Korum, Preston
Innovations, Maver,
Garbolino and many more.
We also stock items from
unique manufacturers such
as Century, Steve Neville
and JAG Products.
As well as providing
competitive prices we’re
committed to providing
the very best levels of
service and expertise.

HUGE
RANGE
STOCKED

ASHFORD KENT'S PREMIER
INDEPENDENT TACKLE RETAILER OF
NASH, FOX, PRESTON, AVID, GARDNER,
MAINLINE, AND MORE..
Shop Opening Hours
Monday – Saturday: 8.30 – 6pm
Sunday: 09:30 - 15:30

Tel: 01233 661770

Email: mail@invictaangling.com

www http://www.invictaangling.com
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Tench Fishing In Ireland // Fred Carter (1986)

Introduction by Mike Tudor

Fred. A. Carter
1911 -2001 R.I.P

A lot of readers will know the name Fred Carter from
my articles over the years about Garnafailagh, the
house that sits on the shores of Coosan Lough the
most famous Irish tench water of the 1960s. Also,
perhaps from Rickards and Webb’s book “Fishing for
Big Tench.” Both authors fished there and mentioned
him in their book. But few will know about his life or
what he did for Irish angling over the years before he
purchased Garnafailagh and became well-known in
the tench fishing world.
Fred was a quiet Gloucester man with a soft brogue,
who I got to know throughout the sixties when I visited
Ireland. He was always well dressed in a collar and
tie, and a sports jacket or jumper. He moved over to
Ireland when he met Clair O’ Grady, after his first wife
had passed away from tuberculosis at the end of the
World War II. Claire was a registered nurse in
Gloucester during the war and came from the lovely
Co. Clare town of Crusheen. They married and had
two sons Sean and Russell. Fred also had a son
Barry from his first marriage who is the same age as
myself.
Strangely, the one person I could not find any details
or information about for my last article the “History of
Coosan Lough & Garnafailagh House,” was Fred
Carter himself, apart from what had already been
written in “Fishing for Big Tench.” But now, thanks to
his three sons, his life can be recorded for posterity. I
won’t go into details now about this legend and
pioneer of Irish coarse angling as Phil and I think it
best to write a separate article about him for the
November Bulletin.
Fred penned two books that came to light after his
death in 2001 and thanks to the boys I have a copy of
both manuscripts. One is of “His Notes and Diaries”
from the early age of seven, spanning the years 1918
to 1986. The other he titled “Information for the
Visiting Angler” and it is from this work that this “Irish
Tench” chapter has been extracted for you, our
Tenchfisher members. In the whole book he covers
everything one needs to know about fishing in Ireland
from all the species available to methods and groundbaiting and much more.
Thanks must go to Barry, Sean and Russell Carter
who gave me permission to publish this. I hope you
enjoy it as much as I did. I’m looking forward to
completing his life story for the November Bulletin and
revealing all that he achieved for anglers visiting
Ireland. He was a truly remarkable man. Dingle
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Tench Fis
Fred Cart
or 35 years I have seriously fished all types of
waters. I have been a guesthouse keeper handling
some four hundred coarse fishermen a season,
often fishing with them for many hours of the day
and night, seven days a week and for many months of the
year. All methods have been tried, all gadgets examined
and proved or thrown out, and discussions have covered
just about all that angling can give.

F

TENCH IN IRELAND
We have discussed coarse fishing over the dinner tables and
we have discussed it whilst fishing from river banks and from
boats. This talk has carried on far into the night for days and
months on end, and in all those years of pooled knowledge I
have made notes. I now take those notes, and try to put them
together for the benefit of anglers visiting Ireland, and perhaps
to try out on their home waters.
It would be unwise to state that the angler will get fabulous
fishing in Ireland, but it is certain that Ireland has fabulous fish.
If the angler is prepared to make a few changes in their tackle,
fishing methods, preparation and presentation of baits, and
listen to local advice, then it is almost certain that some of
those fabulous fish will find their way to his keepnet.
In years gone by we only had the basic items of tackle,
limited resources, and a lot of improvisation was called for, but
we did catch fish, tons of them. It is on that kind of fishing that I
base this work, for I have never moved with the times. Only
two things were required to supply our needs, the kitchen
garden and the baker’s shop.
So – let’s talk fishing – my way.
The tench is probably the most powerful fighting fish of all
the coarse fish range. He is usually found in still waters, but
occasionally turns up in a backwater of a fast-moving river.
Most of the small lakes of the Irish midlands, and the big
Loughs: Derg, Ree, Derravara, Erne, Key and probably Lough
Corrib, hold really big tench.
The feed in the big loughs is fantastic. If one passes a
plankton net across some underwater lily or weed, an amazing
number of insects, beetles, nymphs, daphnia and other fish
foods will come up in the bottle.
Bank fishing on most of the tench waters is impossible, for
most Irish lakes have a fringe of reeds extending often forty to
fifty yards out from the shoreline. All the reeded areas are
shallow, probably in their deepest part not more than a few
feet. Towards the outer edge of them there is a sudden drop
into deep water where solid masses of green blanket weed
occur. In sheltered corners of the reed edges, concentrations
of lily pads will be found, and blanket weed and lily pads
should be sought when choosing a tench swim. A quiet corner,
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Fishing In Ireland
arter (1986)
lily pads, and weed on the bottom, is an area known to the
coarse fisherman as a Cabbage Patch.
Make sure that behind you, you have a large expanse of
the very dark green reeds with long rapier-like blades,
something like a motor ear radio aerial. This is where you find
tench. Particularly in shallow water – they cruise in and out,
feeding on insect and water life.
Whatever you do avoid an area with the light green type of
reed, the type that has a stem with blades running off every

few inches, and sharp edges on which you can cut your finger,
for tench hate this, though they may use it at spawning time.
Having found an ideal place, wander around with a
thermometer, taking readings six or eight feet down, and pick a
swim with the highest water temperature. During a spell of
warm weather, a temperature of 62-65°F is ideal (16-18°C).
Quite often, in large Irish loughs it is possible to find a channel
running fifty or sixty yards into the reed beds, ending with a
hole at the far end. Tench like these holes and the still water.

Coosan dawn
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Tench Fishing In Ireland // Fred Carter (1986)
Now for tench fishing procedure in Ireland. The tackle is
the important item. If, as many Irish lakes are, it is virgin water,
where anglers are rarely seen, quite heavy tackle can be used.
If you are fishing a water that is well known for its tench and
fished by many anglers, lighter tackle may be necessary. For
the former I suggest a six-pound breaking strain line and a
number six hook, and on a well fished water, perhaps a
five-pound line and number eight hook.
Having chosen your swim and your tackle, decide on the
method. Tench may be caught on leger, but probably this is not
so successful as a sliding float or ordinary float tackle. On the
gin clear waters of Ireland, the ordinary straight float, fished
with the bait directly underneath the rod tip is good.
As there is little hope of catching tench from the bank, the
boat that is in use can be tied up fore and aft to the reeds. It is
not necessary to have mooring stakes, for the reeds are high
and strong, and by taking a bunch of them and bending the
tops over, the mooring ropes can be tied and the boat held
securely, even in a high wind. Probably an excellent idea is to
moor the boat off the reeds and to fish in, but some sort of
anchorage is then required.
If, as is usual, the water is deep, the long mooring ropes
will allow the boat to swing. This seriously affects the float and
leger fishing and gives the impression that there are bites
when fish are not actually taking the bait.
It is not necessary to ground-bait as heavily as one would
for bream, for tench prefer more natural baits, and putting in
half a hundredweight of bread or meal may drive them away
rather than attract them.
When the tackle is ready and the boat moored, take a
couple of loaves of bread, using a portion of one as hook bait.
Tear off pieces of the rest and squeeze tightly between fore
finger and thumb until it is compressed, and just heavy enough
to sink slowly when thrown in around the boat. Continue to put
more in at intervals, and squeeze similar small pieces on to the
hook to slowly sink in the same way. Tench will often not look
at a bait lying still on the bottom, but will take and keep taking
a moving one.
Take a tiny quill float, number eight hook with bread
squeezed on it, and add a small split shot clipped a few inches
above the hook so that the hook bait is slightly heavier than
the unbaited bread. This will cause the hook and bait to sink
slightly faster than the unweighted slowly-sinking bread around
it. This extra movement will more likely than not attract the fish
to take the hook bait first.
I have seen anglers sit all day watching a float and
catching nothing, whilst another with sinking bait would take a
dozen fish. It is not necessary to cast a long way out, for tench
are more likely to be found immediately under the boat. They
Fred relaxing
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Mike Tudor and Fred’s
trusted friend Brock

come out from the weed banks on the reed edges, cruise a
few feet down and along the weeds, and turn back into them
again. If the angler watches carefully and quietly, he can often
see them as they go by and I have seen as many as twenty
big tench under my boat at one time.
An angler using light float tackle will find that, should they
get a bite, it will be quite different from that of a bream. The
tench gives one or two little bobs and the float either slowly
sinks or comes up and lies flat. Whichever it does – strike! The
strike on Irish tench is most important. The English angler for
instance, has been educated into a really rapid strike. He takes
his rod, whips it high into the air and back over his head. That
strike is quite all right on a four or five-ounce fish, but in Ireland
fish are usually heavy, and will not give an inch when struck. It
is like whipping a line into the air, and being pulled up with a
jerk as if caught in a reed. The one other point against the
rapid strike is that the fish is hooked when the rod tip is high in
the air. This gives a long length of line going down the side of
the boat, and directly down to the fish. This long length cannot
quickly be recovered should the fish make a dive under the
boat, as it usually does.
The correct thing to do in this instance is to fish with the rod
tip low, right down to the water’s surface, with the float close to
the rod tip. The line then goes straight down from the float to
the bottom, with no slack line between float and bait. The
tench, if the tackle is set up in this way, will either take the bait
away, causing the float to drop under the water, or he will stay
where he is but lift it off the bottom. If the shot has been put
only a few inches from the hook, the lifting by the fish will
cause the float to rise and then lie flat.
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A rapid strike is unnecessary. My own method is to take
the rod in my right hand, and the handle of the reel in my left,
a couple of turns on the reel takes in the slack, and all that I
have to do is tap my rod tip upwards, one, perhaps two, feet
only. This gives direct contact with the fish, with no slack, and
the hook is firmly fixed. Should a fish decide to go under the
boat, my rod tip is low, and I can now raise it or lower it on a
short line. I can give line or recover as the fish dives or comes
up, using the reel if I have to. Tench will always bore and dive
for the weeds, but the short line longish rod, and proper strike
solves many problems. Tench usually come straight in
towards the angler and bore right under the boat often with
drastic results.
I have had a tench bore right under and end up some ten
yards behind, and the end of my rod has finished up
somewhere along the keel. At other times, he will dash
alongside parallel to the reeds, and then out into deep water.
Now there is time to play the fish, and I mean – play. It is
amazing how many people will insist on dragging a fish hard,
instead of playing it until it is tired. I know that he has to be
kept out of the weeds, and quite often in trying to do this, he
will succeed, but no amount of brute force will pull him out
once he has got his head round a bunch. Brute force means
only one thing, – a lost fish.
He has been pricked, he has been frightened, and it will
be a long time before he will take a bait again. So, I strike with
the rod tip low, take in my slack, give it a sharp flick upwards
to drive in the hook, and then play it, raising and lowering the
rod according to necessity. Having played the fish right to a
standstill, without trying to force him into the landing net, I
sink the net, draw the fish over it, and lift.
Irish tench from the very big loughs are really fine fish,
short, stocky and fat – and with a pound or two of spawn in
them they are impressive. I have seen those fifteen-pound
tench lying up at spawning time, and I have seen the big
bream too. I once took a party of anglers down the shoreline
of Lough Derg, for they would not believe my story of the day
before, and called on me to prove it. I took them and I showed
them and they believed, and decided that a two week
campaign the following year was called for. They planned,
and they plotted and they came the following year. They set
up camp, and four of them were to do a rota, and have
someone fishing 24 hours a day. The camp was set up and all
went well for a day, and then a gale sprang up, and when
Lough Derg has a gale it can get rough. The gale lasted the
full two weeks, and not a boat went out.
I have seen them many times since, but they are in a
difficult spot. They cannot be approached from the water, for
there is a good half mile of lily pads reeds and various snags.
To approach by land the shore is reached by crossing three
rocky fields, and it would take a day to get the camping gear
in. We have tried wading and casting, but one can walk out
for some 10 to 12 yards, and then sink into three feet of
sludge, and bog silt.
The type of bait most popular with tench is probably bread
in the form of flake, paste, or crust, small redworm, or the
white tail of a lobworm. Some are taken on maggot, and in
later years sweetcorn – another bait that shows up against
the brown silt. Water temperatures are most important in
tench fishing. The angler will be much more successful if he
spends the first day cruising around, choosing his swim,
planning his bait, taking temperatures, and generally
preparing for the days that are to come. Here again it is wise
to bait up two swims, which might help if the wind was a
problem.

Looking across Coosan
from the Garnafalagh jetty

Warm sunny days are good but not always so, for if calm
and warm the water is generally gin clear, and fish can see
every movement. If anglers stand up to cast, and many of
them do, or make lots of movement, either visually, or by
bumping the bottom of the boat causing shock waves, the fish
will move from the swim. Sitting on the floorboards instead of
the seat, ensures a minimum of disturbance, and even casting
from that position is worth it.
Tench in spring time are beginning to feed, beginning to
move, and waiting for warmth. It is quite usual here in Ireland
to have one day of high wind in the midst of a period of sunny
ones. When this happens, fish can sometimes be taken inspite
of rougher conditions. This may seem confusing, for when
Fred examines a
catch with Mike
Tudor (centre)
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Tench Fishing In Ireland // Fred Carter (1986)
conditions are rough, all fishing should be off. With tench, one
windy day in the midst of a spell of good days, will sometimes
put them in a feeding mood, and they can be taken rapidly. 0n
such a day, if the angler has baited up two swims, he should
go to the one directly facing the wind.
This is not what he usually does. He tucks himself into
some quiet corner out of the wind, and by doing so he is
creating difficulties. He needs to face the elements and fish,
even if waves are lashing into the boat. Some of the waves
may be a foot to eighteen inches high, causing him to bail out
periodically, but this is likely to be one of the great days of his
holiday.
I have known anglers fish for a week and catch nothing. I
have known them go out on such a day and take twenty good
fish. You can never tell with coarse fishing. I think that the
reason is that when the waves are rolling on to the shore, or
on to a reed bed facing the wind, the disturbance dislodges
insects and feeding matter, and the fish have plenty to keep
them interested under the water. Also, with the waves coming
in to the shore, there is greater aeration of water than is found
in other parts of the lake.
I do advise any angler who is in Ireland fishing for tench, to
stick at it and cast into the wind, not necessarily a long
distance, but face the wind and fish hard. He may not even
need ground-bait, and he will probably have one of the best
fishing days of his life.
Tench spawn from late May onwards, until about the end of
June. Spawning is controlled by weather and water
temperature. It is a fantastic sight when walking the shores of
big Irish lakes to come across a shallow bay, packed solid with
big tench. At spawning time, go quietly through the reeds. Let
the boat lie quite still in about two feet of water, and watch.
Polarising glasses are a help, and with or without them, often

John Bent with a
typically dark
Coosan Lough
tench
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two or three hundred tench, some singly, and some in pairs,
can be seen, all intent on spawning. They do not seem to mind
the boat, and will not move until it is practically on top of them.
I once placed an oar under a fish, and gradually lifted until
it began to appear out of the water on the oar. It was not until
then that the fish realised that something was amiss, and dived
back into the water. When tench are in the shallows it is
sometimes possible to catch them even in one or two feet of
water. Generally, they will look at nothing during the heat of the
day, but towards evening there is a time, lasting for only about
half-an-hour, when they will take a bait if cast from the shore,
and dropped in front of their nose. The problem then is to land
the fish with reeds and rushes all around, as, if the tench
decides to dart through the reeds, he may break the line or
even remove the hook.
I have seen tench, on many occasions, when they have
been securely hooked, pass themselves round a thick reed,
and glide backwards until the hook engages in the reed. Then
they give one terrific heave, lashing their tail as they go and
tear, tore the hook straight out of their mouth, and leave it
embodied in the reed.
One final note about tench. Do not ever return a fish into
the swim. Put them into a keep net and carry them or take
them by boat far along the shore before letting them go. I have
observed many times, and this applies to all species of fish as
well as tench, that if a net of fish, or even just two or three fish
are put back into the water where they were caught, they will
dive suddenly to the bottom, or away from the swim taking all
other fish with them.
If an angler is fishing for a week in the same swim, he will
find that if he returns his fish into that swim, his catches will get
smaller and smaller, until about the third or fourth day, when all
fish will be gone.

A study in concentration,
Ollie Purcell at Coosan.
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September Tench
F

or the last few years my wife and I have rented a
caravan for a week in May in a holiday park in
Herefordshire. This park contains a lake with a
decent stock of tench as well as some carp and
silver fish. We have spent the mornings and afternoons
exploring the local countryside returning to the caravan for
tea. I have then usually managed to winkle out a few tench
up to 7lbs in the evenings. Altogether a very relaxing and
enjoyable break. We were booked to do the same this year
but the whole park was closed down. When it opened again
in mid-summer, the earliest booking I could get was midSeptember. I had never fished for tench so late in the
season before but decided to give it a go.
Before setting out I decided to do some research, what do
the experts say about catching tench in September? Very little
was the conclusion I came to! Most say they stop fishing for
them in July and all I could find were general statements
implying that tench may continue feeding through August and
into September. No help here in regard to location (shallows or
deeps), methods, or baits (particles or large). If I had wanted to
fish in the middle of winter, then advice is there. I decided to
start with what I normally do in May.
For once the weather gods were with me and I had a week
of lovely weather, no rain, little wind and lots of sunshine with
midday temperatures into the low twenties. The second surprise
was the water. In May the lake has always been clear but was
now turbid with a thick green algal bloom. I chose a peg where
the deepest area of the lake (only about 7ft) was within easy
casting and baiting range and set up my go-to tench rig of an
inline method feeder with a short hook link carrying 2 balanced
plastic casters on a hair tied to a size 12 barbless hook. Most of
the time, I fished just this one rod, only setting up a second rod
with a different bait when there was little activity. Pellets and
casters were catapulted out as groundbait and the feeder was
recast every 20 minutes.
So, what happened? Altogether I landed eleven tench in six
sessions totalling 21 hours (the evenings are getting short in
mid-September). Tench were caught in every session except
one when I tried a shallow area that has been productive in
May. There were no specimens and I didn’t weigh any fish but
estimated the weights to range from 1:08 to 5lb. The capture of
several young tench was a pleasant surprise as I had not seen
these before but the absence of the 6lb plus fish I had landed in
previous years was disappointing. All eleven tench were female
and in good condition. The biggest fish I landed in the week was
a 6:08 bream, the first bream I have had from this lake.
All except two of the tench fell to casters and were caught
between starting fishing around 4pm and about 6.30pm. About
an hour before dusk (7.30pm) bites to plastic casters dried up,
something I have also experienced on many occasions at
Dudmaston. As a result, I have come to the conclusion that

plastic casters lose their attractiveness as the light fades. At
Dudmaston, a switch to meat at this time will usually produce
a couple more fish before the light fully goes. I tried the same
thing here with meat and small boilies to no effect. Finally, I
tried worms which I had avoided because of the large
numbers of small perch. First cast resulted in a perch but this
was followed by two tench so some validation of the theory
that the fish are still feeding but for some reason have
switched off casters.
Another feature of the coming of dusk was an increase in
the bubbling and rolling of tench in the swim. The literature
suggests this is a positive sign because you know fish are
around but I found here, and also at Dudmaston, that it
coincides with a decline in definite bites. Plenty of line bites
confirm tench are in the swim but they no longer seem
interested in anything I offer them. So, I am no longer excited
by bubbling tench and see it as a negative sign.
I finished the week a satisfied man having escaped
Birmingham for a few days just as it was entering a partial
lockdown. I had enjoyed simple relaxed fishing in attractive
surroundings and good weather and caught some late-season
fish. This for me is what tench fishing is all about.
A small one. Hope for the future

A typical specimen

"I had enjoyed simple relaxed fishing in
attractive surroundings and good weather
and caught some late-season fish. This for
me is what tench fishing is all about."
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My Return to the Fold // Geoff Sykes

MY RETURN
TO THE FOLD

T

hinking back, it must have
been over 50 years ago when
I caught my first tench. I had
been catching roach and
rudd from the local park lake when I
witnessed another fisherman
catching a tench that, to me, seemed
truly massive. While most of my
fishing was done in open water, the
tench had come from the end of the
lake that was covered in lily pads. I
had seen others fishing this area but
not catching anything like the
number of silver fish I was getting.
Curiosity got the better of me and I
spent as much time as I could
watching these anglers to
understand what they were doing
differently. There were several
channels cut into the lily pads and
most of the anglers were fishing in
these channels with a simple quill
floats and seemed to be using
worms or bread for bait. By now my
tackle had advanced to a ten foot
fibreglass float rod and an Intrepid
Monarch reel, the latter for which I
had saved my paper round money
and purchased for just under a
pound! A few more paper rounds and

a small circular landing net and pole
soon followed and at last I was ready
to tackle these monster fish.
From the information I had managed
to glean, early mornings seemed to be
the best time to fish so with rod and
landing net strapped to my crossbar I
was off to the lake as soon as the park
gates were open. The first few sessions
were a struggle as I still wasn’t entirely
sure what I was doing. One day I got
talking to a lad of my own age who had
been catching some tench using what
he called the lift method. He showed
me how to correctly set up the float and
eventually, in the summer holidays of
1967, I caught my first tench. Over the
next couple of summers I caught
several more tench, the majority of
which were between 2 and 3lb but
prized catches nevertheless.
Unfortunately, the lure of bigger fish
took over and now, having my own car,
I was able to travel farther afield in
pursuit of the dreaded carp.
Aside from the “accidental” capture
of tench while carp fishing, it was
around 20 years before I deliberately
set out to catch tench again. It was the
era of the Specimen Groups and I had
6lb 3oz male.
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joined the Southfield Specimen Group;
a local bunch of lads who were
targeting some big fish from local
waters. Tench were very much on the
agenda during the summer months and
as a group we spent many evenings
after work in hot pursuit of these fish. A
six pounder was our target and I am
pleased to say that I managed a 6:03 in
July 1988 which, until last year,
remained my personal best. Time
moved on and although a few of us
have remained friends and still fish
together, the Specimen Group era was
over. I started to move away from lakes
to fish rivers for barbel during the
summer and autumn whilst continuing
to fish for pike in the winter. I also
enjoyed the occasional summer outing
float fishing for carp in the margins,
using a split cane rod and centre pin.
Fast forward to 2013 and having
retired, I found myself with much more
time to be on the banks. I had tried fly
fishing and spent more time with the
cane rod and centre pin but was not
really making the most of my time and
beginning to simply go through the
motions. When the river season
finished in 2019, I was at a loss at what
to fish for and the need for a new
challenge reappeared. Good friends
and fellow pike fishers, Dave and
Simon Fish, talked about their exploits
tench fishing and suggested I give it a
try. I had virtually all of the equipment
needed to start again so why not? I
soon realised what I lacked in spades
however was the know-how, a classic
case of all the gear and no idea. To say
that a lot had changed since my early
forays into tench fishing would be an
absolute understatement. YouTube was
a revelation when it came to tactics and
rigs and it was fascinating spending all
available spare time watching and
reading the plethora of information that
is now available.
Armed with this new information and
rigs I set off on my first tench trip in
early April 2019. Admittedly it was to a
relatively “easy” water but I wanted to
put my new found learnings to the test
and was absolutely delighted when I
slid my net under my first purposecaught tench of the new era. After a few
successful trips and with confidence
growing I joined the Tenchfishers and
was particularly inspired when I
received my first magazine and gained
access to “The Green”. I ventured onto
other, more testing waters and by
adapting tactics and rigs was beginning
to catch tench on a regular basis. I had
given myself a target of a 7lb fish in
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7lb 14oz

A new PB of 8.07

what was my first real season. Surprise
surprise, I didn’t achieve it although I did
up my PB by three ounces and finished
the season with over 50 tench from a
variety of new waters.
Whilst not necessarily rewriting the
record books I have to say the summer
and autumn fishing of 2019 was probably
some of the most enjoyable I can
remember. The camaraderie, the
learning curve, the new waters and
friendliness and helpfulness of the
Tenchfishers were all contributory
factors. As a result I made plans and was

looking forward with great anticipation
to the 2020/21 season - and then came
the dreaded Covid pandemic!
Through the excellent work of the
Angling Trust we finally got the go
ahead to fish, albeit a little later than
planned, but were back on the banks at
last. I had planned to fish a large gravel
pit that was known to hold a few big
tench but unfortunately it also held carp.
Well, you would think that the world and
his wife had taken up angling and
specifically carp fishing during the
lockdown. In all my years I had never

seen the banks so crowded and on this
particular pit it was an achievement to
park in the adjoining road never mind
the car park! Plan B was urgently
required.
Fortunately I was a member of a
couple of other clubs with lakes that
held good tench and although busier
than normal, there were usually some
fishable swims available in midweek.
The lake I chose was about an hour
away by car so getting there in time to
be fishing at first light became a bit of a
struggle. I hadn’t night fished for over 10
years although thankfully I still had the
gear - somewhere! So, after a rummage
through the shed and various cupboards
I managed to put together most of the
gear was ready for my first night back in
a bivvy. Fishing during the night on most
occasions proved fruitless but it did
provide opportunities for the evening
feeding spell and of course a leisurely
cup of tea and bacon sandwich whilst
waiting for a bite at dawn.
The fishing on my chosen lake was
slow and it was a few trips before I
landed my first tench. More fine tuning
of the rigs and bait application and I
started to catch more regularly. My PB
was gradually increasing and I passed
my 7lb target. Then on June 16th
(somehow it had to be) I was delighted
to slip the net under my first 8, a new PB
of 8lb 7oz that had taken a nice juicy
worm kebab. Blanks were however on
the increase so at the end of July I
decided to try some other venues for the
remainder of the summer and was
fortunate to catch plenty of tench and
some very nice crucians. My fishing had
certainly improved over that season and
I finally packed away the tench rods in
October more than happy with the
season’s results. Autumn traditionally
sees the barbel rods appear and with
them a week on the banks of either the
Wye or Trent, with some very longstanding friends. Unfortunately, Covid
put pay to that so I have spent the last
few months locally in pursuit of pike.
Sadly, we are now in lock down
number three and with the virus
seemingly more virulent than ever I
have decided to hang up the pike rods
for the time being. I did however
manage to acquire a pristine copy of
Tinca Tinca that I am reading at the
moment while making plans for what I
hope with be a more normal 2021/22
season. Say safe everyone and let’s
hope that it won’t be too long before we
can set off again in pursuit of our
favourite species and fulfil our plans and
dreams.
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Covid Sessions 2020 // Colin McMahon

Covid
Sessions
2020
A lovely brace

or 2020 my plan was to fish
at Larky, in Kent, during the
oncoming season, so, on
March 1st I sent off for the
spring ticket for Medway Valley
Fisheries. Then towards the end of
the month the lockdown happened
and at the start of April, because of
the pandemic, my cheque was
returned by MVF.
Still, my rigs were made up and all
my tackle sorted for whenever angling
was allowed but as time went on, all
my plans for the earlier campaign
were thrown out the window, like for
most of you lads. As we entered May,
I was beginning to feel that this
season was a non-starter, that was
until May 10th when Boris said in his
weekly address to the nation that
angling would be allowed. I was like a

F
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a 7lb plus spawned out tench, and I’ve
been close on two occasions with a
6:15 in July and recently another in
August. Skip forward to September
and I’m planning my next three-night
trip. So far, I have totalled 51 days,
with over 290 tench recorded.
As I have said before, it’s been
quite a rollercoaster of a season.

Sussex dawn

7.09

Baiting up time

kid at Christmas on hearing this, after
being at home for over 7weeks!
I’m sure like most of you
Tenchfishers, with the traveling
restrictions that were put in place, I
decided to stay local and fish the lake I
control for the season. So, on the May
14th I turned up at the lake at 4am. My
rods were baited up and cast out to
two areas that I knew at 32 yards.
Hemp, maggots and pellets were put
out on to these two spots and by 5am
the rods were in place. My first
indication came four hours later and
the first tench, a 6:09 female graced
the net. By the evening on that first
day, I had landed 10 tench up to 7:04
(female). All but one had come to
maggots, the sole exception was on a
boilie.
By the end of day two, a further
eight tench had been landed up to
7:02, on maggots and by the evening
the lake was very busy. All the swims
were taken up and eight Tenchfishers
had also turned up to fish. This wasn’t
surprising as it would have been the
date of the Sussex fish-in which Rabbo
had cancelled, along with all the other
group events.
As the weekend rolled on, I had in
total 24 tench with the best being a
female of 7:12. I went away one very
happy fella. Heli rigs and inline feeder
with maggots doing the job, with hook
sizes of 10s and 12s.
Being on the water throughout May
and June meant the tench kept
coming, until we reached the point
when they spawned, which started on
20-21st June.
The best fish prior to spawning was
an 8:04 to fellow Tenchfisher, Clive
Copeland. Now my target was to land

A good average size
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A Right Mixed Bag // Vinnie Kelly

A RIGHT

MIXED

BAG

A June tench

A

s I write this piece, I am sure that many of us
Tenchfishers have had a funny old season. From
lockdowns to restrictions, it has been a
challenging time for us anglers. Due to my
profession, I have been working on the frontline during
this pandemic in a busy hospital ward. As a result, my
fishing has been so limited but I have realised just how
much I love it and how it is an important aspect of my life.
The one good thing about the lockdowns is that it gave me
plenty of time to sort and tidy my fishing gear, a task that
was long overdue. It also made me realise the amount of
gear I have that has not seen the light of day for quite a
while! The closest I got to fishing was tying rigs so I had
any amount of them ready for the coming season.
My new fishing year has always begun with tench in early
spring. I normally target a few shallow loughs that have given
me some very good sport, as early as February, which
coincides with the end of pike fishing. This year did not start as
normal because of the first lockdown, which put a stop to the
beginning of the new fishing year.
I found it strange not being able to watch my favourite
venues change with the seasons, such as spring making way
for summer. There were simple things I missed, like the
excitement of watching new lily pads slowly merging to the
56

surface of the water and the reeds, which shield the loughs like
a wall from the rest of the world, turning from the tired brown
colour of winter to the new green shoots of summer. It also felt
strange not to be on the bank to watch the first day that a
resident pair of swans brought their cygnets out for the maiden
voyage.
The lockdown meant I missed most of the tench season, so
this stopped me fishing hard for them. I finally got back to
fishing in late spring when restrictions were lifted and I could
cross county borders. I decided to fish two deep loughs,
hoping for a chance to catch a ripe Tinca. One of these loughs
in particular had good pedigree, as it is known to have big
tench residing in it, with close to an eight-pound fish caught
from it in the past.
It had been a while, so I was very excited at the prospect of
catching a tench and I hatched a plan to help me do this.
Firstly, I knew I had to rake my swims as nobody had fished
this water for quite a while. I then pre-baited with my usual mix
of pigeon conditioner, sweetcorn, pellet and crushed boilies, all
mixed together with a sweet tiger nut liquid. I hoped that the
tench in this water had not spawned yet. My plan was to come
back the next day and float fish directly in front of me and also
put a sleeper rod out to one side using a bolt rig and an alarm.
On my first session the next day, I caught a male tench on
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the float rod using a large worm – a necessary bait because of
the relentless onslaught of small rudd in this lake. It was nice
to be reminded what a tench looked like after being away from
fishing for so long.
On my next day off from work, I went for a second session
and had the tench feeding directly on the pre-baited swim.
There was so much fizzing it was like a jacuzzi! However, my
problem was they were not interested in my hair rigged worms
so it got me scratching my head, wondering how I could tempt
these Tincas to bite. I had brought a pint of maggots with me
but I was hesitant to use them because I thought it would only
entice the rudd into my swim. Nevertheless, I decided to make
a small change and added one red maggot to my size 12
Owner hook with the hair rigged worm. I gave it an under-arm
flick in to the swim and I put the rod down on the rest. No
sooner had I attached the bobbin than it was away and this
resulted in a very welcome five pound plus tench. It just goes
to show how a tiny change like that was enough to tempt these
preoccupied tench in to taking my hookbait. I guess that is a
subject for another article altogether.
I had a third session in this same swim but it was not as
productive. I hooked a tench on the float rod which found a
weed bed after a few lunges and unfortunately, I lost it. It felt
like a decent sized fish from its sheer power and to this day it
still haunts me. Was it one of the big ones? Over the next few
weeks, I had a few more sessions catching a few more tench
but nothing to write home about.
Before I knew it, it was July. This is the one time of year
when I find fishing very tricky and frustrating. I put this down to
the abundance of natural foods for the fish to feed on.
Normally, I would have had a fair few nights under my belt at
this stage, but with the pandemic, I had not been be able to get
out for any night fishing sessions. Finally, I got out for a long
overdue overnighter with my better half.
As it was during this tricky time of year, I chose a tench
water that is renowned for producing a few standard-sized Irish
tench during the hours of darkness and maybe the odd
surprise along the way. We arrived at the water around
mid-afternoon, so we had plenty of time to set up our home for
the night. Again, this was a water that had not seen many
anglers, so I had to cut the lakeside vegetation to allow us gain
access to our swims. With the swims cleared and the bivvy up,
I baited two swims with my usual mix of tench goodies. One of
the swims was eight foot deep with the other at 12 foot deep,
so all avenues were covered.
With the bait in the water, we relaxed for the evening and
enjoyed a bit of dinner. The weather forecast for the night was
mixed, with showers and the wind was to pick up and air
pressure was to drop suddenly. While looking at this on the
weather app on my phone, it was screaming out ideal fishing
weather for bream but I never gave it a second thought.
As expected, there were no runs during daylight hours, so
we decided to hit the sack and hope that something might
happen. We had our receivers turned on, alarms and bait
runners were checked and double checked so we could rest
easy, or could we? Our rigs for the hours of darkness were
changed from maggot feeders and hair rigged worms to flatbed
method feeders, with spicy meat method mix as ground-bait
and small yellow coconut pop ups on a short soft braided
hook-link.
It was not until 01:00 that the first bite registered on the
receiver. Shortly after this, we had our first decent tench on the
unhooking mat. True to form, it did not take long for four more
tench to follow, with the shallower swim accounting for most of
them.

A new PB bream

I decided to spod more bait out in case we had been
cleared out by these hungry tench, so five more spods went
out over the shallow swim and as the last one hit the water we
were greeted by another run, resulting in our sixth tench.
There was a break in the action for 40 minutes or so and
this had me thinking whether I should put more bait out.
However, tiredness kicked in and just as I was drifting off to the
land of nod, the receiver started sounding again. As I jumped
out of the bivvy, I realised it was a bite from the deeper swim. I
made my way to the rod and realised it was a totally different
bite to the earlier ones with the line slowly ticking off the spool.
I lifted the rod and was greeted with a very heavy weight.
The fight was slow and, in my sleepiness, I did not figure out
what was on the other end of the rod, until a short time later a
bream surfaced in front of my landing net. I did not quite
realise the size of it as it filled the top of my Drennan specimen
net. When I lifted the net from the water, I began to realise I
had just landed a fairly decent-sized bream. I had 8lb in my
head as I placed the bream in my weigh sling but as I lifted up
the Avon scales, the needle went to 8, then on to 9 and settled
on 9lb 4oz. I could not believe it, a new PB, by a pound and a
bit.
After a few photos with my Leitrim slab, I returned her to
her watery home. My better half decided to reel in her rods for
the night after all the excitement and photos, plus she had got
soaked while taking the photos for me. Earlier that evening, a
couple of hours after we had set up, a kingfisher landed on the
rod which I caught the bream on and I remembered saying to
my better half it might be a sign that something good will
happen. It could just be a coincidence but I reckon that neon
blue bird was a good omen!
There was zero chance of me getting any sleep after
catching a whopper like that and it wasn’t long before the
Delkims were buzzing again, with a few more tench caught
throughout the rest of the night.
Morning soon landed and as we packed up and headed for
home, I found myself dreaming about the size these bream
could reach next spring prior to spawning. The end score from
my first overnight session was thirteen tench and one
specimen bream.
During late summer, we had so much rain that water levels
were very high for this time of year. For this reason, along with
it being a tricky time of year, my options were limited.
A good friend had been out chasing mullet for the last few
weeks. He had sent me some nice pictures of his catches and
I decided to join him, since my coarse fishing had been
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A Right Mixed Bag // Vinnie Kelly
curtailed. Mullet are such a pretty fish and I had heard from
other anglers that they fight like demons. In Sligo we are
spoiled for choice with so many decent marks to fish for mullet
along the coast. Mullet are often overlooked, with anglers
travelling out to deeper marks to fish for other species and I
must say, I have been guilty of this myself.
One day around mid-morning, my friend and I decided to
go for a session and try for a mullet. We travelled separately to
keep in line with the new way of life and I met him at a small
harbour. The tide was flooding in and we could see our
intended targets swimming around waiting for the tide to open
up their larder. I was armed with my Drennan Series 7 Tench
Float rod, a simple crystal waggler float setup and a size 10
Korum Specimen hook and I was ready.
My friend supplied the bait, which was a loaf of white
bread. Was that simple or what? We mashed a few slices of
bread up with water to make a sloppy ground bait. This sloppy
mix was introduced to a few different areas in the water and
our hooks were baited with bread flake. Unfortunately, the
mullet were not having any of it. They just kept swimming
around the harbour, with only the odd fish swimming right up to
our hook-baits. I thought so many times, “Here we go”, but all
the mullet wanted to do was annoy and frustrate me and kept
nudging my bread flake!
As with every angler reading this, you will know the minute
you take your eye off the float and look away, you get a bite. In
fact, in the past I have found myself often making a cup of tea
with the hope of inducing a bite. After an hour of frustration
watching the mullet, I only went and did it and took my eyes off
the float and let my mind drift away. Subconsciously, I think I
must have seen my float disappear and I awoke from my lapse
of concentration to see my float had gone under. I struck the
rod but was too slow and it was in vain. I was absolutely gutted
at what just happened but baited my hook again and cast in to
the same place.
I watched a group of mullet mill around the harbour for a
few minutes before they decided to come back in my direction.
Surely, the mullet gods are not going to give me another bite at
the cherry? Well, my luck was surely in, because one of the
smaller fish sucked in my bread flake.
This time I was ready and as I lifted into the fish I was
greeted with resistance. Over the next couple of minutes, the
float rod was put through its paces. I was using good, strong
reliable gear and this kept my mind at ease while playing the
fish. Shortly after this I landed my first ever mullet. It was no

My first mullet
58

A nice sea trout

sea monster, weighing in at 3lb 7oz but I was not complaining.
These fish have incredible power and I cannot believe I never
gave them a second thought before now. I am lucky I have so
many places to fish for them and I will definitely incorporate a
spot of mullet fishing in to my fishing calendar from now on.
There are plenty of crackers out there and I hope one will
grace my net someday.
The salt water must have gotten in to my blood after that
day of mullet fishing, because the next week I found myself
fishing for seatrout and it must have been about ten years
since I last fished for them.
One evening at rising tide I headed off down to the beach.
This was basic fishing at its best; my tactics were sand eels
hooked in the head with a single hook and a two- foot leader
on a running ledger. It did not take too long before the top of
my rod was rattling as one of those bars of silver had found my
sand eel. After plenty of acrobatics I managed to land the
seatrout which was not the biggest in the world but I was glad
to see it all the same. I managed to unhook it and release it
back in to the Atlantic.
Over the next few weeks, I was down at the beach fishing
for these seatrout regularly and I managed to catch on each
session, which was nice. I did not manage to catch anything
too big but that did not matter, as just catching was good
enough for me.
As the year pushed on and the days started to shorten, I
began to think about pike and perch. Normally, in the colder
months I am preoccupied with shooting and hunting and I do
not have time for a whole lot of winter fishing. However, with a
change in personal circumstances, less dogs to hunt and a
lack of fishing in the warmer months, I had an opportunity to do
some fishing this winter.
I decided to concentrate my efforts on a lough that had
produced a few 20s for me in the past and which was only a
twenty-minute drive from my house. It was well into September
when my girlfriend and I decided to take a spin over. It was a
cold and wet day and whilst we didn’t land any pike, she
managed to catch her first perch that day on a Mepps spinner.
I went back to this water again in October to try for a pike. I
took the deadbait rods with me for a short session and I ended
up with six fish, the biggest being a low double. I also foul
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hooked what felt like a very big pike on the dropshot rod, which
somehow managed to straighten the hook after a five-minute
fight!
My winter of fishing was looking good and I was getting
quietly excited about the possibilities ahead, particularly after
that encounter with a big pike. Unfortunately, this was short
lived as new restrictions were put in place and only essential
travel was permitted. This meant no fishing for me over the
next six weeks.
After the restrictions were finally lifted again, after what
seemed to be an eternity, I was back at the lough as soon as I
had a day off work, hoping to land a pike. I ended up with a
few jacks on deadbaits that day and a few more sessions on
this lough again brought me a lot more jacks. I spoke with a
very experienced pike angler who told me that the lake I was
fishing may have fallen victim to people killing pike for the pot.
The ratio of jacks I caught to the larger pike, suggested the
lough might well have been poached for pike, as in those few
sessions I ended up catching nearly fifty jacks and one double.
Looking through my bait freezer, I was quite alarmed about the
amount of bait I had used with very little return.
I went back to the drawing board to figure out where else I
could go for a pike. I remember a friend telling me about a
lough that held large fish but was a hard water. I decided to
give it a go and the first session was a real learning curve, as I
tried to find features and also realised there were a great many
crayfish in the lough. In fact, the crayfish were that bad, they
were pulling down my popped up dead baits by the trace and
leaving nothing but bones when I reeled in. Needless to say,
the first session was a blank along with the second.
I returned for a third session and went down towards the
deeper end of the lough. As the water temperature was
dropping, I thought that the silver fish would be in the deeper
water, which would be that little bit warmer. As we all know,
where the fodder fish are the pike are not too far away, thinking
about their next meal!

Aoile and her perch

It was first light when I arrived at the lough, with a cold
north wind blowing in to my face, which was not very pleasant.
I decided to put one of my rods short with a roach on it, just out
from the margin in case there was a fish close in. I put my
other rod with a joey mackerel further out in deeper water. I
had to pop the baits up due to the crayfish but rigged them in
such a way that they were just off the lake bed, with their tails
touching it.
As I sat down hoping and praying for a bite the strangest
thing happened…. Now, I am not usually one for using my
phone as entertainment while fishing but as I was expecting a
blank again, I started watching a video on pike fishing. The
angler on the video was talking when his Delkim registered a
run. He continued to talk and did not bother to react to his
Delkim or run to his rod. It was buzzing away and at this stage
I thought what an eejit he was. Then it dawned on me, “Hold
on a second”, I looked over at my rods and saw my drop off
indicator on the floor and it was actually my Delkim that was in
full chorus! It was me that was the eejit!
Before I knew it, I had struck into a fish and at this stage,
all my doubts about pike not residing in this lough were
definitely put to bed. I had a few nervous minutes when the
pike found an old reed bed but thankfully, it lost its hold with
the lake bed and this enabled me to pull the fish through and in
to the landing net with no calamites. She looked half decent
and made a nice double.
That gave me confidence to stick with this lough. Who
knows what lies beneath? As Christmas was coming, I decided
to spend my days off with my girlfriend and made plans to fish
in the New Year. Unfortunately, all my plans were knocked on
the head as the Government put us in lockdown again.
It was a funny old year last year, but I managed to get a bit
of fishing done all the same and caught a right mixed bag. I
have come to realise how much I love fishing and it is an
important part of my life. I find it a great way to unwind and
relax.
I look forward to fishing this year and who knows what it
will bring. Will we be fishing for tench this spring? Who knows?
But what I do know, is the next time I get out on to the bank I
will be hoping that kingfisher comes back and perches on my
rod.
Stay safe.

The eejit with a nice double
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Tidal Trent Barbel
and Encounters
with Anglers Who
Fish for Them
2020 was a very bad year as far as
my tench fishing went. When we
were locked down in March, I didn’t
venture out except for food and
essentials and when I did go, the
banks were thronged by lazy
feckless good-for-nothing
furloughed anglers who should
have been at work and not fishing
mid-week during my retirement (this
is a joke!). After we were allowed
out, I decided that I would spend
time on the Trent to try and catch a
few barbel.
Now, I fully accept that I am not a
very good barbel angler unlike other
Tenchfishers like Pat Dower with his
17lb fish or John Found and Dave
Cooke who, I understand, caught
numbers of barbel from a stretch
where I struggled to get bites. What I
am though is a lucky barbel angler, in
that the best, easily accessible barbel
fishing in the country is about an
hour’s drive from my Sheffield home.
This is the tidal River Trent, most of
which is accessible on one bank or the
other via day tickets and open club
memberships. I was also lucky to
bump into Tony from Doncaster who
put me on the right track. More on
Tony later.
My first session was on the 24th
July and the last on 24th November.
Overall, it was very enjoyable, with the
encounters with other anglers on the
bank counting as much as the fishing.
At the moment, anglers travel from all
over the country to fish the UK’s best
barbel river but none of the anglers I
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14:00, Picture by Mike
the Singing Postman
from Norwich

talked to seemed to suffer from big
egos, except maybe one who turned
out to be entertaining without knowing
it.
My early sessions did not go well,
thereby making later successes all
the better. In fact, the first few
sessions from the end of July up to
the middle of September were
frustrating. The river was low and
clear, so I decided to fish small baits,
including maggots, casters, hemp and
2mm pellets, this being the approach
that most experienced anglers
recommend in these conditions. I also
used cut-down boilies (Nash Squid

Liver) to look like 6mm or so pellets,
thinking that this would be different
from the large pellet baits most were
using as hook-baits and therefore,
more likely to catch because the barbel
weren’t used to seeing them. I
struggled to catch barbel. Small dace,
roach and perch really like maggots
fed regularly through a feeder but not
barbel. Over five session, I had four
barbel 1:00, 1:08, 3:08 and 7:00. Not
what I was expecting and quite
disappointing.
On Sept 13th I was on a popular
club stretch. I had fished from the top
of the tide at 9:30am through to 4pm
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NFA Barbel Gear

The Shimano
3500B: The Trent
Barbel Cult Reel

when I had my first bite and hooked a
heavy fish. It snagged me nearly
straight away and so I went through
the “snagged barbel routine” that
usually works. This involves walking
two or three swims upstream and
downstream to get different angles of
pressure on the fish. I was at the
upstream point when the line broke. I
threw the rod into the bankside growth
in frustration and went to talk to an
angler who had appeared on the bank
a few pegs upstream of me shortly
before I hooked the fish. This turned
out to be Tony from Doncaster. He was
tackling up his second rod from the
boot of his car (being able to park
behind swims on this stetch), not a
rucksack, barrow bag or seatbox in
sight, just tackle boxes, spools of line
and hooks etc, scattered about the car
boot. “Hmm,” I thought, reflecting on
my own approach which involves
never parking behind my swim and
walking away from the car to minimise
unusual skylines, the disturbance of
car doors closing and the general
noise of a car pulling up. We chatted
for a few minutes and were interrupted
by a bite on the one rod he had set up
and cast in a few minutes previously.
After a short fight, during which he
applied a lot of pressure, I helped him
by taking care of the rod while he
unhooked and nursed an 8lb barbel. I
took some photos for him as well. This
seemed to transform Tony into a
helpful mine of information and he
showed me his gear: 15lb ESP Ghost
fluoro (not the newer Soft Ghost), size
8 hooks and 5oz leads. He then
offered this advice “Nigel you’ve gotta

get on these ‘Sonn You Baits’ Pellet
Ohs, not the eight mil but the 14mil”
and showed me the tub that they came
in.
For me, this was a disturbing but
enlightening encounter. I had taken
care not to scare the fish by using the
lightest terminal tackle that I dared risk
- 0.27mm 8lb line hook-length, size 14
Drennan Barbel hooks, small baits that
I thought fitted the conditions (the river
still being low and clear in midSeptember) and fished from what I
thought was the right time at the start
of the high tide running off. Tony had
rocked up, parked behind his swim,
put a few “Spoppers” of bait in and
caught nearly straight away using a
0.41mm hook-length, size 8 hook and
a much bigger hook-bait than me. He
was also using much stronger gear
- light carp rods and 0.38mm 15lb
mainline - in a complete contrast to my
1lb 12oz Torrix and 0.29mm 10lb
mainline. He was fishing at about the
midpoint between high tides.
There were other significant
differences between our approaches:
he was using a “Spopper” to put down
a bed of bait, not feeding little and

often. He also took what I think of as
an NFA (Not F***ing Around) approach
to playing the barbel and by using a
heavy 5oz lead he wasn’t letting out
any line to “form a bow”. “Forming a
bow” has been my approach to feeder
fishing on running water for probably
40 years, from when Kevin Johnson, a
Scunthorpe match angler, applied the
technique on the Trent after watching a
London angler using this Thames
developed style on a Trent National.
Kevin then generously told the rest of
the match team all about it. I now think
that “letting out a bow” is dangerous
for barbel because it lays line on the
riverbed and that’s where the snags
are! I now don’t let any line out after
the lead or feeder hits the bottom.
The next day I went out and bought
some “NFA” gear: 15lb mainline
(Gardner Pro Light), a Korum River
Tripod, 4oz, 5oz and 6oz leads,
Sonubaits Hemp and Hali Crush and
(of course) 14mm Sonubaits Pellet
O’s. I loaded the 15lb line onto my
Shimano 3500B Baitrunners. I already
had some 15lb ESP Ghost Fluoro in
my tackle stock as well as some of the
“Ozzi Special” hooks in 10s and 8s

"For me, this was
a disturbing but
enlightening encounter.
I had taken care not to
scare the fish"
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from John’s erstwhile shop. Thankfully,
Nick Tuckey had persuaded me to buy
quite a few when he was applying his
“Quartermaster” skills to the shop at
one of the AGMs or SGMs. I put away
the 1lb 12oz Torrix and set up two
Korum Experts that I had recently
bought from Paul “Neo” Armfield. I
think that these are more like 2.5lb test
curve than their nominal 1.75.
Certainly, they are a lot more powerful
than the Torrixes and I found them
ideal.
A word about the Baitrunner reels. I
have two pairs of these that I bought
based on Jim Gibbinson’s (him again)
opinions in “Gravel Pit Carp” (that book
again!) when talking about close in
fishing. Jim calls them American Series
Baitrunners and says, “They do not
have the long spool, nor the lovely
line-lay of the Aeros, but the gears are
beautifully smooth, and the front
mounted clutch is a dream.” In other
words, ideal for barbel fishing because
relative to carp fishing, I find that I am
always fishing close in as long casts
aren’t possible on a river. The first pair
I found in Climax Tackle, a shop I
found delightful because their
warehousing system seemed
disorganised, in that they occasionally
found old tackle that had been hidden
away somewhere, which they sold off
at reduced prices. By the way, this is
where I found four Nash Wasp bite
indicators, years after they went out of
production. It was either that or they
went round buying up old stock from
other shops or distributors. The shop
has since been sanitised and made
‘efficient’ by Angling Direct. The other
pair of more modern 3500Bs came
from the Bass Pro Shop in Orlando
during a family Disney holiday. I later
found out that these are cult items to
Trent barbel anglers who are “In the
know”. You gain instant bankside cred
by using them.
I had conformed to the now
standard approach most barbel
anglers use on the Trent: two light
carp-style rods on a vertical tripod, the
upstream rod with a ground-bait feeder
and the downstream rod with a lead.
Both having one-meter long fluoro
hook-lengths with big (size 8 or 10)
hooks.
Next session was in the first week
of October. I went to a new (to me)
stretch away from where I was fishing
previously. I arrived about 9am and fed
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14:03, Two-and-a-half feet long
and filling the Korum Multi Mat
three full Spoppers of hemp and mixed
2mm pellets, which I think of as Dai
Gribble tench feed. I put a 4oz Fisky
groundbait feeder on the upstream rod
and 4oz lead on the downstream rod
on the same line. I was fishing quite
close in because that was where the
main flow is on this swim. It is easy to
see where the main flow is because
that is the bank that is stoned to
prevent erosion. High tide was due at
2pm.
This is an extract from my fishing
diary for the day:
12:30 6-08 barbel 14mm SPO
14:00 12-13 barbel (PB) 14mm
SPO
14:30 14-03 barbel (PB) 14mm
SPO
17:30 Packed Up Happy!
Thank you, Tony.
It was on this session that I met
Mark from Halifax. I was quietly sitting
in my chair when I noticed someone
behind me. I went over to chat with
him. Now I think we’ve all had
occasions when we think of the perfect
thing to say hours or even days after
the opportunity to say it has passed.
This time I think I got it right. Mark’s
opening comment in a loud and
bombastic Yorkshire accent was
“Every time I come to fish here there’s
always some f***er in this swim” to
which I responded with a big grin, “And
today that f***er’s me!” The
conversation (or rather oration) carried
on for a while until rain, thankfully,
forced Mark, who was without a jacket,
to leave. Despite the tedious nature of
the monologue Mark did produce this
highlight: “I ‘aven’t come here to catch

a baahbel, I’ve come to catch a Pee
Bee” and, then, to demonstrate that he
is in the know and rubs shoulders with
expert anglers: “Them Seaspin
Baitrunners you’re using, I’ve got them.
Me mate’s got the originals that
actually have ‘Seaspin’ on the side”. I
don’t mean to deride anything or
anyone Yorkshire, but in among the
really brilliant Yorkshire folk I know and
meet, like Tony from Doncaster, Pip
and Andy Dalby, I do get the
occasional real ‘ego case’ and
sometimes, like Mark, they are
unintentionally very funny.
This level, of what I consider to be,
success continued until the last
session of the year when I took John,
although the 14:03 remained the
biggest that I caught. John is an old
friend of mine, an occasional angler
and a stalwart of our small but friendly
Curry Club. Over the last few years,
we have often had beer-enhanced
conversations about having a day
barbel fishing together on the Trent.
John had never caught one and was
very keen to do so, but for one reason
or another, the trip never happened,
until last year.
The weather was wrong. It was a
bright, cold, sunny first day of a high
atmospheric pressure weather system
sort of day, after a period of low
pressure. The river level was a little bit
“barbely”, that is, 1.2m above normal
and just starting to drop. It happened
to be the last day before the second
2020 UK lockdown and the day after
the 2020 US Election. I wasn’t
optimistic and told John that catching a
barbel, even a small one, would mean
a successful day. This is known in
large commercial organisations as
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“managing expectations”.
We met at 7am at the car park of
the village pub near a “well known day
ticket venue”, with high tide forecast
for 12:30. Normally, I would have been
arriving on the bank a couple of hours
later because I believed, at the time,
that the key feeding periods occur an
hour before and a couple of hours after
the high tide, although I am now
starting to change my opinion on this.
On the day, I wanted time to allow
John to become familiar with the tackle
and let him have a practice barbel bite
and fight with me playing the part of a
barbel by holding the end of the line
and running up and down the bank.
I chose an area that has a
reputation for holding a lot of small
barbel hoping that this would give us a
chance of at least catching something.
We got all the gear set up, fed the
swim by about 9am and settled down
to wait. We were fishing two rods
between us and I told him that if there
was a bite on either, that he should
take it. At 9:45 there was a bite on the
downstream rod and John was on it in
a flash (he is a competitive runner,
cyclist and Karateka so maybe his
reaction times are enhanced). I took
the net and talked him through
adjusting the clutch, keeping the rod

up and drawing the fish towards the
net. The fight took a while and I told
John to stay calm and take his time
whilst thinking to myself “This is taking
a bit longer than I would expect.” That
is, until I caught sight of it. This barbel
weighed 15lb 15oz. John’s first and
bigger than any I have seen, let alone
caught. After photos, nursing it back
into the river and re-casting the rods
we settled down despite spontaneous
bouts of giggling and laughing. We
joked about packing up and going
home early so that John could keep
his average up.
At 1pm he landed a second of 16lb
9oz, again on the downstream rod. For
the photo, I really should have asked
him to take that hat off. He lost another
big fish as well.
I have inappropriately
misappropriated North American
Native naming styles and now call him
“JohnWhoOnlyCatchBigBarbel”. He
has caught two barbel in his lifetime
with an average of 16lb 4oz.
You will have noticed that I have
not explicitly named any locations and
that the photos, I hope, don’t give any
clue to location. This is on purpose. I
think that the first rule of barbel fishing
on the Trent is “If you catch a barbel,
don’t tell anyone where you caught it.”

"drawing the fish towards
the net. The fight took a
while and I told John to
stay calm"
John who only catch big
Barbel with his 16-09

If you do, you will have the hordes
descending. I have seen it happen. I
used to fish a swim on the west bank
of the tidal Trent opposite Collingham,
that is up until an angler published a
two-page photo of himself on the
Collingham bank, with a far bank
feature in the background that
everyone who has fished the stretch
knows. This feature was near my swim
and the next time I went, there were
bivvies in and around this exact spot
including opposite me. It spoiled my
fishing and I still bear a grudge against
the culprit. Let me also tell you about
Mick from Sheffield who generously
advised me when I first started fishing
for Trent barbel. He told me, “It works
like this Nigel: I saw a picture of a big
Trent barbel in the Angling Times and I
knew the angler and the stretch that he
fishes. I printed off the picture and
walked the bank until I found the rocks
that were in the background of the
photo, so I knew where he caught it.”
I quickly used up my ESP Ghost.
You don’t get many one-meter hooklengths from a 20m spool. I have found
15lb Korda IQ2 to be just as good and
would happily use ESP Soft Ghost.
The rigs I use are simple running rigs
with a Fisky running link for the feeder
or lead and a rubber bead on a size 8
swivel.
On the tidal Trent, I have found it
necessary to check the last couple of
meters of mainline, the hook-length
and the hook for damage before every
cast. Up and down this part of the river
there are gravel pits and because I fish
in the faster flow the river bed is
scoured down to gravel. I have
frequently found turned over hookpoints even though the “Ozzi specials”
have a beaked point (nearly identical
to the Gardner Wide Gape Talon Tip
– possibly the excellent Atomic Claws
– Editor) and abrasion damage to lines
is common. I always discard any
damaged line or hooks and re-tackle; I
can’t take risks with these barbel.
Because of this, my stock of Ozzi
special hooks didn’t last as long as I
would have expected. Despite my
attempts at being non-superstitious, I
do think of these as being lucky. So, I
posted a wanted note for these on the
Tackle Mart on TenchTalk. Wyn Jones
sent me some packs of Pallatrax
hooks that are very similar and Ozzi is
sending some of his original specials.
Tenchfishers are good people.
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The Flipper T-Rig
A

ngling is full of challenges and mysteries and
trying to solve these is a process I enjoy. This
article is all about how and why I modiﬁed one
of my rigs.
In 2018 I joined a syndicate and started ﬁshing a
shallow, weedy estate lake, here in Norfolk. It was at
this venue I started to pile up a number of blank
sessions and my lack of success was compounded by a
number of rig tangles, so my normally rock-solid
conﬁdence started to subside.
The shallow water, two or three feet deep at most,
was I felt, a major reason for the tangles. I had
previously been angling on gravel pits where most of the
swims were seven to twelve feet deep. Before casting
out I had been nicking my hook into a PVA nugget of
casters and this meant that my hook had a tempting mouthful
of bait directly around it when it settled on the lake bed. When
casting my in-line set-up and feeling the rig down on a tight
line, the PVA nugget would act like a parachute and keep the
hook link tangle free and away from the lead. Well, that’s
what I believed anyway.
Not wishing to reinvent the wheel, I started doing some
research. Looking back through past Tenchﬁsher Bulletins
and some of my other magazines and books, I started to ﬁnd
a few ideas that might assist me, for example, Rob Maylin’s
book ‘Advanced Terminal Rigs’ had a chapter entitled ‘Mag

Close-up of the Flipper rig

Loop and stick clip
attachment showing the
silicone sleeving for
security
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aligner tweaks and edges’. Also, our very own Colin Allchin had
an inspiring rig article in the bulletin (also in Tinca Tinca, page
177 – Editor), which was essential reading. Both these sources
showed a more substantial PVA stocking being attached
directly below the in-line lead, tied to a large ring swivel.
Through my research I was starting to see the beginnings
of a solution to my rig tangles. I combined these ideas with the
discovery of the Avid PVA Link (a lightweight clip) which can be
attached to the ring swivel below the in-line lead. I do like the
simplicity of the PVA link. Just sliding the knot formed in the
PVA stocking into the narrow part of the link provides a secure
attachment for the caster ﬁlled stocking below the in-line lead.
A useful tip is to dust oﬀ the casters in a dry ground bait before
ﬁlling the PVA stocking. This will help ensure any moisture
present doesn’t melt the PVA stocking.
The hook-link is attached to the ring swivel by a separate
stick clip. A short piece of silicone sleeve ensures the hook-link
will not come adrift from the stick clip. The stick clip does
however allow me to easily detach the hook-link from the main
line if I need too. This is particularly useful in tight swims. By
detaching the hook-link from the main line, I can leave the rod
by the waterside or in the rests and carry the tench in the net to
my cradle ready for unhooking, weighing and photos.
To ensure the rig remains tangle free during the cast and

Completed PVA
Flipper rig
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falls onto the lakebed as hoped, I nick the micro-barbed
hook into the PVA stocking towards its lower end, being
careful not to puncture the casters and melt the PVA.
I made another change to the rig, in particular, how I
attach my artificial casters. In the past, using
monofilament hook-links, I had attached them to a D on
the back of the hook shank. I was now using stripped back
semi-stiff coated braid to attach the hook but wasn’t
convinced the simple hair was the best approach. Inspired
by my meeting with Tony King at the Sinah Warren
Fish-in, I wanted to incorporate the ‘T’ configuration of the
artificial casters. By messing around with various rigs in a
bowl of water, I decided I would copy a rig known in
carping circles as the ‘Claw’. I believe Terry Hearn has
used it, although I think he describes it as the ‘Flipper Rig’.
This rig uses two pieces of silicon tubing to trap the hair
along the hook shank and around the bend to where the
‘T’ configuration of the casters is attached. The silicone
tubing I like to use on the hook is a muddy brown colour,
described as medium 0.7mm x 0.3mm and supplied by
Korda. The three buoyant artificial casters, positioned
midway around the bend, counter-balance the weight of
the hook, which allows the hook and artificial casters to
hover flat on the silt or weed of the lakebed. The turning
of the hook, aiding better hook holds, is also improved by
the inclusion of a small kicker at the eye of the hook.
Whatever its’ origins, I believe that the double silicon on
the hair and use of a kicker at the eye have improved my
modest number of tench captures. I’m particularly
confident now angling in shallow lakes or in tricky holes in
the weed with this rig. In my angling diary I refer to this as
‘The Flipper T rig’ to help remind me what has been
successful on the day.
If like me you also use 12 and 16mm boilies, you’ll be
pleased to hear that ‘The Flipper Rig’ is well suited to this
approach too. I use a size 6 Korda Mixa hook with the
boilies. I am still experimenting with the use of this rig but
one noteworthy change is, that I’ve not stripped back the
stiff coating of the braid near the hook eye. This makes
the rig behave a bit more like a stiff fluorocarbon hook link,
which I believe the fish find difficult to eject. Only time will
tell how I get on with this adaption, so I’ll try and keep you
posted if any significant developments come to light.
Hopefully you may find my deliberations thoughtprovoking and of interest in your own angling. Tight lines
everyone.

The rig works
just as well
with a boilie
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Badges! Badges and More Badges!

Badges! Badges
and More Badges!

1

The Tenchfishers seem to have become a haven for badge collectors and
there are still plenty to choose from:
1. Standard Members’ Badge (Green), £4.00 including P&P
2. Sixtieth Anniversary Badge (Dark Red), £3.50 including P&P
3. Ten-year Membership Badge, free to qualifying members
4. Tinca Tinca Badge (very short supply) £4.00 including P&P
5. (Also Sew on Badge, Tenchfishers Logo, Gold Tench on Black
Background with yellow border £3.00 including P&P)

4

All of the above can be obtained
by application to Dave Rogerson:
dave.c.rogerson@btinternet.com

2

3

Regional members badges are available as shown below,
around £5.00. Please check availability.
Essex (Yellow
only)

Sunil Pun:

sunilpun@hotmail.com

Ireland

Des Tobin:

solitudesoul1879@gmail.com

Kent

Eddie Court:

steadyeddie666@googlemail.com

Mid-west

Dave Rogerson:

dave.c.rogerson@btinternet.com

North and East
Andy Dalby:
Midlands

andy-dalby@hotmail.com

Oxfordshire

Ben Kennedy:

therealbk@hotmail.com

S. Hants and
Dorset

Chris Stothard:

yerbollix@hotmail.com

Surrey

Ollie Sheridan:

ollie.sheridan@outlook.com

Sussex

Steve Rabson:

steverabson@gmail.com

West Midlands

Marc Courtman:

marc.courtman@btconnect.com
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